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BEFORE BEGINNING READING, PLEASE NOTE:
● A Midsummer Night’s Dream is often referred to, in short, as simply, Dream.
● All line references are cited using MLA formatting, indicating first act number, then scene

number, and then line number or range of line numbers. For example, in citing the line,
“The course of  true love never did run smooth,” the citation would read “(1.1.136).”

● Due to ongoing cuts to the text in finalizing the script for our production, the line
numbers may not strictly align with our version of the script at all times; for looking up
citations in reference to a text that will always have corresponding lines numbers, please
refer to the Folger Shakespeare Library text.

– ARUSHI GROVER, Dramaturg
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I. PRODUCTION HISTORY
Theatre and Playgoing in Early Modern London
The text for William Shakespeare’s play, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, was created and first produced
in a theatre and playgoing environment unlike the current American model, seen on Broadway and
in regional theatre that trickles down to community and educational theatres; divergences can be
found in the nature of the locations of theatre, duration of runs, audience behavior, cultural position,
and relationship between artists.

The career of William Shakespeare (born 1554, died 1616) took place during the reigns of Queen
Elizabeth I (1533–1603) and King James I (1566–1625), from the 1590s until his death in 1616.1 A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, which was likely created between 1595 and 1596 was, therefore, written and
first performed during the Elizabethan era of history, before her death in 1603. Evidence suggests
that Shakespeare was a player (an actor), before beginning playwriting; he eventually amassed wealth,
not through playwriting, but through his part-ownership of  a theatre.2

Location
Shakespeare’s lifetime coincided with the first theater built with the purpose of putting on theatre;
through the middle of the 16th century, there existed theatrical companies and plays, but they were
not performed or written in structures built specifically for that purpose. The touring model was one
employed, in which companies would play in the yard of an inn, the house of an aristocrat, or at
court with a royal sponsor; there was not one singular place where performances were held. In 1576,
The Theatre was built, the first structure of its kind where plays could be staged and where
companies could stay on one site.3

The existence of playhouses may seem like a given to contemporary theatre artists and audiences;
however, their existence is what allowed for plays such as Shakespeare’s to be written and
performed. Whereas other forms of art and storytelling—such as poetry—come naturally and can
be whole in themselves, the physical logistics necessitated by drama require certain conditions—i.e. a
stage—to be allowed existence and expression.4

Many Elizabethan playhouses were built after the first, The Theatre; Shakespeare’s works would
eventually migrate from The Theatre, where A Midsummer Night’s Dream was likely first performed,
to the Globe Theatre, on the banks of the Thames River in London. During Shakespeare’s career,
London’s population grew due to migration; the number of new audience members and the newly
built theatres enabled the writing of Shakespeare and other playwrights of the era. Additionally,

4 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
2 Ibid.

1 Garrett A. Sullivan, “Theater and Playgoing in Early Modern London” (lecture, Pennsylvania State University, State
College, PA, United States, August 26, 2020).
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Westminster, where London’s parliament buildings are located, was adjacent to the south bank of the
River Thames, where theaters were located, allowing for Shakespeare’s plays and his company, Lord
Chamberlain’s Men (later, the King’s Men) to be presented for the court.5

Duration
Elizabethan theatre functioned in the repertory model, with, as Renaissance literature scholar
Garrett A. Sullivan articulates it, a “dizzying”, constant process of rehearsal and new works
performances on the stage, where it was uncommon for an actor to perform the same work two
nights in a row. For example, in the season which ran from 1594-1599, the acting troupe, the
Admiral’s Men, offered 36 plays, 21 of which were new, added at roughly fortnight intervals. The
theatre did not go dark, but kept performing. There was not a massive backlog of plays, but new
plays being commissioned because the companies needed new material; Shakespeare built his career
around this need. (After about 35 years of intense dramatic activity, there was a viable enough
catalogue of  plays around 1620, during which new material was not needed as much.)6

Behavior & Cultural Position
In Shakespeare’s day, going to the theatre was neither a high-brow activity, nor terribly expensive for
those standing in the pit; it would be comparable to going to the movie. There was therefore a
mixed reputation for the theatre, infamous for being a place where anyone could go. Amid cultural
stereotypes of  bad audiences, some drank and rioted during performances.7

There was also a different relationship between the actors and the audience, in comparison to
theatre today; in open-air amphitheatres, both the actors and audience could see each other, allowing
for interaction. As can be seen in the image of the Globe Theatre on the following page, patrons of
Elizabethan and Jacobean playhouses frequented open-air amphitheatres with thrust stages.
Audience members may either sit in the galleries or else stand in the yard for the price of a penny;
the latter patrons were called “groundlings”. Due to the open-air nature of the structure, if it rained,
the groundlings would get wet.8

Different groups of people have different ideas of plays and the theatre. For example, the Puritans
were very opposed to theatrical performance, thinking it immoral in that a tragedy may cause one to
kill, and succeeded in shutting down the theatre in 1642. Courts, meanwhile, understood theatre
companies as ready sources of entertainment—perhaps a resource for having a Christmas
pageant—and saw it best to have self-sustaining companies rather than personally being involved
with rehearsals. Others still thought of theatre as a place to learn morals—attitudes regarding theatre
were varied and complex in early modern London.9

9 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
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Artists: Directors, Actors, Authors/Playwrights
In Shakespeare’s time, the company collectively put on the play; plays were not the single vision of a
unifying director. Over the course of Shakespeare’s day, the value and reputation of theatre rose;
throughout the 1610’s and by the 1620’s, actors and playwrights transformed from morally dubious
to celebrated figures; the 16th century actor, very unlike our own celebrity culture, was seen shady, as
one step above a vagabond, and did not enjoy a lucrative profession. While actors were sometimes
members of aristocrat’s households, the society was entirely hierarchical, with every person
stationary in their position. Playwrights shared a similar social position to actors; while they became
more valorized in subsequent decades, their work was still considered ephemeral, that of a hack, in
comparison to the work of  poets.10

Above, an image depicting a conjectural reconstruction of  the Globe Theatre, which was made of  the deconstructed pieces of  The Theatre
playhouse.11

11 Cyril Walter Hodges, The Globe Playhouse, 1599-1613. A conjectural reconstruction…, 1958.
10 Ibid.
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First Production
The first production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream was written, created, and performed probably in
1595 or 1596, at The Theatre.12 Scholars have argued that the first production must have been
created for the occasion of an aristocratic wedding13; however, there is “no conclusive evidence to
confirm this theory.”14 A Midsummer Night’s Dream is dated to the same period of the 1590s as
Shakespeare’s plays, Richard II, Romeo and Juliet, The Merchant of Venice, and Love’s Labour’s Lost, all
identified as having a similar writing style.15

Regarding casting of the original Dream, it is considered definite that the Lord Chamberlain’s Men’s
chief comic actor at the time, Will Kemp, played Bottom, while the “abnormally thin John Sincklo”,
an theatre actor during this period, must have played Starveling.16 All other roles are considered
conjecture in casting; Richard Burbage, a “predominantly tragic actor” would have suited Theseus,
and Shakespeare himself, if legend is to be believed, would have played minor elderly parts such as
Egeus, “perhaps doubling as Quince.”17 Sukanta Chaudhuri, editor of A Midsummer Night's Dream:
Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), considers the “modern” practice of double-casting
Theseus and Hippolyta with Oberon and Titania “incompatible with Elizabethan staging
conditions.”18 Chaudhuri also argues that child actors plausibly played the fairy attendants.19

An excerpt from A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Noble Shakespeare), an essay
written by Mario diGangi on what the first production of Dream would have looked like…

A Midsummer Night's Dream on the Early Stage
by Mario DiGangi

To imagine how A Midsummer Night’s Dream might have looked on the Elizabethan stage, it
is necessary to banish the vision of gauzily attired ballerina fairies dancing through a
moonlit forest. Elizabethan playing companies did not have movable scenery, lighting
effects, flight machines, authentic period costumes, or a large corps of dancers to
represent a fairy-haunted wood or an Athenian court. Instead, they relied on symbolic

19 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
17 Ibid.

16 Sukanta Chaudhuri, "Stage, Screen, Art," introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare
Third Series), by William Shakespeare (London, UK: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare, an imprint of  Bloomsbury
Publishing Plc, 2017), 18.

15 Dickson, The Globe, 305.
14 Royal Shakespeare Company, "Dates and Sources," Royal Shakespeare Company.
13 Dent, "Imagination in A Midsummer," 123.

12 Andrew Dickson, The Globe Guide to Shakespeare (New York: Pegasus, 2016), 305; William Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), ed. Mario DiGangi (New York, NY: Barnes & Noble, 2007), 241.
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costumes and properties, richly descriptive language, and, most of all, playgoers’
willingness to use their imaginations.

The original performance of A Midsummer Night’s Dream probably took place at
The Theatre, one of the large open-air venues that Shakespeare’s company used prior to
the building of the Globe in 1596. Like the Globe, the Theatre was a three-story “round”
(or multi-sided polygonal) structure surrounding a large rectangular stage approximately
twenty-five feet deep by forty-five feet wide. At the back of the stage was the tiring
(“attiring”) house, a three-tiered structure that contained rooms for storing properties and
changing into costumes. The ornately painted façade of the tiring-house could serve as the
backdrop for a royal court, as in the opening scene of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. At
ground level, the tiring-house offered three modes of access to the stage: two side doors
and a larger, central space that could be concealed with a curtain. In A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, when the artisans meet in the forest to rehearse, Quince observes that they can use
“[t]his green plot” as a stage and “this hawthorn brake” as a tiring-house (3.1.3-4).
Shakespeare cleverly has his audience imagine the actual tiring-house as a hawthorn thicket
in the forest that Quince converts into an impromptu tiring-house.

The experience of attending a play at the Theatre or the Globe was markedly
different than the typical visit to the theater today. In modern theaters, the illusion that the
actors occupy a separate world from the audience is created through a proscenium arch,
stage curtains, and the dimming of house lighting at the start of the play. Since Elizabethan
open-air theaters had none of these features, playgoers and actors were fully aware of each
other’s presence. The large capacity of the playhouses, which could accommodate
approximately 2,500 people seated in the galleries encircling the stage or standing in the
yard at its front and sides, meant that playgoers were a visible, and probably frequently
noisy, presence. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the artisans’ performance of “Pyramus and
Thisbe” provides an exaggerated instance of playgoers’ interactions with each other and
with the actors. Unlike Duke Theseus’s court, however, public theater audiences were
socially heterogeneous, and some playgoers might well have found the aristocrats' ridicule
of  the artisans distressing or offensive.

In a theater without scenery, costume was essential for establishing both
geographical place and social place, or rank. Shakespeare's company might have attempted
to give Theseus a vaguely classical look or Hippolyta a recognizably Amazon costume,
including buskins, or high boots (2.1.71). But as royalty, the Duke and his bride would
have certainly worn the rich, ornately decorated clothing of the Elizabethan nobility. The
Athenian lovers would have been dressed as fashionable Elizabethan gentlewomen and
gentlemen; the artisans whom Robin mocks as “hempen homespuns” would have worn
the coarse and simple garb of contemporary tradesmen (3.1.67). Like Snug's lion costume,
Bottom's ass head probably featured a large mouth through which his face would be
visible and his voice could project. Contemporary descriptions of Robin Goodfellow
indicate that he might have been depicted as a satyr or quasi-demonic figure, with a rough
calfskin suit and red face paint. The Fairy’s reference to Robin as a “lob” or Country
bumpkin suggests that a larger actor, probably an adult, played the role (2.1.16). Because
the fairies are described as small enough to hide in “acorn cups,” they might have been
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played by boys (2.1.31). But given the stretch of imagination required to imagine even a
small boy as a miniscule fairy, the four adult actors who played the roles of the minor
artisans might have also doubled as fairies.

Since the Elizabethan theater was primarily an aural as opposed to a visual
performance space, playgoers were probably sharply attuned to contrasts of verbal style.
At the beginning of the play, for instance, Egeus’s comically agitated charges against
Hermia and Lysander provide a vivid counterpoint to Theseus's measured
pronouncements about nuptial pomp. Distinct styles of speech might also provide insight
into characters’ social rank, disposition, or present mental state. Hermia and Lysander
convey their passion by speaking in stichomythia, or rapidly alternating lines (L1.135-140).
Hermia’s shift to rhyming couplets imparts an appropriate formality to her vow of love
(1.1.171-178), yet when Helena enters, all three characters continue to speak in couplets.
The highly artificial style of their conversation emphasizes the conventionality of their
distress as stereotypically thwarted lovers.

The lyrical speech of the lovers contrasts sharply with the prose spoken by the
commoners in the following scene. When Bottom does speak verse, it is only to imitate
the hyperbolic rant of the stage tyrant. Nonetheless, Bottom’s language is not the plain
prose of everyday speech, for it is enhanced with hilarious malapropisms and bawdy puns.
The actors who played the artisans doubtless indulged in some improvised clowning. The
famous clown Will Kemp played Bottom, and we can well imagine him initiating a roaring
match With Snug in order to prove his ability to play the lion's part. Flute’s presumably
exaggerated miming of feminine speech and gestures for Thisbe would have contrasted
with the more naturalistic impersonation of femininity by the trained boy actors who took
the play’s female roles. Since the use of boy actors for female roles was conventional, most
playgoers probably did not remain consciously aware that Helena or Hermia was really
male. However, an overtly erotic episode, such as Titania's dotage on Bottom, might have
sparked a playgoer's awareness of  observing a cross-dressed boy courting an adult man.

The distinctive language and appearance of the fairies usher the audience into the
evocative world of a nighttime forest. In Act One, the lovers and artisans announce their
plans to meet “tomorrow night” in the woods “by moonlight” (1.1.164, 1.2.88-89).
Illuminated by the afternoon sun, an Elizabethan theater could represent neither darkness
nor moonlight, and it is unlikely that actors or stagehands interrupted the rapid flow of
the action by carrying prop trees onto the stage. (That the artisans try to compensate for
the theater’s limited technical resources by casting actors as Moonshine and Wall proves
their naiveté.) Instead, Shakespeare indicates the shift of locale from city to forest by
having a spirit recount, in songlike poetry, his wanderings through hills and bushes.
Robin's reference to hostile encounters between Titania and Oberon “in grove or green, I
By fountain clear or spangled starlight sheen” not only provides plot information, but also
gorgeously evokes the natural setting (2.1.28-29). The initial appearance of Oberon and
Titania emphasizes the grandeur of this imaginary setting, as they make simultaneous,
symmetrical entrances from the doors on either side of the tiring-house facade. Courtiers
in tow, the King and Queen of fairies sweep dramatically across the great empty platform
to confront each other at center stage.
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Featuring complex interactions of various character groupings, the forest scenes
require easily legible orchestrations of bodies and sounds. In Act Four, scene one, for
instance, the four lovers remain asleep on stage, possibly against the tiring-house wait,
while Titania caresses Bottom at the front of the stage. Observing Titania from behind,
Oberon finally releases her from the love spell and asks her to dance. The music for the
play's many dances and songs was probably performed in the upper gallery of the
tiring-house. Music was also used to create atmospheric contrasts. For instance, the rustic
“tongs and bones” Titania provides for Bottom's entertainment would have sounded
much harsher than the fairy music (possibly soft recorders) that she calls for here to
charm the mortals to sleep. After their dance, the fairies exit, at which point the sounding
of hunting horns signals the arrival of day and of Theseus’s party, who discover and rouse
the four sleeping lovers. Finally, Bottom is left alone on stage to awaken and recount his
dream.

Shakespeare’s comedies typically end with a communal celebration such as a
dance or banquet. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, not only do the fairies sing and dance to
bless Theseus’s house, but Bottom and (probably) Flute conclude the performance of
“Pyramus and Thisbe” with a bergomask, a vigorous country dance that would have given
Will Kemp an opportunity to display his noted athletic skills. Like many performances on
the public stage, A Midsummer Night’s Dream probably concluded with yet another
entertainment called a jig, a bawdy song-and-dance routine unconnected to the subject
matter of the play. Imagine what it might have been like to see the actor who had just
played the authoritative and restrained Duke Theseus return to the stage to dance an
irreverent jig.20

20 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), ed. Mario DiGangi (New York, NY:
Barnes & Noble, 2007), 241-247.
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Oberon, Titania and Puck with Fairies Dancing, by William Blake, 1786.21

Subsequent Production History

NOTE: The following summarizes to an abridged production history of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream; as one of Shakespeare’s most popular plays, it has seen hundreds and hundreds of
productions across different cultures since its inception.

There is no definite knowledge about the first production of Dream, assumed to be in 1595 or 1596,
nor of its earlier years following it. There is a recorded performance of a “play of Robin
good-fellow” recorded as taking place on New Year’s Day at Hampton Court in 1604, which
scholars presume refers to Dream as is, thus, considered the first recorded performance.22 In the early
17th century, “[g]eneral references about, chiefly to the play-within-a-play.”23 For example,
“Moonshine” became a character in several plays in subsequent decades, and one production quotes
the opening lines of Quince’s prologue with incorrect punctuation for comedic effect.24 In 1662,
Samuel Pepys famously referred to the play as “the most insipid ridiculous play whatever I saw in my
life,” redeemed only by “some good dancing and some handsome women.”25

25 Ibid, 10.
24 Ibid.
23 Chaudhuri, "Stage, Screen," introduction, 4.
22 Dickson, The Globe Guide to Shakespeare, 313.
21 William Blake, Oberon, Titania and Puck with Fairies Dancing, 1786, painting.
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For the next 150 plays, the play largely disappears from the stage in its authentic text. According to
Chaudhuri, “Instead, separate strands of the plot, chiefly those relating to the artisans and the fairies,
emerge as detached points of focus.”26 For example, The Merry Conceited Humours of Bottom the Weaver,
printed in 1661, was acted in 1698, and the comic elements of Dream were often adapted into school
plays featuring Pyramus and Thisbe. Throughout the late-17th century and the 18th century, Dream
was adapted in many musical forms, aimed at elite audiences, including many “‘English’ opera[s]”
that “mingle spoken dialogue with music”, and eventually, composer Henry Purcell’s opera, The Fairy
Queen.

In 1826, German composer Felix Mendelssohn wrote a concert overture inspired by Dream that
would “redefine [the play’s identity] in musical terms,” including the famous Wedding March
preceding Act 5. The music was “almost obligatory” in any production of Dream for a century
afterwards, in addition to two films in recent years. Chaudhuri asserts, “the afterlife of Dream owes
almost as much to Mendelssohn as to Shakespeare, shaped by Romantic concepts of nature, the
supernatural and the imagination. The “‘true Shakespearean wood’…is not ‘the wood of
Shakespeare’s time’ but ‘Mendelssohn’s wood.’”

Throughout the 19th century, Dream found more conventional British staging (director Lucia Vestris
in 1840, Samuel Phelps in 1853, Charles Kean in 1856) with a restored text, music, and spectacle (55,
90, and 42 fairies onstage, respectively).27 Female Oberons and female Robins became a novelty
developed by this time period, as well as an open-air tradition that cited, “This green plot shall be
our stage” (3.1.3-4), as its motto.28 This period developed a strong “musical identity” for the text.29

In 1914, Grandville-Barker’s production took a different direction to previous production,
“dispens[ing] with spectacle”; utilizing bare sets of mostly draperies to great the woodland scenery
on an apron stage, English folk music instead of Mendelssohn, and an uncut text; and sporting
slow-moving gold-painted fairies—an, ultimately, traditionalist production. According to Chadhuri,
“This contrasts with the purpose of many later directors of whom Shakespeare’s text is merely the
starting-point for their own exploration of the play.” Throughout the early 20th century, there was a
subsequent “cultural fatigue” when it came to British Dream productions.

Germany, in which Shakespeare’s works have had the most engagement in all of Europe outside of
England, saw Dream specifically occupying a special place. While Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was
in charge, the full play was produced at the theatre of the Weimar Republic.30 Max Reinhardt’s
production in Berlin in 1905, “achieved a new lightness of fantasy”, seeing the text “emerged from
beneath the overlay of stage tradition; Reinhardt would later adapt the play into his 1935 film with

30 Ibid, 22.
29 Ibid.
28 Ibid, 13.
27 Ibid, 12-13.
26 Ibid.
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William Dieterle, a “Hollywood extravaganza” given to “fantasy and spectacle.”31 The Jewish
Mendelssohn’s music was suppressed in productions during Nazi rule.32

Meanwhile, in Poland, director Lidia Zamkow’s 1963 production “presented the lovers as
contemporary students in an aggressively sexual culture.”33

In 1970, British director Peter Brook’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream broke new ground,
hailed as legendary, revitalizing the text and inspiring directors to this day. Designed by Sally Jacobs,
the production employed an “undefined”34, “three-sided white box”35, featuring “ladders, trapezes,
and catwalks that reflected colour and freed actors’ movements.”36 Inspired by Chinese acrobats, the
production demanded gymnastics of the actors, and Peter Brooks claimed it celebrated “the theme
of theatre.”37 While audiences loved it, a number of critics felt it too “dogmatic” in Brook’s
“sexualized interpretation.”38

In 1977, French director Petrika Ionesco portrayed two spaces, theatre and nature, side by side
onstage, as “the conscious and subconscious.”39

South Africa’s productions of Dream during the apartheid era challenged the laws of the time. David
Horner and Sarah Roberts’s 1984 University of Witwatersrand production cast a mixed-race actress
as Robin, and Francois Swart’s 1985 Rhodes University production “started with a crowd of beggars
being chased away from Theseus’ gates,” with “Snout as Wall symboliz[ing] racial as well as sexual
segregation.”40

The early 1980’s saw various neo-Romantic period settings for Dream in America: Napoleonic in
Martin Platt’s 1981 Alabama production, Edwardian for James Lapine’s 1982 New York production,
and Victorian for Richard Sewall’s 1982 Maine production.41 Meanwhile, in Minneapolis, Romanian
director Liviu Ciculei’s 1985 production was “fraught with race and gender issues,” featuring “a black
Hippolyta tyrannized by a white Theseus, a white Titania by a black Oberon fleetingly identified with
Bottom.42

42 Ibid.
41 Ibid, 31.
40 Ibid, 32-33
39 Chaudhuri, "Stage, Screen," introduction, 26.
38 Ibid.
37 Dickson, The Globe, 314.
36 Chaudhuri, "Stage, Screen," introduction, 19.
35 Dickson, The Globe, 314.
34 Ibid, 19.
33 Ibid, 27.
32 Ibid.
31 Ibid, 23.
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In Romania, Alexandru Darie’s 1990 production “reflected a regiment of tyranny and surveillance”,
triple-casting Theseus, Oberon, and Quince—“a figure of  total control.”43

Robert Lepage’s 1992 National Theatre production can be seen as a response to Brook’s production,
similarly charged with accusations of over-sexualization. The set was “dominated by a large muddy
pond around and into which the fairies and lovers slithered.”

Australian director Baz Lurhmann adapted Benjamin Britten’s operatic adaptation of Dream in 1993
in Sydney, setting it in “Raj-period India, with Theseus and Hippolyta as Indian gods finally
presiding over their liberated country.”44

Meanwhile, in Bhopal, India in 1993, Habib Tanvir’s lively adaptation cast “tribal people from
central India as artisans and arrang[ed] the actions around them. In India’s changing society, with
shifting equations between urban and tribal communities, the folk-operatic form of nautanki carried
a serious social subtext.”45

In a return of the work to the Thames’s bankside, Shakespeare’s Globe has seen seven production of
Dream since its opening in 1997, including Yang Jung-Ung’s Korean production, featured in the
London “Globe to Globe” festival of 2012, that featured “folk culture” and a reversal of the
“gender-pattern”, with Oberon becoming “comic consort,” pursuing a woman with a pig’s head.46

Takeaways
The production history of Dream shows the work to be produced in a range of time periods and
cultural contexts. Dream provides material for the discussion of “class, race, gender and power
politics,” as well as for the inclusion of a supernatural perspective.47 The play is inextricably linked to
the politics and culture in which it is produced, each production taking their own interpretation of
the Shakespearean text.

47 Ibid, 37.
46 Ibid 36-37.
45 Ibid, 33-35
44 Ibid, 33.
43 Ibid, 29.
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Photograph of  Vivien Leigh as Titania from “A Midsummer Night's Dream” at the Old Vic Theatre, 1937,J. W. Debenham48

Recent Productions and Dramatic Adaptations
In addition to information on the original production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream and a summary
of the production history, the following performance reviews survey various productions and
dramatic adaptations of the work. Several plays from recent years elucidate contemporary
understandings and interpretations of the text on stage; meanwhile, filmic adaptation allow for
interdisciplinary understandings of and interpretations of the text that exist widely and in popular
culture.

48 J. W. Debenham, Photograph of  Vivien Leigh as Titaniafrom “A Midsummer Night's Dream” at the Old Vic Theatre, 1937,
photograph, British Library, 1937.
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Plays

A Midsummer Night’s Dream — Shakespeare’s Globe, 2013; directed by Dominic Dromgoole
Director Dominic Dromgoole’s production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream49,
performed at Shakespeare’s Globe in 2013, offers a traditional Elizabethan presentation of the play,
emphasizing the danger of the woods and desire. Opening with a prologue that dramatizes the battle
between Hippolyta and Theseus in spirited and symbolic choreography, the production foregrounds
the force of patriarchal authority in the play. The fairy world of the production bears a wild and
fierce appearance, dressed in autumnal browns and olive greens, furs and antlers. As the four lovers
delve further into the anarchic chaos of the woods, they strip their Tudor dressings down to their
undergarments, becoming streaked in mud and looking closer to the feral fashionings of the fairy
world of this production. The comedy of the clog-clad rude mechanicals engages largely in slapstick
humour, eschewing the subtle laughs of the text in favor of extratextual sight gags; the mechanicals’
rhythmic entrances in clog dances make them endearing, if not thought-provoking. Critical response
to the production highlights it as a handsome Elizabethan production to grace the Globe’s stage that
fails to create much of an impression50; “it never quite breaks fresh ground.”51 The production
resolves unsatisfactorily with a violated Titania, a berated Helena, and a subjugated Hippolyta
smiling happily at their beaus, a celebration endorsed by the production. The lingering impression of
the Dromgoole’s staging is the image of the fairy world consuming the lovers in animal-like darkness
and danger, “mischief and naughtiness”52, the vague reconnaissance of the four Athenian youths
now standing in the civility of  Tudor apparel, reminders of  where desire can lead.

Creative Team
Stage Director: Dominic Dromgoole Screen Director: Robin Lough
Designer: Jonathan Fensom Musical Director: George Bartle
Composer: Claire van Kampen Choreographer: Sian Williams

Cast: Fergal McElherron (Quince, First fairy), Michelle Terry (Titania, Hippolyta), Pearce
Quigley (Bottom), Huss Garbiya (Starveling, Fairy), Tom Lawerence (Tom Snout), John
Light (Oberon, Theseus), Sarah MacRae (Helena), Edward Peel (Egeus, Snug), Olivia Ross
(Hermia), Joshua Silver (Demetrius), Luke Thompson (Lysander), Tala Gouveia (Cobweb),
Christopher Logan (Peter Quince), Molly Logan (Moth), Stephanie Racine (Peaseblossom),
Matthew Tennyson (Puck, Philostrate)

52 Aliya Al-Hassan, "BWW Review: A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare's Globe at Home," Broadway World UK,
last modified June 16, 2020.

51 Dickson, "A Midsummer," The Guardian.

50 Andrew Dickson, "A Midsummer Night's Dream – Review," The Guardian, last modified May 31, 2013; Al-Hassan,
"BWW Review," Broadway World UK; Alexandra Coghlan, "A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare's Globe," The
Arts Desk, last modified May 31, 2013; Peter Brown, "Review of  A Midsummer Night's Dream at Shakespeare's Globe
Theatre," London Theatre, last modified May 31, 2013.

49 Shakespeare's Globe: A Midsummer Night's Dream, directed by Dominic Dromgoole, 2014.
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At left, Joshua Silver (Demetrius), Sarah MacRae (Helena), Olivia Ross (Hermia), and Luke Thompson (Lysander) in Act III, Scene 353;
at right, Michelle Terry (Titania) in Act II, Scene 1.54

A Midsummer Night’s Dream — Theatre for a New Audience’s   Polonsky Shakespeare
Center, 2013; directed by Julie Taymor
Set in a three-tiered black box, the inaugural production for the theatre, director Julie Taymor’s
production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream puts on a bold face for a familiar text, in a production that
critics have called “cinematic.”55 Beginning with a prologue in which Puck rests on a solitary white
bed, the production almost puts on a minimalist face before the bed rises, showing tree branches
holding it up underneath, until Puck reaches the sky and a white sheet unfolds from center-stage and
is risen high, on which the play’s title is projected. After the prologue’s contemplative foregrounding
of the process of dreaming and sleeping, the play’s main conflict finds an effective home in the black
box, where actors’ naturalistic performances in space, with characters facing or facing off from each
other, allows for simple and efficient communication of where the conflict lies between characters.
Awash in blues, the production’s design is sensorily stunning. An arresting musical score graces the
backdrop and takes the audience through jazz, carnival tunes, and swelling strings; defamiliarization is
a word that suits this production, in both the unsettling tone that accompanies the nighttime
creatures and the invitation to an atmospheric world that behaves unlike our own. Following Titania
and Bottom’s encounter, the projections show a cascade of blooming flowers in symbolically
orgasmic visuals. For a maximalist production, the most striking effects are sometimes the simplest,
such as the floating or sometimes handheld sticks that represent an ever-changing and alive forest
landscape. The production boasts a gaggle of spirited children who play the forest’s fairies, and later,
party children in the final scene’s wedding. Portrayed as energetic and feral, the children’s fairies are
acrobatic, a dual presence in their non-threatening status as children but frightening status in
movement. The production notably includes Egeus in the wedding scene. In including child guests
to eat cake and indulge in the evening festivities, and in giving some of the heckling lines to Hermia
and Helena (where they typically go silent following their marriage vows) who appear to kiss and

55 A Midsummer Night's Dream, directed by Julie Taymor, Ealing Studios, 2014.

54 John Haynes, Michelle Terry in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at Shakespeare's Globe, photograph, Official London
Theatre, May 31, 2013.

53 John Haynes, Joshua Silver, Sarah MacRae, Olivia Ross, and Luke Thompson in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at
Shakespeare's Globe, photograph, Official London Theatre, May 31, 2013.
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make up in their friendship, Taymor’s wedding scene strikes as a true celebratory party for all players.
The mechanicals are portrayed as laborers, and the party guests democratically join them in a dance
following their play of Pyramus and Thisbe. Despite the performances of the cast and the stunning
sensory theatrics, critics cite Taymor as the ultimate star of  this show.56

Creative Team
Director: Julie Taymor Makeup Department Head: Andrew Sotomayor
Composer: Elliot Goldenthal Key Makeup Artist: Crystal Soveroski
Set Designer: Es Devlin Costume Designer: Constance Hoffman
Aerial Director: Gregg Curtis Stunt Coordinator: David Pakenham
Script Supervisor: Sara Strahan Cinematographer: Rodrigo Prieto
Film Editing: Barbara Tulliver Hair Department Head: Bettie O. Rogers

Cast: Kathryn Hunter (Puck), David Harewood (Oberon), Tina Benko (Titania), Max Casella
(Nick Bottom), Zach Appelman (Demetrius), Jarrett Austin Brown (Rude Elemental),
Brendan Averett (Snug), Olivia Bak (Rude Elemental), Marcus Bellamy (Rude Elemental),
Ciaran Bowling (Rude Elemental), Roger Clark (Duke Theseus), Jon Viktor Corpuz (Rude
Elemental), Christina Dimanche (Rude Elemental), Lilly Englert (Hermia), Jake L. Faragalli
(Rude Elemental), Jaryd Farcon (Rude Elemental), Joe Grifasi (Peter Quince), Jake Horowitz
(Lysander), Zachary Infante (Francis Flute), Reimi Kaneko (Rude Elemental), Robert
Langdon Lloyd (Lord Egeus), Sophia Lillis (Rude Elemental), Johnny Marx (Rude
Elemental), Mandi Masden (Helena), Jacob Ming-Trent (Tom Stout), Okwui Okpokwasili
(Queen Hippolyta), Isaiah Register (Rude Elemental), Briana Robinson (Rude Elemental),
Willa Scolari (Rude Elemental), Sophie Shapiro (Rude Elemental), Alex Shimizu (Rude
Elemental), Madison Smith (Rude Elemental), Azalea Twining (Rude Elemental), Cassidy
VanVonno (Rude Elemental), William Youmans (Robin Starveling)57

57 "Julie Taymor's A Midsummer Night's Dream (2014): Full Cast & Crew," IMDb.

56 Thom Geier, "'A Midsummer Night's Dream': EW review," Entertainment Weekly, last modified November 5, 2013;
David Finkle, "Julie Taymor's 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' Hits and Misses," Huffington Post, last modified
November 3, 2013; Ben Brantley, "When the Sky Is No Limit," The New York Times, last modified January 12, 2014;
Marilyn Stasio, "Off  Broadway Review: Julie Taymor's 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" Variety, last modified 2013;
Adam Feldman, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," Time Out, last modified 2013.
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At left, Tina Benko (Titania) and David Harewood (Oberon) discussing the changing of  the seasons.58 At right, Kathryn Hunter (Puck) in
an acrobatic position.59 (For more photos of  the production,please refer to the section, Essays From a Dramaturg → Reference

Visuals.)

A Midsummer Night’s Dream — Shakespeare’s Globe, 2016; directed by Emma Rice
“Why is everybody so obsessed with text?” cries Robin Starveling, dressed in an astronaut suit to
imitate Moonshine, as they charge at a heckling patron, Theseus, of the play-within-a-play, in director
Emma Rice’s 2016 production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Shakespeare’s Globe in London.60

This throwaway line may as well serve as the motto of Rice’s transgressive and innovative production
of Dream. Indeed, the traditional text is but suggestive in Rice’s production, a three-hour spectacle
that interpolates popular music, features original lyrics and interjected comments, and offers a
raucous musical spectacular; dramaturg Tanika Gupta is also credited as a lyricist in working with
Rice to add modern references and interludes to Shakespeare’s text, actively working against purist
inclinations. Set in modern day, the four lovers, or “Hoxton hipsters”, are translated from Athens to
the bankside of London; the production features a first-aid fanny pack, Bon Jovi, David Bowie,
multi-colored lights (a first for the traditional Shakespeare’s Globe), portable phones, a doublecast
Egeus and Puck, and light-up sneakers. “Helena” becomes “Helenus”; Rice speaks of  the change:

“I always knew when I went to do this play, it was the first thing I knew about it, was—I
found the part very difficult to stomach as a woman, because she’s such a victim. And she
begs for the love of this man, who in his right mind, no drugs involved, says he hates her
and that she’s nothing to him. And I find it very hard to celebrate that marriage at the end.
So, I always knew that if Demetrius were fighting something in himself, that it would
liberate us all to celebrate that match.”

Inspired by the Indian changeling boy that Titania and Oberon are fighting over, the production
sports Indian-inspired designs, with marigold flowers strung on the set and a sitar player
prominently presented on the balcony throughout the production and in the score; Emma Rice
speaks on the subject, with Orientalist reasoning, “The Indian boy, which is the object of their

60 Emma Rice and Ian Russell, dirs., Shakespeare's Globe: A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2016.
59 Kathryn Hunter as Puck in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," photograph, PBS.

58 Tina Benko as Titania and David Harewood as Oberon in Julie Taymor's production, "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Behance.
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desires. So, I felt that right at the heart of it, there is this fight over exoticism and beauty and
something other.” The show boasts high audience interaction with much of the action taking place
in the audience, where actors mingle with the groundlings of Shakespeare’s Globe; this lends to a
spontaneity and vivacity of performance that injects the first four acts of the play with excitement.
On the subject of  the fairies, Rice speaks:

But the fairies, they were—Shakespeare gave birth to them, so they’ve been around for
400 years. And I thought, what would you be like if you'd been immortal? You’d have done
every drug, every party, absolutely wrecked. So, I’m thinking, you know, they’re kind of
thrill-seekers. I think there’s something rough about them that I really enjoy.

The production was commended for its diversity in casting and irreverence.61 Critics noted that the
lackluster performance of the “Pyramus and Thisbe” interlude did not match the superb comedy of
the first four acts, an early and disappointing climax to the high-energy performance.62 The amount
of musical numbers was also criticized as a couple more than necessary. 63 Most notably, the
performance brought forth the meta-theatrical aspects of the text in thought-provoking ways; the
show features a prologue that seemed to be a routine conduct-and-safety announcement on behalf
of employees of Shakespeare’s Globe, who don “Shakespeare’s Globe” aprons and wear matching
blue “Shakespeare’s Globe” t-shirts. Only in the second scene, when the “rude mechanicals” show
up, is it revealed that the aforementioned “Health and Safety Officer”, “cleaner”, and “Robin [who
is] in charge of snacks”, are in fact the performers acting the roles of the mechanicals. The
play-within-a-play of the original text traditionally draws attention to the role of imagination in
theatre, asking the audience to question what their eyes can see, much like the lovers do at the end of
their dalliance in the woods; the very literal “Shakespeare’s Globe” setting to the mechanicals’
actions allows for both a plain and compoundingly meta- exploration of the same thoughts, lending
to the psychedelic tone of  the production.

Creative Team
Director: Emma Rice Dramaturg & Lyricist: Tanika Gupta
Set Designer: Börkur Jónsson Costume Designer: Moritz Junge
Composer: Stu Barker Lighting Designers: Victoria Brennan & Malcolm Rippeth
Sound Designer: Simon Baker Choreography: Etta Murfitt & Emma Rice

Cast: Edith Tankus (Snug), Lucy Thackeray (Quince), Alex Tregear (Snout), Zubin Varla
(Theseus, Oberon), Anjana Vasan (Hermia), Ankur Bahl (Helenus), Maggie Bain (Flute,
Philostrate), Nandi Bhebh (First Fairy, Starveling), Edmund Derrington (Lysander), Tibu

63 Ibid.

62 Susannah Clapp, "A Midsummer Night's Dream review – the wildest of  dreams," The Guardian, last modified May 8,
2016; Swain, "A Midsummer," The Arts Desk; Lyn Gardner, "A Midsummer Night's Dream review – Emma Rice makes
a rowdy Globe debut," The Guardian, last modified May 5, 2016; The Mortal Fool, "Review: A Midsummer Night's
Dream (Globe)," The Mortal Fool, last modified June 26, 2016.

61 Marianka Swain, "A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare's Globe," The Arts Desk, last modified May 6, 2016.
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Fortes (Fairy), Ncuti Gatwa (Demetrius), Meow Meow (Hippolyta, Titania), Katy Owen
(Puck), Ewan Wardrop (  Bottom)

Zubin Varla (Oberon) and Meow Meow (Titania) in Act II, Scene 2 of  Emma Rice’s 2016 production ofA Midsummer Night’s
Dream at Shakespeare’s Globe.64

A Midsummer Night’s Dream — National Theatre, 2019; directed by Nicholas Hytner
Nicholas Hytner champions sexual liberation in his innovative festival- or party-style 2019
production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream at the Bridge Theatre, in collaboration with the National
Theatre.65 In what is considered the legacy of Peter Brooks’s “legendary” 1970 production of Dream
in which fairies hung overhead from trapezes, Hytner’s fairies utilize the full space of the Bridge
Theatre in dangling in the air with fabric swings, performing aerial acrobatics.66 Taking out the seats
of the orchestra-level of the theatre, the magic and chaos of the woods is created as audience
members follow the action on foot, as platforms raise and level sets into the action, “as if in a
dream.”67 Atop many of these platforms are beds, decorated with either pillows or foliage depending
on the setting; they contribute, dually, to the sleeping-connotations of “dreams,” while also
suggesting at the “carnal” nature of the events of the woods.68 Hytner’s Athens is fashioned as
“ultra-patriarchal”: “men in sharp suits, women in cloth bonnets, very ‘Handmaid’s Tale.’”69

69 Matt Trueman, "London Theater Review: 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" Variety, last modified June 20, 2019.
68 Ibid.

67 Matt Wolf, "In a New 'Midsummer Night's Dream,' Darkness and Wonder," The New York Times, last modified July
4, 2019.

66 Michael Billington, "A Midsummer Night's Dream review – join the fiesta with Gwendoline Christie," The Guardian,
last modified June 11, 2019.

65 Nicholas Hytner, dir., National Theatre: A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2019.

64 Steve Tanner, Zubin Varla as Oberon and Meow Meow as Titania in Emma Rice's "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
photograph, Independent, May 6, 2016.
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The immersive nature of the performance lends itself to enchanting engagement with the magic of
the events, as well as delightful comedy. For Act III, Scene 1, when Bottom cries, “A calendar, a
calendar! Look in the almanac. /Find out moonshine, find out moonshine,” (3.1.52-53), Hammed
Animashaun’s Bottom hilariously borrows a phone from the audience member, later begging them,
“I beseech thee to unlock the calendar”, and taking a “portrait” (read: selfie) with the whole of the
mechanicals before handing it back.

In several adaptational choices characterized as, “questioning binary sexuality”, Hytner’s production
champions “pansexuality”.70 Lines traditionally spoken by Titania are granted to Oberon, and
vice-versa. This creates a “coherent-through-thread,” in the production, through the double-casting
of Titania and Oberon with Hippolyta and Theseus, suggesting that, “Hippolyta…has magic
powers…and that the bulk of the play is fact a dream of Theseus’s, as manipulated by
Hippolyta/Titania (who seems to be explicitly the same character).”71 Indeed, when Theseus runs
into Bottom in the final scene, he pauses for a moment, “forced to soften his sexual
authoritarianism by recalling his dalliance as Oberon with a male donkey.”

Queering the heterosexuality of the lovers’ interaction in woods, a dangling and suspended
Titania—during the lovers’ confusion in Act III, Scene 2—holds the purple “love-in-idleness”
flower over Demetrius and Lysander’s heads, causing them to lock lips momentarily, and then
Helena and Hermia’s heads, causing the same, heighting the themes of “the lunacy of love” and
attesting to the power of desire. The production strays into near-homophobic territory, “equating
homosexuality with humiliation,” in Titania and Oberon’s switched roles; a scene of Bottom and
Oberon in a floating bathtub full of bubbles, set to Beyonce’s “Love on Top”, prompts laughters,
but perhaps at the expensive of achillean relationships and love.72 Yet, however near the production
strays into stereotypes of gay men in its portrayal of Oberon as a diva, the production makes it
almost comfortable in the “affectionate way the production ridicules camp convention.”73

Critics largely praised the production for, “find[ing] something fresh in a work that sometimes feels
as if  it’s being done out of  duty.”74

Creative Team Broadcast Team
Director: Nicholas Hytner Director for Screen: Ross MacGibbon
Production Designer: Bunny Christie Technical Producer: Christopher C. Bretnall
Costume Designer: Christina Cunningham Lighting Consultant: Gemma O’Sullivan
Movement Director: Arlene Phillips Sound Supervisor: Conrad Fletcher
Composer: Grant Olding Script Supervisor: Claire Mathias

74 Wolf, "In a New 'Midsummer," The New York Times.

73 Paul Taylor, "A Midsummer Night's Dream review: Nicholas Hytner's take on the Bard comedy is another
mould-breaker," Independent, last modified June 12, 2019.

72 Trueman, "London Theater Review: 'A Midsummer Night's Dream.”
71 Andrzej Lukowski, "'A Midsummer Night's Dream' review," TimeOut, last modified June 12, 2019.
70 Billington, "A Midsummer," The Guardian.
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Lighting Designer: Bruno Poet
Sound Designer: Paul Arditti

Cast: Oliver Chris (Theseus, Oberon), Gwendoline Christie (Hippolyta, Titania), David
Moorst (Philostrate, Puck), Isis Hainsworth (Hermia), Tessa Bonham Jones (Helena), Paul
Adeyefa (Demetrius), Kit Young (Lysander), Kevin McMonagle (Egeus), Felicity Montagu
(Quince), Hammed Animashaun (Bottom), Jermaine Freeman (Flute), Ami Metcalf (Snout),
Jamie-Rose Monk (Snug), Francis Lovehall (Starveling), Chipo Kureya (Peaseblossom), Jay
Webb (Cobweb), Charlotte Atkinson (Moth), Lennin Nelson-McClure (Mustardseed), Rachel
Tolzman (Bedbug), Adam Cunis (Understudy to Theseus, Oberon, and Egeus), Philippa
Quinn (Understudy to Hippolyta, Titania and Quince)75

At left, a photo of  Tessa Bonham Jones (Helena), with Gwendoline Christie (Titania) and David Moorst (Puck) swinging above, surrounded
by beds in Nicholas Hytner’s 2019 production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.76 At right, a photo of  GwendolineChristie (Titania)

and Oliver Chris (Oberon) dancing as David Moorst (Puck) swings overhead in the final scene.77

A Midsummer Night’s Dream — American Shakespeare Center, 2020; directed by Nathan
Winkelstein
Nathan Winkelstein’s 2020 production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, sets the events of the play in
1930s New Orleans, in aiming to relate Elizabethan playgoers’ belief in fairies to today’s audiences78;
on the subject of choosing this particular setting, Winkelstein asserts it as, “  [a] time close enough to
ours to latch on to, but one where magic (voodoo) lives side by side with ‘civilization’ as we
recognize it (the city itself).”79 The production previously toured and was filmed for streaming
distribution in 2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic; typically, the American Shakespeare Center’s

79 American Shakespeare Center, "A Midsummer Night's Dream: Tour Homecoming 2020," American Shakespeare
Center.

78 Nathan Winkelstein, dir., BlkFrsTV: A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2020.

77 Manuel Harlan, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," directed by Nicholas Hytner, at the Bridge Theater. Credit..., photograph, The
New York Times, July 4, 2019.

76 Manuel Harlan, Tessa Bonham Jones as Helena, with Gwendoline Christie as Titania and David Moorst as Puck swinging above in
Nicholas Hytner's 2019 production of  "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"photograph, The Guardian, June 16, 2019.

75 National Theatre, "National Theatre at Home 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' Cast List," National Theatre, last
modified June 25, 2020.
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production “do it with the lights on”, using universal lighting, with both the house and stage lights
on, in which actors and audience members can both see each other, in attempt to recreate the
theatrical conditions of Shakespeare’s time.80 Under filmed conditions, actors, instead of addressing
seated audience members, moved to directly address the camera and audience members sitting at
home. The production is embellished with music, pared down to ninety minutes of Shakespeare’s
spoken text and then accompanied with songs—both existing popular songs, such as “Jolene” and
“Love the One You're With”, and newly composed ones of Dream’s original text, with actors
performing both instrument and voice. In the Blackfriars Playhouse’s setting, “a large wooden
platform unadorned by fixed sets or scenery,”81 the text of Dream shines, allowing for a traditional,
yet simultaneously refreshingly earnest exploration of the Athenian lovers’ plight—Mia Wurgaft’s
Helena particularly wins hearts in the breakdown of her unique and endearing relationships with
each of the other three lovers. The meta-theatrical elements of the text of Dream fall flat at times—it
is possible that the play-within-a-play is in fact too professional of an offering from the amateur
mechanicals, the effective props-based comedy done more out of a sense of duty. However, the
exploration of the implications of meta-theatre in a medium that is meant to function as both
theatre and filmed theatre bring new meanings to the text in the time of COVID-19. The edited
script deftly conveys the plots and nuances of Dream while making the play wholly appropriate for
children and families; fulfilling the promise of “brisk pacing, judicious cutting, and continuous
dramatic action,”82 Winkelstein’s Dream skirts the carnal for a more lighthearted exploration of desire
as PG-rated want and love.

Creative Team
Director: Nathan Winkelstein Choreographer: Nancy Anderson
Tour Manager: Thomas J. Coppola Fight Captain: Madeline Calais
Asst. Tour Manager: Colin Mackey Music Director: Andrew Tung
Technical Director: Tracie Steger Skipper Asst. Music Director: Mia Wurgaft
Fight Director: John Paul Scheidler Stage Manager: Thomas J. Coppola
Asst. to the Fight Director: Hannah Roccisano Properties Master: Lauren Ballard
Assistant Stage Manager: Colin Mackey Costume Designer: Nicole Wee

Cast: Sara Linares (Hermia), Mia Wurgaft (Helena), Michael Morét (Demetrius), Andrew
Tung (Lysander, Snug the Joiner), Topher Embrey (Bottom), Madeline Calais (Puck), Andrea
Bellamore (Titania, Hippolyta), Chris Bellinger (Theseus, Oberon), Alexis Baigue (Francis
Flute, First Fairy, Peaseblossom), Kenn Hopkins, Jr. (Egeus, Snout, Mustardseed), Sophia
Beratta (Quince, Cobweb)

82 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
80 American Shakespeare Center, "Mission, Staging, and Beliefs," American Shakespeare Center.
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Above, a still from the final scene of  American Shakespeare Center’s 2020 production ofA Midsummer Night’s Dream, directed by
Nathan Winkelstein.83

Film

William Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ — 1999 film; directed by Michael
Hoffman
Michael Hoffman’s 1999 filmic adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, titled William Shakespeare’s
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, updates the actions of the story to a 19th century fictional Monte
Athens, Italy, with pre-Raphaelite aesthetic sensibilities in the Tuscan setting. The on-screen
prologue, projected as text following the title screen, intriguingly mentions the invention of the
bicycle before proceeding with the story, in which the invention is most prominently placed, the
vehicle by which the lovers get lost in the forest and the fodder for comedy when Stanley Tucci’s
Puck prods the foreign object and honks its horn with suspicion. The fairy world is the lush, organic
world of a soundstage. The winning element of the film is the performance of Kevin Kline as
Bottom and the comedy of the mechanicals. Portrayed as a “henpecked husband and frustrated
actor”, Kevin Kline interprets the extended, second death of Pyramus, “die, die, die, die”, as an
attempt to get more of a reaction to his performance from his audience. Subsequently, however, Sam
Rockwell’s Flute slowly drops the falsetto in his performance as Thisbe, delivering a tear-inducing
portrayal of Thisbe’s death in his audience; Hoffman’s film appears to champion earnest artistry over
the melodramatic in its meta-theatrical statement. The play-within-a-play strikes as superbly comedic
using the medium of film in cutaway shots to neatly incite laughter as a punctuation to a joke. The
film is imbued with a sensuality among its oft-laying fairy queen and king and the lovers, who awake
after their night in the woods stripped naked, their dirty clothes neatly cleaned, folded, and set just
aside by Titania’s attendant fairies. Like the moral at the end of a fairytale, Tucci delivers Puck’s

83 American Shakespeare Center, The final scene of  AmericanShakespeare Center's 2020 production of  "A Midsummer Night's
Dream", directed by Nathan Winkelstein, photograph, Vimeo, April 13, 2020.
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epilogue in direct address to the camera, an incredibly striking Brechtian choice within the language
of film. The film boasts of a type of magic characteristic of Disney’s films, both in the shape and
form of the fairies in the film, little Tinker Bell-type orbs of light flitting about, and in the
heartwarming ending in which Bottom looks to the night sky of such golden orbs to see Bottom’s
Dream to have been true—a comforting belief that magic is real. Critic W.H. of TimesOut says of
the film: “this Dream is middlebrow and unashamed of  it.”84

Creative Team
Director: Michael Hoffman Cinematography: Oliver Stapleton
Screenwriter: William Shakespeare, Michael Hoffman Editor: Garth Craven
Producers: Michael Hoffman, Leslie Urdang Composer: Simon Boswell

Cast: Kevin Kline (Nick Bottom), Roger Rees (Peter Quince), Sam Rockwell (Francis Flute),
Max Wright (Robin Starveling), Bill Irwin (Tom Snout), Gregory Jbara (Snug), Stanley Tucci
(Robin Goodfellow/Puck), Rupert Everett (Oberon), Michelle Pfeiffer (Titania), Anna Friel
(Hermia), Dominic West (Lysander), Calista Flockhart (Helena), Christian Bale (Demetrius),
David Strathairn (Theseus), Sophie Marceau (Hippolyta), Bernard Hill (Egeus), John
Sessions (Philostrate)

Promotional poster for Michael Hoffman’s 1999 film, William Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night's Dream.’

84 W. H., "A Midsummer Night's Dream," TimesOut.
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II. THE PLAYWRIGHT: SHAKESPEARE
Biography

Overview
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was an English dramatist, poet, and actor, considered to be one of
the greatest playwrights of all time.85 His works have transcended their origin in Elizabethan and
Jacobean England to be performed in countries around the world throughout the centuries.86

Shakespeare is also credited with the invention of  over 1,700 words in the English language.87

Early Life
William Shakespeare was baptized in Stratford-upon-Avon on April 26, 1564; it is assumed that his
birthday was a couple of days before this date, as infants were baptized quickly due to high infant
mortality during this time, and his birthday is often celebrated on April 23—perhaps a date of
convenience as this was his death date, as well.88 Born to John Shakespeare, a glove-maker, and Mary
Shakespeare (née Arden, of the prominent Arden family in Stratford), Shakespeare grew up in
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, his parents’ oldest surviving child.89 (Two elder girls died in
infancy; Shakespeare had three younger brothers—Gilbert, Richard, and Edmund—and two
younger sisters—Anne, who died at seven, and Joan.)90 John Shakespeare was involved in local
offices, becoming an alderman in 1565 and a bailiff (a position corresponding to mayor) in 1568.91

As the child of the town’s most prominent citizen, it is understood that Shakespeare likely attended
Stratford’s grammar school until age fifteen, where he would have studied Latin, learning to
memorize, write, and speak the language and its classic plays.92

Marriage and Children
Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway in late 1582, who was expecting their first-born child, Susanna,
born six months after their marriage and baptized on May 26, 1583.93 The couple’s twins, Judith and
Hamnet were baptized on February 2, 1585.94 (Hamnet died at age 11.) Shakespeare’s eldest
daughter, Susanna married John Hall, a Stratford physician—producing one grandchild of

94 Ibid.

93 Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library; Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, "William Shakespeare
Biography," Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.

92 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica; Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library.
91 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
90 Ibid.
89 Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library.
88 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
87 Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, "Shakespeare's Words," Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
86 Ibid.
85 Terence John Bew Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica, last modified June 7, 2021.
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Shakespeare’s in 1608—and his younger daughter, Judith, married Thomas Quiney, a Stratford
vintner.95 The family subsequently died out; there are no known direct descendents of  Shakespeare.96

London Theatre
Following a period between 1582 and 1592, known as “the Lost Years” due to a lack of knowledge
of Shakespeare’s life during this time, Shakespeare’s name popped up in the writing of a fellow
dramatist, Robert Greene, intending “Shake-scene” as an insult of sorts.97 By 1592, Shakespeare was
an established London actor and playwright.98 In 1593, Shakespeare published his long poem Venus
and Adonis, likely written while the plague stopped London theatre from 1592 to 1593.99 In 1594, the
first quarto of Shakespeare’s earlier works was published.100 (Plays were often published in quarto
form, where four pages were printed on each side of a large sheet, folded into eight pages to create a
gathering.)101 From roughly 1594 onward, Shakespeare was a founding member of the Lord
Chamberlain’s company of players—later, the King’s Men under King James I—which performed
first in The Theatre, and later in the Globe Theatre once it was finished in 1599.102 Shakespeare
became a shareholder in the company and theatre, becoming concerned with the finances of his
plays, as well.103 As a dramatist, he wrote, on average, two plays a year for roughly twenty years. He
steadily became more famous throughout the years, as evidenced by the increasing size of his name
on publications of  his works, “clearly a selling point.”104

Later Years
Shakespeare bought property in Stratford-upon-Avon—the largest home, known as New
Place—after becoming wealthy due to his involvement in London theatre.105 He also inherited his
old family home on Henley Street upon his father’s death in 1601.106 Made on March 25, 1616, his
will famously bequeathed his “second-best bed” to Anne Hathaway, and his property to the male
heir of his eldest daughter, Susanna.107 Dying on April 23, 1616, Shakespeare was buried at Holy
Trinity Church in Stratford-upon-Avon.108 (Anne Hathaway died seven years after Shakespeare’s
death.)109

109 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
108 Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, "William Shakespeare," Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
107 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
106 Ibid.
105 Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, "William Shakespeare," Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
104 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
103 Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library; Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
102 Ibid.
101 Ibid.
100 Ibid.
99 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
98 Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library.
97 Folger, "Shakespeare's Life," Folger Shakespeare Library; Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
96 Ibid.
95 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
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Legacy
Shakespeare’s works were long performed as part of the repertory of the King’s Men. His colleagues
gathered to publish the First Folio of 1623, which published 36 plays together, nearly half of which
were texts published for the first time. His works have been celebrated by literary critics and
audiences throughout the years.

Above, the title page of  the First Folio, featuring the famous Droeshout portrait of  Shakespeare.110

110 The title page of  the First Folio of  William Shakespeare's plays, photograph, Wikipedia.
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Works
William Shakespeare is the author or co-author of thirty-eight plays, 154 sonnets, and many poems.
His plays are often divided into three genres, based on their attributes: comedy, tragedy, and
history.111 (These labels were imposed on the plays by editors and scholars in retrospect, and not by
Shakespeare in writing the plays.) A fourth category—the late romances, romances, or
tragicomedy—is given to four plays: Pericles, Prince of Tyre; Cymbeline; The Winter's Tale; and The
Tempest.112

In addition to the sonnets, which are numbered Sonnet 1 through Sonnet 154, the following
summarizes the oeuvre of  William Shakespeare:

Plays Poems

COMEDY HISTORY TRAGEDY ROMANCE A Lover’s Complaint
The Passionate Pilgrim
The Phoenix & the Turtle
The Rape of  Lucrece
To the Queen
Venus and Adonis

All's Well That Ends Well
As You Like It
The Comedy of  Errors
Love's Labour's Lost
Measure for Measure
The Merry Wives of  Windsor
The Merchant of  Venice
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Much Ado About Nothing
The Taming of  the Shrew
Troilus and Cressida
Twelfth Night
The Two Gentlemen of  Verona

Henry IV, Part 1
Henry IV, Part 2
Henry V
Henry VI, Part 1
Henry VI, Part 2
Henry VI, Part 3
Henry VIII
King John
Richard II
Richard III

Antony and Cleopatra
Coriolanus
Hamlet
Julius Caesar
King Lear
Macbeth
Othello
Romeo and Juliet
Timon of  Athens
Titus Andronicus

Pericles, Prince of  Tyre
Cymbeline
The Winter's Tale
The Tempest

The above list of  works was compiled from theFolger Digital Library and the Shakespeare iPhone app.113

Evolution of  Shakespeare’s Writing Style
Shakespeare’s early writing style indicates “a time of apprenticeship”, showing “direct debt to
London dramatists of the 1580s and to Classical examples than do his later works,” as well as
evidence that he imitated the success of London theatre in learning the craft.114 In his earlier works,
Shakespeare often wrote in the genre of the romantic comedy, drawing on the comic works of
dramatists Robert Greene and John Lyly, while developing something new and distinctively
Shakespearean.115 These works most often were “stories of amorous courtship in which a plucky and
admirable young woman is paired off against her male wooer.”116 These works often found a woman
disguised as a man as a frequent trope, including The Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Merchant of Venice,
As You Like It, and Twelfth Night. In binary terms, Shakespeare’s comedies are often seen as of the
women, while his tragedies focus on men; the women of Shakespeare’s comedies are often witty,

116 Ibid.
115 Ibid.
114 Terence John Bew Spencer, "William Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica, last modified June 7, 2021.
113 Folger, "Shakespeare's Works," Folger Shakespeare Library; PlayShakespeare.com, Shakespeare.
112 Ibid.
111 Spencer, "Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
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intelligent, assured agents who can talk, plot, and reason circles around the characters who are
men.117 Shakespeare’s comedies also tend to feature multiple plotting, in which dominant and
sub-plot emerge, an expert weaving of  narrative around thematic centers.118

In his career, Shakespeare also developed the genre of the history play; whereas classical traditions
showed precedents for the genres of comedy and tragedy, Shakespeare’s work with the English
history play, “an existential invention [in] the dramatic treatment of recent English history,”
developed this genre anew, with the editors of the First Folio distinguishing these plays a separate
title of “history”.119 (Evidence shows that Shakespeare’s first tetralogy, including Henry VI’s three
parts and Richard II, was hugely popular among audiences.)120 Critics understand Shakespeare’s
history plays as attempting to define the country’s history “at a time when the English nation was
struggling with its own sense of national identity.”121 Thus, Shakespeare’s plays—using the second
edition of Holinshed's Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1587) as a source—adapt history to
identify villains and heroes, freely changing dates and events in their dramatization of emergent
nationhood. Shakespeare’s early histories notably, “end on a major key; the accession to power of the
Tudor dynasty that will give England its great years under Elizabeth.”122

Towards the end of this early period of Shakespeare’s career, there are three plays identified by critics
as “problem plays” or “problem comedies”: All’s Well That Ends Well, Measure for Measure, and Troilus
and Cressida. These plays evade categorization in their complex treatment of an ethical and social
problem, involving the topics of  “revenge, sexual jealousy, aging, midlife crisis, and death.”123

Toward the middle years of his career, Shakespeare moved to writing tragic plays, such as Hamlet,
Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, Anthony and Cleopatra, which explore revenge, sexual jealousy, aging,
ambition, and midlife crisis respectively.124 Notable for the range of human emotion and psychology
that they explore, Shakespeare’s tragedies are also deeply concerned with domestic and family
relationships, a departure from classical tragedies which show tragic protagonists from upper-class
or ruling origins in their hubris as powerful figures. (There are a number of plays which also
specifically deal with daughters and fathers: Othello, King Lear, The Winter’s Tale, Cymbeline, The
Tempest.)

The romances or late romances of Shakespeare’s career—referring to Pericles, Prince of Tyre; Cymbeline;
The Winter's Tale; and The Tempest—tell of “wandering and separation leading eventually to tearful and
joyous reunion.”125 These plays often feature the supernatural, pastoral or exotic settings,

125 Ibid.
124 Ibid.
123 Ibid.
122 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
120 Ibid.
119 Ibid.
118 Ibid.
117 Ibid.
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resurrection, forgiveness and a sense of loss.126 The Tempest, specifically, is sometimes interpreted as
Shakespeare’s farewell to theatre, in the figure of Prospero, a magical manipulator and organizer of
action that is compared to the role of playwright.127 In Shakespeare’s later years, he collaborated with
playwrights on several plays: with John Fletcher on The Two Noble Kinsmen, with Fletcher on Henry
VIII, and possibly on the anonymously published play, Edward III.128

Chronology of  Plays
The following compiles the chronology of William Shakespeare’s plays, as articulated in E.K.
Chambers’s chapter “The Problem of Chronology”, published in his book William Shakespeare: A
Study of Facts and Problems, Vol. I (1930).129 (Due to differences in dating practices, different sources
attribute Shakespeare’s play to different years; however, there is generally a consensus on which plays
were written in the earlier, middle, and later year of  Shakespeare’s career.)

DATE PLAY GENRE NOTES130

1590-1591 Henry VI, Part 2 History Depicts the inevitability of  armed conflict in the lifetime of
King Henry VI, leading to the War of  Roses.

Henry VI, Part 3 History Depicts the horrors of  the conflict of  the War of  Roses.

1591-1592 Henry VI, Part 1 History Depicts loss of  England’s French territories and politics
which lead to War of  Roses.

1592-1593 Richard III History Portrays the ascension of  Richard III to the throne of
England, killing all in his way.

The Comedy of  Errors Comedy Classical inspired; depicts twin looking for long lost brother;
resolves in marriage.

1593-1594 Titus Andronicus Tragedy Revenge tragedy; some sources attribute this play to the years
1589-1592, as Shakespeare’s first play.

The Taming of  the Shrew Comedy Portrays a wife-taming plot in triumph of  man over woman.

1594-1595 The Two Gentlemen of  Verona Comedy Depicts two friends falling in love with the same woman;
ends in two marriages.

Love Labour’s Lost Comedy Set in the imaginary land of  Navarre; a diplomatic mission
devolves into a game of  courtship.

Romeo and Juliet Tragedy Romantic tragedy; portrays adolescent love between feuding
families in Verona.

130 Terence John Bew Spencer, "William Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica, last modified June 7, 2021.

129 E. K. Chambers, "The Problem of  Chronology," inWilliam Shakespeare: A Study of  Facts and Problems, Vol. I(1930),
272-174.

128 Spencer, "William Shakespeare," Encyclopædia Britannica.
127 Ibid.

126 Garrett A. Sullivan, "Attributes of  Shakespearean Romance" (lecture, Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA,
United States, November 16, 2020).
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1595-1596 Richard II History Chronicles the downfall of  Richard II.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Comedy “A tedious brief  scene” (5.1.60).

1596-1597 King John History Dramatises the reign of  King John.

The Merchant of  Venice Comedy A Venetian Jewish moneylender, Shylock, demands a pound
of  flesh as bond; ends in marriage of  heiress, Portia.

1597-1598 Henry IV, Part 1 History Dramatizes the adolescent rebellion of  Prince Hal.

Henry IV, Part 2 History Elaborating on 1H4, portrays the ascension of  HenryV to
the throne of  England.

1598-1599 Much Ado About Nothing Comedy Romantic comedy; portrays the development of  two
romantic pairings as soldiers approach the town of  Messina.

Henry V History Dramatizes the victory over the French at the Battle of
Agincourt in 1415.

1599-1600 Julius Caesar Tragedy Portrays the murder of  Julius Caesar, betrayed by allies.

As You Like It Comedy Pastoral comedy; features heroine Rosalind crossdressing and
escaping to forest to find her love.

Twelfth Night Comedy Romantic comedy; twins are separated in a shipwreck; ends
in two marriages.

1600-1601 Hamlet Tragedy Revenge tragedy with psychological depths; Hamlet avenges
death of  father, murdered by King and stepfather Claudius,
after much deliberation.

The Merry Wives of  Windsor Comedy Set in Windsor; features Sir John Falstaff  of1H4 and 2H4.

1601-1602 Troilus and Cressida Comedy Problem play; features death, looming defeat of  Trojans, and
catharsis.

1602-1603 All’s Well That Ends Well Comedy Problem play; portrays marriage as a precarious institution.

1604-1605 Measure for Measure Comedy Problem play; portrays sexual aggression of  a would-be
murderer; ends in forgiveness and marriage.

Othello Tragedy Depicts a Moorish Venetian general suspect of  infidelity.

1605-1606 King Lear Tragedy King Lear divides his kingdom among daughters; many die.

Macbeth Tragedy Dramatises the psychological impact of  political ambition.

1606-1607 Antony and Cleopatra Tragedy Depicts human frailty and Antony's midlife crisis amid
dwindling male power.

1607-1608 Coriolanus Tragedy Dramatises the life of  Roman leader Corionalanus.

Timon of  Athens Tragedy An unfinished play likely never produced.

1608-1609 Pericles, Prince of  Tyre Romance Features reunion of  Pericles, wife, and daughter after
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shipwrecks.

1609-1610 Cymbeline Romance Depicts daughter of  King Cymbeline’s fidelity as questioned;
reunites with husband at the end.

1610-1611 The Winter’s Tale Romance Paranoid about the queen's fidelity, King Leontes imprisons
her, banishes daughter, and kills son; reunited with wife and
daughter in the end.

1611-1612 The Tempest Romance Prospero torments shipwrecked men on an island with
magic.

1612-1613 Henry VIII History Depicts Henry VIII’s divorce of  Catherine of  Aragon and
marriage with Anne Boleyn, and Queen Elizabeth I’s birth.

The Two Noble Kinsmen Comedy Dramatises “The Knight’s Tale” in Geoffrey Chaucer’s The
Canterbury Tales.
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III. THE PLAY
Sources
A Midsummer Night’s Dream exists both as Shakespeare’s play with the most sources and also as one
of  Shakespeare’s plays with a wholly original plot.131

The most significant source for Dream is Ovid’s poem in fifteen books, Metamorphoses, penned in 8
AD;132 Metamorphoses is a text that Shakespeare would have read and translated from Latin in
grammar school. From this, Shakespeare’s Dream finds the tale of Pyramus and Thisbe and
references to “the stories of Daphne and Apollo, Cupid's golden and leaden arrows, [and] the battle
of the Centaurs.”133 (For more information on Pyramus and Thisbe, please refer to the section of Greek
Mythology → Pyramus and Thisbe.)

Shakespeare also borrows from Chaucher’s The Canterbury Tales, in The Knight’s Tale, in which Theseus
marries Hippolyta of the Amazons, and in which two lovers are vying for the hand of the same
woman.134 First century Greek historian Plutarch also serves as a source through his Lives of the Noble
Grecians and Romans, translated into English by Sir Thomas North in 1579.135

Second century Latin-language writer Apuleius’s tale of the Golden Ass in his Metamorphoses,
translated by William Adlington in 1566, serves as a source for Bottom’s ass-head; Apuleius’s tale
features a young-man-turned-ass by a botched magical experiment.136 A beautiful girl falls in love
with him, feeds him acorns, and makes love to him.137

Shakespeare’s fairies are derived from a number of sources; Shakespeare drew on both the classical,
ancient mythology; courtly traditions in chivalric tales; and English folklore in crafting the world of
Dream, blending all to create a new brand of benevolent fairy.138 Featuring “fairy royals operat[ing] in
unheroic proximity with humans,” Chaucer’s The Merchant’s Tale from his Canterbury Tales illustrates,
“the King and Queen of Fairies (conflated with Graeco-Roman Pluto and Proserpina) wrangle in
open gender-conflict in a manner prefiguring Oberon and Titania.”139 Robin Goodfellow,
meanwhile, is a figure featured “in English fairy mythology, of  both Celtic and Teutonic origin.”140

140 Ibid, 44.
139 Chaudhuri, "Sources and Analogues," introduction, 51.

138 Farah Karim-Cooper, "Fairies re-fashioned in A Midsummer Night's Dream," British Library, last modified March 15,
2016.

137 Royal Shakespeare Company, "Dates and Sources," Royal Shakespeare Company.
136 Chaudhuri, "Sources and Analogues," introduction, 57.

135 Royal Shakespeare Company, "Dates and Sources," Royal Shakespeare Company; Chaudhuri, "Sources and
Analogues," introduction, 63.

134 Chaudhuri, "Sources and Analogues," introduction, 63.
133 Royal Shakespeare Company, "Dates and Sources," Royal Shakespeare Company.
132 Dickson, The Globe, 309.
131 Andrew Dickson, The Globe Guide to Shakespeare (New York: Pegasus, 2016), 305.
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There exists a number of other works that may have served as minor sources for Dream, based on
their publication dates, the likelihood Shakespeare read or had access to them, and the similarities
between them and the text of Dream.141

Scene Breakdown
SCENE SYNOPSIS % of  play*

Act I, Scene 1 Theseus, duke of  Athens declares that he is looking forward to his wedding with
Hippolyta, queen of  the Amazons. Theseus informs Hermia of  her options of  either
marrying Egeus’s choice, Demetrius; becoming a nun; or being executed. Hermia and
Lysander decided to run away tomorrow; Helena, in love with Demetrius, decided to
follow them.

11.9%

Act I, Scene 2 A group of  artisans meet to rehearse a play,Pyamus and Thisbe, that they will be
performing at the duke’s wedding.

4.8%

Act II, Scene 1 Titania, queen of  the fairies, and Oberon, king of  the fairies, quarrel over Titania’s
custody of  a changeling boy. Oberon sends Puck to fetch a flower, “love-in-idleness”
to make Titania fall in love with “some vile thing”, in revenge. Spying Demetrius being
pursued by Helena, Oberon sends Puck to apply the same flower-juice to Demetrius’s
eye.

13.0%

Act II, Scene 2 Titania is sung to sleep by her attendant fairies; Oberon anoints her eyes with the
“love-in-idleness” juices. A weary Hermia and Lysander decide to sleep; Puck,
mistaking Lysander for Demetrius, anoints his eyes. Demetrius shakes off  Helena’s
advances; Helena spies Lysander, waking him to fall in love with her. Helena runs away,
hurt at feeling mocked, and Lysander follows; Hermia wakes shortly, leaving to find
Lysander.

7.1%

Act III, Scene 1 The artisans meet near Titania’s bower to rehearse, deciding to add a prologue,
Moonshine, and Wall to the play. Puck changes Bottom’s head into a donkey; the
artisans run off  in fear. He sings, waking Titania, who falls in love with him. She calls
on her attendants who attend to him and then leads him to her bower.

9.3%

Act III, Scene 2 Puck informs Oberon that Titania is enamoured of  an ass and that he has anointed the
Athenian’s eyes. Demetrius runs by, pursuing Hermia; she rejects him and runs in
search of  Lysander, and he lies down to sleep. Oberon, angry, corrects Puck and
anoints Demetrius’s eyes. Lysander, pursuing Helena, wakes up Demetrius, who falls in
love with her as well. Hermia finds the other lovers, and Lysander rejects her. Hermia,
thinking Helena wooed Helena, and Helena, thinking her friend too is mocking her,
fight. Demetrius and Lysander run off  to duel; Puck keeps them away from each other
till tired, then applies the juice’s antidote to Lysander's eyes. Helena lies near Demetrius
in sleep, and Hermia near Lysander, as well.

22.5%

Act IV, Scene 1 Titania has her attendants continue to make Bottom comfortable; the two sleep.
Oberon applies the antidote to Titania’s eyes; she wakes, now repelled by Bottom.
Titania and Oberon reconcile. (Puck removes the ass-head from Bottom’s head.)
Theseus happens upon the two pairs of  sleeping lovers and decrees they will be
married. The lovers recall what visions of  the night they had. Bottom, too, wakes to
reconsider his dream, deciding Quince will make a ballad of  it.

10.5%

141 Chaudhuri, "Sources and Analogues," introduction, 44-71.
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Act IV, Scene 2 Bottom returns to his troupe, who have been anxious about his disappearance,
announcing their play chosen to be presented.

2.2%

Act V, Scene 3 Theseus and Hippolyta discuss the lovers’ “dream.” The three couples, now married,
hear Philostrate’s entertainment options; Theseus chooses the artisans’ “tedious brief
scene.” The three couples comment at the unintentional comedy of  the players’
performance. Theseus orders all to bed. The fairies return to bless the house.

18.7%

* These statistics were derived from the Shakespeare app, based on the number of words in each scene’s dialogue. The app may be using a
version of the text that differs from ours; however, taking these numbers as rough estimations allows us to conceptualize the amount of time
spent in each scene. In addition, the app also gives the following information: Most common verbs (in Dream): love, come, see; most
common nouns: man, night, moon; and most common adjectives: sweet, fair, true.142

Characters by Scene
The following table charts each scene that each character is in according to spoken lines:

Timeline
Despite the promise of the opening lines of the play—Theseus’s “Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial
hour / Draws on apace. Four happy days bring in / Another moon”— the timeline of the play
appears to span three days (1.1.1-3). On the first day of the play’s action, Theseus makes his
aforementioned declaration, and Lysander mentions that he and Hermia will “steal forth thy father’s
house tomorrow night” (1.1.166). Presumably, the mechanicals also decide to meet “tomorrow
night” on the first day (1.2.87).143 Therefore, the second day of action begins with Act II, Scene 1,

143 Sukanta Chaudhuri, "Themes and Designs," introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden
Shakespeare Third Series), by William Shakespeare (London, UK: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare, an imprint of
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 2017), 75.

142 PlayShakespeare.com, Shakespeare, version 8.3 (2021), iPhone app.
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proceeding with the events of the woods, through the lover’s confusion in Act III, Scene 2. Theseus
finds the lovers in the forest in the morning of the third day of action, and the wedding proceeds
just after that, summing up the total action of Dream to three days. This inconsistency may be
chalked up to one of Shakespeare’s many with time; it may also be rendered invisible with the
performance of theatre, creating a sense of “fairy time” with the magic of the woods that engulfs the
middle of  the story.144

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Act I, Scene 1
Act I, Scene 2

Act II, Scene 1
Act II, Scene 2
Act III, Scene 1
Act III, Scene 2

Act IV, Scene 1
Act IV, Scene 2
Act V, Scene 1

Hermia and Lysander decide
to run away tomorrow; the
mechanicals decide to meet for
rehearsal tomorrow.

The lovers, fairies, and
mechanicals convene in the
woods; profound nonsense
ensues.

Theseus breaks the “dream”
of  the lovers; the wedding
commences, with the
mechanicals’ performance.

Alternatively, one may pay attention instead to the sleeping patterns of the lovers, where the use of
love spells tracks the time of passing nights and shows that five days have been accounted for. First,
Lysander receives the juice of the “love-in-idleness” flowers; second, Demetrius receives the juice of
the “love-in-idleness” flower; and third, Lysander receives the magic antidote to restore his love.145

In such a case, the middle three day blend together into what is perceived as an endless night, the
experience surreal to the disoriented humans who inhabit the realm of  the fairies, nighttime.

Night 1 Night 2-3 Night 3-4 Night 4-5 Day & Night 5

Act I, Scene 1
Act I, Scene 2

Act II, Scene 1
Act II, Scene 2

Act III, Scene 1 Act III, Scene 2 Act IV, Scene 1
Act IV, Scene 2
Act V, Scene 1

Hermia and Lysander
decide to run away
tomorrow; the
mechanicals decide to
meet for rehearsal
tomorrow.

Lysander sleeps; his eyes
are anointed with
“love-in-idleness”.

Demetrius sleeps; his
eyes are anointed with
“love-in-idleness”.

The four lovers sleep;
Lysander’s eyes are
anointed with the
antidote.

Theseus breaks the
“dream” of  the lovers;
the wedding commences,
with the mechanicals’
performance.

Some sources have also attempted to date Dream within the calendar year. One source asserts that,
with the play following the structure of the Midsummer festival, with the pagan celebrations
happening on the night before the Christian recentering of order in St. John’s Day; thus, Dream may
be dated to taking place during June 23 and June 24.146 Alternatively, another source considers

146 Anca Vlasopolos, "The Ritual of  Midsummer: A Pattern for a Midsummer Night's Dream," Renaissance Quarterly 31,
no. 1 (1978): 23.

145 Anne Paolucci, "The Lost Days in a Midsummer Night's Dream," Shakespeare Quarterly 28, no. 3 (1977): 323.
144 Ibid.
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Theseus’s, “No doubt they rose up early to observe / The rite of May,” as indicating that Act IV,
Scene 1 takes place on May 1 (4.1.137-138).147 (For more information on Midsummer and May Day, please
refer to the section, The Natural World → Midsummer & May Day.)

Writing Style
Shakespeare wrote both in prose—unrhyming, unmetered lines—and verse. A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, specifically, features trochaic verse in addition to iambic pentameter.

Characters in Shakespeare’s works often speak in prose to denote a lower status or a more familiar
relationship.148 In Dream, the mechanicals often speak in prose; for example, in Act I, Scene 2,
Bottom replies to Quince, assigning parts for their play:

BOTTOM. Let me play the lion too. I will roar that I will do any man’s heart good to hear
me. I will roar that I will make the Duke say “Let him roar again. Let him roar again!”
(1.2.68-71).

Characters in Shakespeare’s works often speak in verse to denote that they are noble or of the
upper-class.149 Shakespeare uses blank-verse, in which there is no rhyme, but an internal rhythm; he
mostly favors iambic pentameter. An iamb is a metrical foot consisting of one unstressed syllable
and one stressed syllable; pentameter indicates that each line has five of these metrical feet. (Iambic
verse is often compared to the human heart beat, a steady da-DUM, da-DUM.) The lovers in Dream
often use verse in their language; the following shows unstressed syllables as not bolded and stressed
syllables as bolded:

LYSANDER. How now, my love? Why is your cheek so pale?
How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

HERMIA. Belike for want of rain, which I could well
Beteem them from the tempest of my eyes. (1.1.130-133)

Characters in Dream also speak in trochaic verse from time to time; Shakespeare uses it when the
fairies were engaging in magic and chanting spells.150 Trochaic verse is the inverse of iambic verse,
with each metrical foot consisting of a stressed, then unstressed syllable. The verse, shortened by
one syllable often, is used to distinguish the words spoken from the majority of  the words spoken:

OBERON. Flower of this purple dye,
Hit with Cupid's archery,
Sink in apple of his eye (3.2.104–106).

150 Ibid.
149 Ibid.
148 Utah Shakespeare Festival, "Shakespeare's Language," Utah Shakespeare Festival.
147 Anne Paolucci, "The Lost Days in a Midsummer Night's Dream," Shakespeare Quarterly 28, no. 3 (1977): 323.
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Why This Play Now?
The following is a statement from your production dramaturg on: “why this play now?” Examining
the cultural moment in which we are creating theatre, what does it mean to be approaching this text
at this moment in time?

WHY THIS PLAY NOW?
by Arushi Grover

As Taylor Swift speaks in the bridge of  her song, “epiphany”:

Only 20 minutes to sleep
But you dream of  some epiphany
Just one single glimpse of  relief
To make some sense of  what you've seen151

We embark on the journey of bringing this production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night's Dream to life in a precipitous moment in time; at the time of writing, there persists
doubts as American society begins to reopen in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, but
regardless, we are creating theatre in a moment where society is beginning to reflect on the
experience of what the pandemic has meant, what it was and is. We have experienced a
unique and incredible—as in, impossible to believe—experience in the past
year-and-a-half. As we begin to exit the pandemic, we are left to return to “normal” life
with hazy conceptions of what has transpired. For some, life resumes, 1.5 years later. For
many, there exists loss, in time, experience, people. For some, the experience of transitions
during the pandemic—graduating school, moving homes, switching jobs—means that one
is not resuming life, but entering a world unlike one has seen before, and without a grace
period of  change and adjustment.

The experience of the pandemic has been unique, incredible—even wondrous in seeing the
breakdown of one’s individual reality. We exit this experience like exiting a dream, just as
the lovers of Dream do, questioning what happened and conferring with each other:

DEMETRIUS
These things seem small and undistinguishable,
Like far-off  mountains turnèd into clouds.

HERMIA
Methinks I see these things with parted eye,
When everything seems double.

HELENA

151 Taylor Swift and Aaron Dessner, "epiphany," lyrics by Taylor Swift, produced by Aaron Dessner, on folklore, Republic,
2020, LP.
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So methinks.
And I have found Demetrius like a jewel,
Mine own and not mine own.

DEMETRIUS
Are you sure

That we are awake? It seems to me
That yet we sleep, we dream. (4.1.194-203)

We all have experienced the chaos of the woods in our own lives, where time elides the
passing of days into an eternal night. The breakdown of social order, the threats to
personal reality, and aching desire may all ring as familiar.

For us, as theatre artists, Dream also makes a stunning return to in-person (hopefully!)
theatre, as Shakespeare’s true “love letter to the theatre.”152 As the “dream” in question
transfers in meaning from the lovers’ to the theatre’s, in the course of the play, Puck leaves
our audience with a way out of  the madness:

PUCK
If  we shadows have offended,
Think but this and all is mended:
That you have but slumbered here
While these visions did appear (5.3.440-443).

Ruminating on the nature of theatre itself, how it works in exchange between the audience
and actor, Dream asks us to consider the role of imagination in creating the fabric of
theatre, woven of a mutual agreement between all its players to dream that such visions are
real. In this stunning moment of returning to live theatre, let’s invest in the specialness of
such a dream, the magical, shared experience of creating this live, in-person,
in-close-distance art. And after all, some dreams are necessary, a need to dissociate when
the hard times get harder…

The verses of Swift’s song ruminates on the mental trauma of the frontline workers,
especially the doctors and health practitioners, of the COVID-19 pandemic: “Holds your
hand through plastic now / ‘Doc, I think she's crashing out’ / And some things you just
can't speak about”153 For us, this is a moment to ruminate on what we’ve just seen, to
rejoice in coming together once again, and to deliberate on the careful relationship
between reality and imagination that theatre entails. Let this be an “epiphany”, the “sense
of relief [that makes] some sense of what you’ve seen”—and keep a watchful gaze on
those dreams that haunt and taunt.

153 Ibid.
152 Farah Karim-Cooper, "'This green plot shall be our stage,'" Shakespeare's Globe, last modified June 22, 2019.
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To my fellow artists on the production team and in the cast who will be navigating the
journey of this production, I highly encourage giving Swift’s “epiphany”—the ambient,
atmospheric, and cinematic, “epiphany”—a listen, eyes closed and breathing deep.

Above, the cover of  Taylor Swift’s 2020 album,folklore, on which “epiphany” was released.154

154 Taylor Swift, folklore, produced by Taylor Swift and Aaron Dessner, by Taylor Swift and Aaron Dessner, 2020,
compact disc.
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IV. LITERARY ANALYSIS
Title
Analysis of the title allows for thoughts on the four words that make it up— “a”, “midsummer”,
“night’s”, “dream”—and for consideration of their combination. The indefinite article, “a”, opening
the affair, the title sports an irreverent tone, implying an everyday nature to the events of the play.
“Midsummer” references the festival of Midsummer’s Day, while neatly introducing part of the
temporal setting. (Please see the section The Natural World → Midsummer’s Day and May Day for more
information on midsummer.) “Night” further expands on setting, evoking thought of the shadowy and
indefinite perception of nighttime happenings; a certain feral quality is introduced, in addition to
suggestively carnal. “Dream”, the most open-ended of all, may initially evoke the idea of ambition (a
form of desire), or otherwise sleeping. The possessive in “night’s” may feel, initially, an excessive
specification that the dream in question is of the night, and may subsequently begin to suggest the
more elusive feeling of a dream. In combination, it is the indefinite article, “a”, that gives, “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream”, a certain quality of  a shrug and wink.

In consideration of the title with the context of the plot and narrative, the title refers to the events of
Day 2 of the plot, from the perspective of Day 3’s morning, in which the lovers and Bottom wake up
with memories of the previous night as a “dream.” (Please see the section The Play → Timeline for more
information on the timeline of the story.) The irreverence of the title falls in line with the fairies’, especially
Puck’s, epilogue, blessing the house and asking the audience to think of the play as a dream if it
offends at all. In a way, then, the title grants ownership of the events of the play to the fairies, who in
fact are the drivers of conflict and resolution. Thus, walking away from the night, audience members
may in fact remember this “Dream” as a mystical one, indeed a “dream.”

Setting
The two main settings of Dream are Athens and the woods; there are many antitheses set up between
these two that characterize the action of  the various scenes that take place there and chart the overall
evolution of  the play as the character visit, first Athens, then the woods, and then return to Athens:

Athens Woods

Patriarchal authority (duke Theseus)
Day

Overt social norms
Reality

Absolute rule and judgement
Mortals

Equality (queen and king of  the fairies)
Night

Exploration
“Dream”

Anarchic chaos
Fairies (and mortals)
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Topics and Themes
The following summarizes some of the dominant topics discussed in the text of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and their accompanying themes and messages.

Patriarchal Authority
A Midsummer Night’s Dream may be understood as a play primarily about patriarchal authority. The
play foregrounds this topic as a source of conflict through the opening lines of Hippolyta and
Theseus. While Theseus remarks on his excitement for his wedding day, “Four happy days bring in /
Another moon. But, O, methinks how slow / This old moon wanes!” (1.1.2-4), Hippolyta invokes
the moon as a symbol of chastity and female independence: “then the moon, like to a silver bow /
New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night / Of our solemnities.” (For more information on the moon as
a symbol, please refer to the section, The Natural World → The Moon.) Theseus specifically cites widows’
status as individuals with financial power in comparison to time’s deterring force to his aims: “[The
moon] lingers my desires / Like to a stepdame or a dowager / Long withering out a young man’s
revenue” (1.1.4-6). Theseus, then, exposits about how he achieved his engagement to Hippolyta, by
conquering the queen of the Amazons in battle, a victory over a symbol of female independence and
power, “Hippolyta, I wooed thee with my sword / And won thy love doing thee injuries”
(1.1.17-18).

Following the introduction to Hippolyta and Theseus’s characters, the play introduces its central
conflict: father Egeus’s will to control his daughter’s choice in marriage. Deferring to the authority
of the duke of Athens, Egeus’s “  beg[s] the ancient privilege of Athens” in deciding his daughter’s
fate in marriage (1.1.42); Theseus effectively represents a patriarchal law as well. Invoking the idea of
parthenogenesis, Theseus characterize Hermia’s birth as the creation of her father alone and his to
use or destroy (“figure or disfigure”):

Be advised, fair maid.
To you, your father should be as a god,
One that composed your beauties, yea, and one
To whom you are but as a form in wax
By him imprinted, and within his power
To leave the figure or disfigure it. (1.1.47-52)

Theseus’s proclamation of the law sets the stakes for the story: “Either to die the death or to abjure
/ Forever the society of men” (1.1.67-68). One may see Egeus and Theseus in parallel roles, in
seeing the house as a microcosm for the state, to see the relationship between the king or prince and
their subjects as analogous to the relationship between the male head of the household and the
children and his servants. Here, Egeus and Theseus look to each other to reinforce social norms and
power structures. Notably, the two lovers’ way out of their precarious situation involves Lysander’s
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“a widow aunt, a dowager”; the window is maintained as a symbol of female independence and
power (1.1.159).

In such a patriarchal society, Hermia fights with individualism, first willing her father to see from her
point of view, “I would my father looked but with my eyes” (1.1.68), and then deciding to join
Lysander in running away from “[her] father’s house…[to] the wood” (1.1.166-167). Meanwhile,
Helena combats the patriarchal norms herself, deciding to pursue her beloved, Demetrius, in the
absence of  him wooing her.

To contrast with the strict patriarchal authority of Athens, when the action moves to the woods, the
domain of the fairies, in Act II, Scene 1, the text introduces a state of equality between the king and
queen of the fairies, Oberon and Titania. (Titania contrasts with the other women in the play, in how
they communicate with the men in their lives, by speaking plainly and strongly with Oberon, while
Hippolyta is conquered, Hermia stuck under her father’s rule, and Helena in unrequited love under
the threat of insults.) Oberon, appearing to be driven by a sense of jealousy over the votaress,
anoints Titania’s eyes with the juice of the “love-in-idlelness” flower, wishing danger upon her in a
scene mirroring the use of  a date-rape drug:

What thou seest when thou dost wake
Do it for thy true love take.
Love and languish for his sake.
Be it ounce, or cat, or bear,
Pard, or boar with bristled hair,
In thy eye that shall appear
When thou wak’st, it is thy dear.
Wake when some vile thing is near (2.2.33-40).

What Titania wakes up upon, Bottom, ends up to not be a vile monster, but a kind of humiliation
for her, a way for Oberon to embarrass her or shame her for actions catalyzed by him. Oberon
moves to assert the primacy of not only him over his wife, but his relationship with his wife over
hers with the votaress. Only having secured the changeling boy at the center of their quarrel, a
symbol of power over Titania, and this humiliation does he begin to pity “her dotage” (4.1.48) and
decide to “undo / This hateful imperfection of her eyes” (4.1.63-64). Upon her waking, Titania
exclaims in endearment, “My Oberon, what visions have I seen! / Methought I was enamored of an
ass,” [emphasis added] a change in her attitude toward her husband since the beginning of the play
when they were in argument and feuding (4.1.77-78); Oberon has achieved dominance over Titania
in her newfound duty to him.

Meanwhile, in Athens, it is not Egeus’s reassertion of his rights as father that Theseus defends once
the lovers emerge from the woods, but Demetrius’s wish in his changing passions and choice in wife:
“Egeus, I will overbear your will, / For in the temple by and by, with us, / These couples shall
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eternally be knit” (4.1.186-188). The text invites comparisons of Egeus’s, Theseus’s, and Oberon’s
authority, and the extent to which each may function as a tyrant. The overall arch of the play may be
interpreted as the reassertion of  masculine authority.

Love & Desire
A Midsummer Night’s Dream concerns the arbitrariness of love and desire; the play lightly satirizes “the
pangs of romantic love,” championing a reasoning akin to the proverb, “beauty is in the eye of the
beholder.”155 Played as a light joke, Dream asserts that, simply, one loves who they love. For example,
Lysander and Demetrius are characterized as having no distinguishing qualities from the other (as
opposed to the tall, fair, gentle, Helena and the short, “raven”-like, hot-tempered Hermia), as
Lysander explains:

I am, my lord, as well derived as he,
As well possessed. My love is more than his;
My fortunes every way as fairly ranked
(If  not with vantage) as Demetrius’;
And (which is more than all these boasts can be)
I am beloved of  beauteous Hermia. (1.1.101-106)

They are equal in wealth and social status; yet still, Hermia loves Lysander, not Demetrius, wishing
her father saw the same desire she did, “I would my father looked but with my eyes” (1.1.68). (The
arbitrariness of desire is paralleled in Egeus’s preference in son-in-law; Egeus prefers Demetrius, not
Lysander—a testament to the unreasonability of patriarchal authority, and also perhaps suggesting
affection on Egeus’s part for Demetrius, as some critics assert.)

Similarly, Titania’s love for Bottom does not have her imagine a beautiful being, but has her love the
ass-like qualities in front of her; “Titania was ‘enamoured of an ass’, and knew it, but her selective
imagination found beauty in its ‘fair large ears’, ‘sleek smooth head’, even in its voice.”156 The play
asserts an irrationality or lunacy around one’s choice in love. According to R. W. Dent, “imagination
follows and encourages the mysterious dictates of  the heart.”157

Additionally, the “tragical mirth” of Pyramus and Thisbe invites us to further satirize the trials of the
four young lovers, as the comedy in the play-within-a-play parallels the events of the first four acts of
the play.

Transformation & Change
A Midsummer Night’s Dream features many instances of transformation in the narrative; these cases of
change bring up questions of perception and selfhood or identity in the narrative. The various

157 Ibid, 120.
156 Ibid, 119.
155 Dent, "Imagination in A Midsummer," 123.
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transformations in Dream may amount to a motif more than a theme; the following compiles a list of
the various instances of  transformation or change:

● Hermia’s personality, as appeared, changes from obedient and polite, “I do entreat your
Grace to pardon me. / I know not by what power I am made bold” (1.1.60-61), to
hot-tempered and violent in Act III, Scene 2.

● Helena’s attitude in pursuing Demetrius changes, from active pursuit in Act I, Scene 1, to
distrust at Demetrius’s “mockery” in Act III, Scene 2.

● Lysander changes from loving Hermia to loving Helena in Act II, Scene 2, and back again at
the end of  Act III, Scene 2.

● Demetrius changes from pursuing Hermia to pursuing Helena in Act III, Scene 2.
● In Act I, Scene 2, Bottom tries on the acting roles of, variously, Hercules, Pyramus, Thisbe,

and the lion.
● In Act III, Scene 1, Bottom physically changes to having an ass-head and back to a human

head in Act IV, Scene 1.
● A “changeling” boy exists in the narrative, which carries connotations of substitution or a

fickle or inconstant person.
● It changes from night to day between Act 3 and Act 4.
● The setting changes from Athens, to the woods, back to Athens, over the course of  the play.
● Titania starts doting on Bottom in Act III, Scene 1, and she changes from loving Bottom to

start to love Oberon on Act IV, Scene 1.
● Theseus changes his mind on the course of actions regarding Hermia’s marriage between

Act I, Scene 1 and Act IV, Scene 1; by consequence, the society of Athens appears
transformed into a just one by the end of  the play.

With each of these changes, the question persists whether the change is substantive or apparent. For
example, regarding Demetrius’s love, one may question whether he truly loves Helena, or whether he
is simply under the spell of the “love-in-idleness” flower. Regarding Athens as a reformed society,
one may question whether Athens has truly changed, whether duke Theseus has learned anything or
undergone any transformation as a ruler. These questions of change become questions of
transformations when one considers whether one’s nature or state of  being has changed.

The question, thus, of perception versus reality in one’s state of being, have implications for one’s
selfhood or sense of identity. For example, regarding Hermia’s “I would my father looked but with
my eyes” (1.1.58), Hermia’s sense of reality is through the perspective she has; she has her way of
seeing the world, and her father’s his own particular way—and they’re identity is each bound up their
own perspective, a perspective that the play subsequently scrambles. In the course of the play,
Hermia, for example, sees her reality shift from Lysander loving her to not loving her; for a
moment, while the other three lovers in the forest seem to hate her, her self-esteem begins to
change, and she questions her identity:

What, can you do me greater harm than hate?
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Hate me? Wherefore? O me, what news, my love?
Am not I Hermia? Are not you Lysander?
I am as fair now as I was erewhile.
Since night you loved me; yet since night you left
me.
Why, then, you left me—O, the gods forbid!—
In earnest, shall I say? (3.2.283-290)

Dream is a testament to how our perception of  ourselves is largely dependent on what others think
of  us.

Metatheatre

UNDERSTANDING METATHEATRE
Metatheatre can be defined as aspects of a work of theatre that draw attention to its nature as a
work of theatre. Metatheatre can most easily be identified through the inclusion of a
play-within-a-play or the use of direct address, both of which draw the audience’s attention to the
fact that they are watching a play and to the nature of  performance.

In the simplest terms, Dream engages in the metatheatrical through the mechanicals’
play-within-a-play of Pyramus and Thisbe; their play treats the same premise—a pair of young lovers
whose parent(s) do not approve of their being together—tragically, in contrast with the main drama
of Dream treating the subject comically. Critics traditionally cite the inclusion of this
play-within-a-play and, by extension, the inclusion of the fifth act, as commentary on the main plot
of  dream, a warning of  what tragic fate may have befallen the lovers.158

Scholar Nathaniel C. Leonard introduces a new theoretical framework to understand the layers of
metatheatrical staging that can occur, illustrated in the diagram below:

158 Dent, "Imagination in A Midsummer," 123.
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Above, a recreation of  Leonard’s diagram, depicting the “Spectrum of  Dramatic Layering”.159

According to Leonard:

“The locus is characterized by the ‘element of verisimilitude’ and is where ‘illusion and
interpretation first begin to assert themselves.’ The platea on the other hand is the layer of
performance that permeates that illusory barrier. Weimann actually describes it as the
‘theatrical dimension of the real world’ and it is where the action of the play and the audience
have direct contact. The two new terms that I am introducing, meta-locus and meta-platea,
are essentially similar to [locus and platea], except that they treat the locus as their audience.”160

Leonard asserts that Dream has two loci—first, the human world, and second, the fairy world, which
overlap in the forest.161 As Puck speaks, “Shall we their fond pageant see? / Lord, what fools these
mortals be!” (3.2.116-117). Critics cite the actions of Oberon and Puck, in their voyeuristic nature,
watching the lovers’ conflict, as mimicking that of watching a play; indeed, Dream is described as
having two “plays-within-a-play”, with the fairies’ state of viewership on the lovers’ actions, and the

161 Ibid, 60.
160 Ibid, 53.
159 Ibid, 54.
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courtly audience’s viewing of the mechanicals’ play.162 However, the state of viewership of the
audience of Dream’s is questioned, as the fairies are able to meddle in the human loci.

With the second “play-within-a-play”, the shift of focus turns, in part, not to the play at hand, but to
the audience watching it. In Theseus’s remarks preceding the courtly entertainment, he notes what
the correct behavior of  an audience must be:

The kinder we, to give them thanks for nothing.
Our sport shall be to take what they mistake;
And what poor duty cannot do, noble respect
Takes it in might, not merit (5.1.94-99).

According to Leonard, “Theseus points out, even before the ‘rude mechanicals’ enter, that the less
‘merit’ is in the performance the greater kindness is demonstrated by those who are able to
appreciate that spectacle.”163 Attention is drawn to the behavior of the audience further through
Bottom’s dialogue with Theseus, which highlights, through comic means, the audience’s responses
during theatrical performance; in Bottom’s misunderstood view of how theatrical performance
works, not understanding that the audience may make comments that will not affect the procession
of  the action on stage, he is worried that Theseus’s quip will alter the performance:

THESEUS. The wall, methinks, being sensible, should
curse again.

BOTTOM. No, in truth, sir, he should not. “Deceiving
me” is Thisbe’s cue (5.1.194-197).164

The meta-locus, or the play-within-the-play, serves as a background to reflect the meta-platea, or the
theatricalized setting of the fictional world; in effect, both the locus and meta-locus frame the
meta-platea, the in-world audience’s reactions, setting the spotlight on audience behavior, and giving
the audience of Dream as a whole cause to reflect on the audience’s relationship to theatrical
performance.165

However, further, at the end of Act V, Scene 1, the fairies’ emergence to bless the house confuses
the apparent representational logic, “highlighting to the viewer that the staged audience in the
human locus is in fact being watched covertly by the supernatural in the other locus that houses the
fairies as well as overtly by the ‘rude mechanicals’ in the meta-locus.”166 In effect, this suggests the
existence of supernatural beings watching the humans who are watching Dream, without saying that
Oberon is comparable to a monotheistic deity.

166 Ibid.
165 Ibid, 63.
164 Ibid, 62.
163 Ibid, 61.
162 Ibid, 60.
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Ultimately, according to Leonard, “Act 5 of the play consists of a prolonged reflection on the
theological, cultural, and political stakes of theatrical performance more generally by setting up two
models of viewership, contrasting genteel non-intervention with Oberon’s manipulation, and then
slowly displaying that one of those models relates to mortal audiences while the other only pertains
to the supernatural.”167

Dream, on the whole, evokes the metatheatrical to ask “viewers to reimagine their relationship to the
staged action and to live performance…generally.”168 The mechanicals’ play-within-the-play asks the
audience to review the categorization of Dream as a comedy, suggesting that “a play’s position in a
genre or between genres has as much to do with its execution in performance as its plot.”169

Critical Theories
The following is a broad survey of different critical theories approaches to reading A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.

Feminism
A feminist appraoch to the text may criticize the text’s readiness for the punishment, embarassment,
subjugation, and diminishment of its women in order to uphold the supremacy and comfort of men,
and in the name of comedy. According to scholar Shirley Nelson Garner, “The movement of the
play toward ordering the fairy, human, and natural worlds is also a movement toward satisfying men’s
psychological needs, as Shakespeare perceived them, but its cost is the disruption of women’s bonds
with each other.”

Regarding the conflict between Titania and Oberon over the custody of the changeling boy, Garner
asserts that Oberon’s primary motivation in his desire for custody of the changeling boy is
domination over Titania.170 The changeling boy represents the lasting connection between Titania
and her friend.171 The price of amity between Oberon and Titania subsequently involves the
humiliation and torment of Titania, who is made ridiculous in her love for Bottom; the language of
her speech evolves from lyric poetry in describing the effect of their quarrel on the natural world, to
adoration over the monstrous Bottom, “Thou art as wise as thou art beautiful” (3.1.150).172 In the
end, Oberon wins the “exclusive love” over Titania and the changeling boy; meanwhile, Titania loses
the changeling boy and her only lasting connection to her friend.173

173 Ibid, 49-51.
172 Ibid, 50-51.
171 Ibid, 48.

170 Shirley Nelson Garner, "A Midsummer Night's Dream: 'Jack Shall Have Jill;/Nought Shall Go Ill'†," Women's Studies 9,
no. 1 (January 1981): 48-51.

169 Ibid.
168 Ibid, 50.
167 Ibid, 64.
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Regarding the relationship between Hermia and
Helena, Garner asserts that the play breaks the bonds
between the two women, sees their humiliation and
subjugation through repeated insults from their lovers,
and sees them silenced following their marriage to
their men and isolation.174 In Act I, Scene 1, Hermia’s
dialogue establishes her having deep bonds with
Helena and her breaking them or replacing them in
running away with Lysander:

And in the wood where often you and I
Upon faint primrose beds were wont to lie,
Emptying our bosoms of  their counsel sweet,
There my Lysander and myself shall meet
(1.1.219-222).

Helena subsequently chastises for breaking these
bonds in Act III, Scene 2.175 (The monologue in full can be
read at right.) While Lysander and Demtrius take their
quarrel off stage for a duel, the fight between Hermia and Helena remains in front of the audience,
and is taken to demeaning lengths with insults exchanged and the threat of physical violence.176 The
two women experience insults at the hands of their lovers as well, Helena while pursuing Demetrius
and Hermia after Lysander falls in love with Helena, and following the events of the woods, Helena
and Hermia, per the word of the text, do not speak again and do not explicitly make up with one
another; their bonds are left irrevocably broken, and their agency taken through marriage.177

According to Garner:

“The pattern of these comic endings suggests that heterosexual bonding is tenuous at best.
In order to be secure, to enjoy, to love—to participate in the celebration that comedy
invites—men need to maintain their ties with other men and to sever women’s bonds with
each other. The implication is that men fear that if women join with each other, they will not
need men, will possibly exclude them or prefer the friendship and love of women. This is
precisely the threat of the beautiful scene that Titania describes between herself and her
votaress. This fear may be based partially on reality, but it is also partially caused by
projection: since men have traditionally had stronger bonds with other men than with
women and have excluded women from participation in things about which they cared most,
they may assume that women, granted the opportunity, will do the same. Given this
possibility or likelihood, Shakespeare’s male characters act out of a fear of women's bonding

177 Ibid, 58.
176 Ibid, 58.
175 Ibid, 57.
174 Ibid, 56-59.
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with each other and a feeling of sexual powerlessness. The male characters think they can
keep their women only if they divide and conquer them. Only then will Jack have Jill; only
then will their world flourish.”178

Ultimately, in the play, the patriarchal authority of Egeus is questioned and overturned, when
Theseus honours Demetrius’s will to marry Helena, not Hermia; however, Theseus’s patriarchal
authority, in conquering Hippolyta, goes unquestioned. Shakespeare’s text implies that patriarchal
authority must be combatted—however, importantly, to an extent.

A feminist approach to the text may also highlight the text’s commitment to the desires of the
women, of the four lovers. As with many Shakespearean comedies, the young men of the play
remain fickle and ever-changing in comparison to the women whose desires are self-determined and
obeyed by the plot. While Demetrius and Lysander’s desires do change in the course of the plot, the
play honors the women’s love with constancy, granting them some sense of  agency.179

Queer Theory
One approach to text of Dream with queer theory
would highlight the work’s complicity in compulsory
heterosexuality. Despite the chaos of the woods and
the rapidly changing desires of the lovers, the
endings shows the lovers neatly pairing off into
hetero- pairings.

Another approach to the text with queer theory may
be quick to identify two potentially sapphic
relationships with Dream: first, Titania and her
votaress, and second, Helena and Hermia.

Critics have pointed out that the language Titania
uses to describe her relationship with the votaress is
very intimate, as emphasized through the repetition
of the phrase, “and for her sake” (2.1.141-142). (The
monologue can be read in full at right.) In Titania’s refusal
to obey her husband for a female friend, their shared gossip and laughter, and her participation in
the votaress’s pregnancy, she takes on a spousal role with the votaress.180 Alicia Andrzejewski asserts
that Titania and her votaress bear signs of a futurity for queer pregnancy. Pregnancy and the
pregnant body is often viewed as part of the heteronormativity, in assumptions that, “only women

180 Pauline Durin, "'Gender Trouble' on the Elizabethan Stage. Challenging conventions of  femininity and masculinity in
Shakespeare's 'Romeo and Juliet,' 'Midsummer Night's Dream' and 'Venus and Adonis'" (master's thesis, École Normale
Supérieure de Lyon, 2018), 95.

179 Dent, "Imagination in A Midsummer," 116.
178 Ibid, 60-61.
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get pregnant; that every pregnancy ends in the birth of a child; and that pregnancy always reproduces
the family in a recognizable form.”181 However, Andrzejewski asserts that as the votaress’s pregnancy
does not “reproduce the family in a recognizable form,” this can be an example of queer pregnancy,
one that characterizes pregnancy, “as a time of female-female eroticism, intimacy, and pleasure.”182

Indeed, Titania’s insistence on having custody of the changeling child seems to be out of love for the
late votaress, as a result of  their homosocial bond.183

Additionally, critics have pointed to Hermia and Helena’s relationship as intimate, in the language
used by Helena to describe their bonds in Act III, Scene 2. (The monologue can be read in full below at
right.) Critics have noted that Helena’s speech
“invokes the language of marital bonds,” emphasizing
the union of the two women through the repetition of
the word “one”. In addition to “hands”, “voices”, and
“minds”, Helena and Hermia’s “sides” merge,
implying sexual connotations; “in the sixteenth
century, ‘sides’ was synonymous with ‘loins’. Critic
Melissa E. Sanchez highlights Helena as Hermia’s
evolving relationship in Act III, Scene 2, from
friendship to betrayal and passion, “we can
understand [both] as different versions of the same
fantasy of ecstatic and eternal fulfillment. Sanchez
points out, “No amount of redescription will alter the
fact that if people can satisfy each other they can
frustrate each other,” and characterizes the aggression
between the two as a form of homoeroticism. In
reconciling Helena’s apparent change in
characterization, to rivalry from concord, in the
present tense—“She is angry, she is keen and shrewd”
[emphasis added], to contrast with the following line’s past tense—one must conclude that Hermia’s
violent temper has been known to Helena and is part of  her image of  their oneness:

“I pray you, though you mock me, gentlemen,
Let her not hurt me. I was never curst;
I have no gift at all in shrewishness.
I am a right maid for my cowardice.
Let her not strike me.
…

183 Malcolm Bancu, "The Inclusion of  Homosexuality in Shakespeare: A Comparison between 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream' and 'Were the World Mine'" (master's thesis, Faculté de philosophie, arts et lettres, Université catholique de
Louvain, 2019), 15.

182 Ibid, 105-106.
181 Alicia Andrzejewski, "'For her sake': Queer Pregnancy in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" Shakespeare Studies 47: 107.
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O, when she is angry, she is keen and shrewd.
She was a vixen when she went to school,
And though she be but little, she is fierce.” (3.2.314-318, 340-342)

Dream may also boast one of the most fabulous examples of what   Karin Quimby calls the queer
narrative middle. Based on Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women, Quimby theorized that, because
heteronormativity insists that any sense of queerness that is introduced in a narrative be neutralized
to a heternormative ending, the middle of a narrative is where queerness abounds. In the study of
narrative theory, narrative desire is traditionally thought of as the reader’s or audience’s desire for the
end of the narrative.184 However, with the queer narrative middle, the middle of the narrative becomes
the space that is desired, paradoxically, in “delay[ing]…the ultimate climax [of the narrative].185 Dream
sports this desire for the middle that subverts normative desire in the lovers’, including Titania and
Bottom’s, rapidly changing desires; the woods take on the mythical quality of expressing the
inexpressible of desire. Also, a play where the audience is shown that the nature of desire is illogical
or mutable in a heteronormative world, Dream’s reasoning naturally upsets heteronormativity.

Post-Colonialism
A post-colonialist approach to the text may foreground Theseus’s role not just as a duke, as “the
ruler not just of a kingdom, but [as the ruler] of an empire, an empire that has colonized and
subsumed the Amazon nation…into its own political mass. Such an approach may consider
Hippolyta as both close to power, as the soon-to-be wife of the ‘centre of the empire’, but also as a
foreigner.186

A strong post-colonialist approach to the text would examine the use of India in Dream and the
implications “about race and early modern England’s mercantilist and/or colonialist-imperialist
ideology.”187 First, one must understand the evolving concept of “race” as it existed in Shakespeare’s
time; as Margot Hendricks asserts, it is a mixture of “race as genealogy and race as ethnicity or
physical appearance,” an understanding that was developing in England at the time.188 Due to
popular travel narratives at the time that illustrated an orientalist image of India for Elizabethans,
characterized through the regions’ wealth, sexual practices, skin color, and political differences that
were counter to European norms, an imagination of the world was created that was not just
cartographic but ethnographic.189 The figure of Oberon has multiple literary connections to India,
and in the text of Dream is asserted to have been coming directly from India, as Titania speaks, “Why
art thou here, / Come from the farthest steep of India” (2.1.70-71). Hendricks asserts that the play’s

189 Ibid, 50-51.
188 Ibid, 59.

187 Margo Hendricks, "'Obscured by Dreams': Race, Empire, and Shakespeare's a Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Shakespeare Quarterly 47, no. 1 (1996): 41.

186 Andrew J. Power, "Shakespeare, Memory and Post-Colonial Adaptation," The Routledge Handbook of  Shakespeareand
Memory, 2017, 1.

185 Ibid, 4.

184 Karin Quimby, "The Story of  Jo: Literary Tomboys, Little Women, and the Sexual-Textual Politics of  Narrative
Desire," GLQ: A Journal of  Lesbian and Gay Studies10, no. 1 (2003): 5.
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setting is not bipolar, shifting from Athens to
fairyland to Athens, but tripolar, with India “sitting
as the symbolic and ideological hub of departure
and convergence for all the business of fairyland.”190

Therefore, due to India's position in the minds of
Elizabethans as not just a far-off land but an
increasingly familiarized place, “Like Athens, India is
an actual geographic place, and, like fairyland, it is
still figured as a place of  the imagination.”

Subsequently, implications for the text emerge; for
example, Titania’s speech regarding her votaress
grows mercantilist implications. (The monologue can be
read in full at right.) Titania’s language echoes that of
writers traveling to India; as Hendricks asserts, “The
votaress embodies what India could (and would)
represent to Europe as, like the merchant ships, she
returns ‘from a voyage, rich with merchandise, to bring Titania the exotic ‘trifles’ of an unfamiliar
world.” Hendricks explains:

“Her speech ‘rich’ with the language of English mercantilism, Titania evokes not only the
exotic presence of the Indian woman's native land but also the power of the ‘traders’ to
invade and domesticate India and, aided by the ‘wanton wind,’ return to Europe ‘rich with
merchandise.’ In Shakespeare's “‘poetic geography,’ India becomes the commodified space of
a racialized feminine eroticism that…paradoxically excited and threatened the masculinity of
European travelers.”191

Additionally, the custody of the Indian changeling boy, in light of contemporary understandings of
colonialism, highlights “the boy’s movement from India to the West and the subsequent foster
parenting by the fairy king and queen as instancing a later development in colonial societies: the
taking away of children from their parents so that they can be encultured into the culture and
civilization of the colonizer, best illustrated by the Stolen Generation of Australian Aboriginals.”192

(Please see the section on Folklore and Fairy Lore → Changelings for more information on the changeling boy.)

Marxism
One Marxist approach to the text would highlight the presence of the mechanicals, as workers and
of a lower class than the four lovers and the duke of Athens, Theseus, and queen of the Amazons,
Hippolyta. Treated as low, farcical comedy in many interpretations and adaptations of the text, the

192 Anna Kurian, "’A Midsummer Night's Dream’ and the Stolen Generation," ANQ: A Quarterly Journal of  ShortArticles,
Notes and Reviews 29, no. 1 (January 2, 2016): 1, https://doi.org/10.1080/0895769X.2016.1191010.

191 Ibid, 53.
190 Iid, 44.
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mechanical’s presentation of the theatrical tale of Pyramus and Thisbe serves as fodder for the
laughs of the upper class; a Marxist approach may view the mechanicals as the proletariat to the
lovers, duke, and queen’s bourgeoisie, and their laughs as classist mockery. Effectively, Bottom, after
spending a night with the fairy queen, is “put back in his place”, by rejoining the mechanicals, after
the chaos of  the forest is reordered following entrance back into Athenian society.

Another Marxist approach to the text would champion the views of the masses and discover that,
indeed, the most intellectual thoughts that are developed in the play are through the actions of the
mechanicals, who enable the meta-theatrical elements of the work through their presentation of the
play-within-a-play and the dramatization of their rehearsal process. (Please see the section on Literary
Analysis → Metatheatre for more information on the
meta-theatrical aspects of Dream and the “rude mechanicals” role
in creating them.)

Additionally, Shakespeare’s hierarchical ordering of the
fairy world has implications for class in Dream. The figure
of Oberon’s has courtly origins, originating from chivalric
tales like Chaucer’s, while the figure of Robin Goodfellow
originates in folklore; effectively, “one providence of
fairyland, the courtly and romantic, as presented by
Oberon, has acquired hegemony over another, the homely
and rural, as represented by Robin,” in Robin serving as
Oberon’s “henchman.”193

Environmentalism
“We are their parents and original.” Interpreted through
a contemporary lens, Titania’s Act II, Scene 1 monologue,
beginning with, “These are the forgeries of jealousy”,
provides material for an environmentalist reading of the
actions of the fairies through the modern issue of climate
change. (The monologue can be read in full at right.)

In the monologue, Titania speaks of the effects of her
quarrel with Oberon on the natural world, speaking of
changing weather patterns that have affected animals,
humans, and the land itself. While this may have reminded
Elizabethan audiences of the terrible weather that caused
failed harvests and food scarcity in the mid-1590’s, the

193 Sukanta Chaudhuri, "Sources and Analogues: Fairies and Mortals," introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third
Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), by William Shakespeare (London, UK: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare, an
imprint of  Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 2017), 52.
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monologue may, in a similarly existential way, remind contemporary audiences of the effects of
climate change, on both the weather and living beings of the Earth.194 Titania speaks of overflowing
levels of water in bodies of water, reminding of increasing sea water levels that threaten coastal area,
and of increased rain storms, reminding of the increase in major storms (i.e. hurricanes) due to
warmer weather: “Contagious fogs, which, falling in the land, / Hath every pelting river made so
proud / That they have overborne their continents” (2.1.94-95).

Additionally, Titania’s claim that the Moon’s anger has caused “rheumatic diseases” to wash the air,
reminds of how humans’ habit of encroaching on nature causes disease to spread, from animal to
human, causing pandemics of  respiratory illness.

Most strongly, Titania concludes the monologue claiming the cause of the changes to the natural
world is her and Oberon’s quarrel, owning the selfishness and personal concern that is not causing
disorder in the natural world and affecting all beings: “And this same progeny of evils comes / From
our debate, from our dissension; / We are their parents and original” (2.1.118-120).

Hermia and Lysander, A Midsummer Night's Dream, by John Simmons (1870).195

195 John Simmons, Hermia and Lysander, A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1870, gouache, Sotheby's, New York City, NY,

194 Sophie Chiari, "'We See / the Seasons Alter': Climate Change in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" Shakespeare's
Representation of  Weather, Climate and Environment, January 1, 2019, 40-41.
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V. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The Elizabethan Era
Queen Elizabeth I reigned from 1558 until her death in 1603.196 Her reign was marked with:
continuing religious frictions between Protestants and Catholics after the Protestant Elizabeth
replaced her Catholic successor, Mary I, in 1558; economic difficulties in later years as a war with
Spain caused inflation; poverty and widening inequality between the richest and poorest of the
country; and internal anxiety over who would succeed the Virgin Queen (which led to Elizabeth
passing legislation banning any published discourse of  succession).197

Writers at the time were becoming concerned with the effect that the “new capitalism and the
expansion of  trade” were creating on society.198 According to researcher Keith Linley:

“This new individualism and the accompanying greed it promoted have no place in Dream,
but in the clash between the wilful-self-regard both of romance and paternal
authoritarianism (evident in the clash between Hermia and her father) we can see the
beginnings of the crumbling of old ways and the embryonic emergence of the new
individualism.”199

Linley also compares Elizabeth’s administration of her realm to Theseus’s rule in his “hypocrisy” as a
public figure, “smiling pleasantly to [the artisans at their appalling bad play] but criticizing them
behind their backs”, when they only performed for the duke out of loyalty to him; he also adds, “the
lovers betray some upper-rank snobbery while the play-within-a-play is being performed.” 200

The festivities of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, ultimately, have very little to do with the
religious, cultural, social, and political context of  the time period.

200 Linley, 'A Midsummer, 22.
199 Ibid.
198 Linley, 'A Midsummer’, 19.

197 David Scott Kastan, "Shakespeare and His England," introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles
Shakespeare), by William Shakespeare, ed. Mario DiGangi (New York, NY: Barnes & Noble, 2007), 13-22; Linley, 'A
Midsummer, 17-23.

196 Keith Linley, 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' in Context: Magic, Madness and Mayhem (London, England: Anthem Press,
2016), 17.
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VI. FOLKTALES & FAIRY LORE
Shakespeare draws on all: ancient texts of Greek and Roman mythology, courtly texts retelling chivalric tales, and
English folklore, which has both Celtic and Teutonic origins, in crafting the fairy world of  Dream.

Robin Goodfellow
While in Dream, Shakespeare equates “Robin Goodfellow” and “Puck” as the same figure, Robin
Goodfellow is a figure originating from native British folklore, based on the “Puck” character from
medieval folklore.201 During the 16th and 17th century, belief in superstition was discouraged by the
Church of England, and later by King James I who published a book on witchcraft, Daemonologie;
still, evidence shows that belief in Robin Goodfellow persisted.202 He is depicted in images as
carrying a broom, characterized as being a helper to domestic workers in chores; Robin Goodfellow
was believed to work for milk and bread, and, in punishment for not receiving payment, would steal
what he believed was owed.203 The trickster figure was known for playing incredible practical jokes.204

Origins
According to Sukanta Chaudhuri introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden
Shakespeare Third Series):

“[Shakespeare’s] Robin Goodfellow or Puck is compounded of many items of English fairy
mythology, of both Celtic and Teutonic origin. He can change shape like the puck or the
pouka; mislead travellers, again like the puck but tasks like the brownie but, unlike that
creature, without being tired to a household; and work mischievous tricks like the overlap of
roles is partly tradition; in part, it seems to be out of Shakespeare’s own making to yield
dramatic capital.

There is a traditional figure actually named Robin Goodfellow, a creature of many roles and
guises. His closest links are with the brownie performing household chores and the
hobgoblin spinning illusions and knaveries and leading travellers astray. He is mischievous
rather than malicious, though often associated with the devil or even presented as one.”

Historical Sources
The text that Shakespeare was likely referencing in writing the character of Robin Goodfellow in
Dream was Reginald Scot’s The Discouerie of Witchcraft (1584), “a sceptical treatise recording and
debunking popular and scholarly beliefs about witchcraft, magic and other superstitions.”205

205 British Library, "The Discovery of  Witchcraft by Reginald Scot, 1584," British Library; British Library, "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," British Library.

204 Ibid.
203 Ibid.
202 Ibid.
201 Abigail Sparkes, "Robin Goodfellow," Historic UK.
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(Shakespeare likely used this text in writing the witches of Macbeth later, as well.)206 The text serves, in
some ways, as the most comprehensive guide to superstition during the early modern period due to
its thoroughness in accounting for supernatural figures.207

According to Scot’s The Discouerie of Witchcraft, Robin Goodfellow was a figure that completed
household chores:

“…Robin good fellowe, that would cousening supplie the office of servants, speciallie of
maids; as to make a fier knave. in the morning, sweepe the house, grind mustard and malt,
drawe water, these also rumble in houses, drawe latches, go up and downestaiers.”208

Regarded as “the great and ancient bulbegger,” “bulbegger” generally being used as an early modern
scare-word209, Scot characterizes Robin Goodfellow as knavish (villainous or roguish)210:

“[T]his time all kentishmen know (a few fooles excepted) that Robin goodfellowe is a
knave.”211

Scot cites, on the topic of  the origin of  Robin Goodfellow and other creatures:
“The Rabbittes, and namelie Rabbi Abraham, writing upon the second of Genesis, doo say,
that God made the fairies, bugs, hicubus, Robin good fellow, and other familiar or
domesticall spirits & divels on the fridaie: and being prevented with the evening of the
sabboth, finished them not, but left them unperfect….”212

Scot cites Robin Goodfellow as the “cousine” of Incubus, “a demon in male form that seeks to have
sexual intercourse with sleeping women.”213 They appear to both engage in similar household
chores:

“But to use few words herein, I hope you understand that they affirme and saie, that Incubus
is a spirit ; and I trust you know that a spirit hath no flesh nor bones, and that he neither
dooth eate nor drinke. In deede your grandams maides were woont to set aboil of milke
before him and his cousine Robin good-fellow, for grinding of malt or mustard, and
sweeping the house at midnight: and you have also heard that he would chafe exceedingly, if
the maid or good-wife of the house, having compassion of his nakednes, laid anie clothes for
him, beesides his messe of white bread and milke, which was his standing fee. For in that
case he saith; ‘What have we here.’”214

214 Scot, The Discouerie.
213 The Editors of  Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Incubus," Encyclopaedia Britannica, last modified February 27, 2012.
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Scot often compares Robin Goodfellow to the hobgoblin, a mischievous sprite.215 Scot also included
the figure in an oft-quoted passage compiling many creatures of  superstition:

“…and they have so fraied us with bull beggers, spirits, witches, urchens, elves, hags, fairies,
satyrs, pans, faunes, sylens, kit with the cansticke, tritons, centaurs, dwarfes, giants, imps,
calcars, conjurors, nymphes, chang-lings. Incubus, Robin good-fellowe, the spoorne, the
mare, the man in the oke, the hell waine, the fierdrake, the puckle, Tom thombe, hob
gobblin, Tom tumbler, boneles, and such other bugs, that we are afraid of our owne
shadowes: in so much as some never feare the divell, but in adarkenight…”216

Per their thesis, Scot assures readers that Robin Goodfellow is “a cousening merchant, and no divell
indeed.”217

Changelings

Changeling Legends
According to Marjorie Garber’s Shakespeare After All, “[a] changeling was a child secretly substituted
for another in infancy, particularly one supposedly left (or in this case, taken) by fairies. The word
‘changeling’ could also denote, in a looser sense, a fickle or inconstant person.”218 According to
European folklore and legend, fairies would abduct infants from their parents and replace them with
fairy changelings, their deformed offspring that are considered demonic, intending to use the human
infants to strengthen the fairy species.219 Characteristics considered mental or physical abnormalities
by parents, including disabilities and crying too much, were attributed to changeling legends. These
tales were part of “domestic-moralistic discourse”, designed to “keep housewives, mothers and
servants attentive to their duties.”220 According to Ralph of Coggeshall, English chronicler of the
12th and 13th centuries, fairies were believed to prey upon unbaptized children, specifically.221

Popular European folklore instructed parents both to be watchful of their children as an infant and
on how to retrieve their own child after it was swapped with a fairy changelings.222 These tales often
begin with the parents’ (almost exclusively, mothers) momentary distraction from supervising their
child; following this, mothers would perceive their child’s increase in upset behavior.223 To retrieve
their children back from the fairies, mothers would hang the changeling over a fire or throw them in
a body of water, or otherwise threaten to do so.224 (These legends, therefore, led to many cases of

224 Ibid.
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222 Ashliman, "Changeling Legends," University of  Pittsburgh.
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child abuse, and, at worst, infanticide.)225 At this point, a fairy would appear to take away their child
and leave behind the human infant.226

As beliefs in changelings may range from superstitious to abusive, their implications could be
inherently ableist or discriminatory in parents’ belief that their offspring was too unlike themselves
in physical or mental ability.

The Changeling Boy
Whereas most legends of changelings are from the parents’ perspectives in the stories, as
instructions on how to protect or retrieve one’s child or as cautionary tales of what happens when
one is less vigilant, A Midsummer Night’s Dream bears a different perspective, that of a changeling boy
who is the object of desire—one who is wanted by their fairy in a conflict between the fairy queen
and king, Titania and Oberon. Shakespeare counters popular understandings in the minds of his
Elizabethan audience through a less volatile origin story of the changeling boy in Dream. As Titania
explain how the boy came under her custody to Oberon:

His mother was a vot’ress of  my order,
And in the spicèd Indian air by night
Full often hath she gossiped by my side
And sat with me on Neptune’s yellow sands (2.1.127-130).
…
But she, being mortal, of  that boy did die,
And for her sake do I rear up her boy,
And for her sake I will not part with him (2.1.140-142).

The boy’s Indian origin may be a result of England’s commercial and imperial expansion during the
reign of Elizabeth I,227 in an increasingly mercantile economy.228 The spice trade brought spices to
season the diets of European, previously “bland and monotonous.”229 Notably, these spices were
accessible only to the wealthy, indicating social and economic power.230 In a similar vein, the boy’s
ethnicity may be the result of travel narratives which were popular in written form and travelled
orally as well; Shakespeare’s audience would have been familiar with the content of these tales,
relating stories from the Indian region.231

(A note on conceptions of the Indian changeling boy: While Dream was written and performed during
England’s pre-colonial period, contemporary understandings of the play may see an imperialist hand

231 Browen Fetters, "Pivotal and Puzzling: The Indian Boy in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" Aletheia: The Alpha Chi
Journal of  Undergraduate Scholarship 1, no. 1 (2016): 6.
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in depictions of the Indian boy. In productions that have included them onstage, there have been
racist or offensive portrayals of the boy as an imperial conquest.232 In productions that do not
include them onstage, the changeling boy instead becomes a symbol, which can empower certain
imperial conceptions of  the boy, imagining them through the lens of  the exoticized India.233)

Fairy Lovers
The mythology of Celtic fairies shows several instances of fairies taking on mortal lovers. The
following reads an excerpt from The Encyclopedia of Celtic Mythology and Folklore:

“fairy lover… Irish, Scottish, and Breton folkloric figure. Many stories of FAIRYLAND
centered on this ravishingly beautiful woman—for it was almost always a woman—who stole
away the most brilliant poet or the most handsome man from this world and made him her
lover. Not that it required much work on the fairy woman’s part, for these gorgeous beings
made the most beautiful mortal woman seem coarse and unattractive. The fairy mistress
called to her chosen mate through dreams that haunted him until he sought her out, living
on her charmed ISLAND in the western sea or beneath some ancient mound. Once he tasted
her charms, he rarely attempted to leave her, since she was not only magnificent to look
upon but was utterly wanton. Because time passed differently in fairyland than in our world,
a single night with the fairy mistress crept by pleasantly while centuries slipped away on this
side of the veil. When, as occasionally happened, the human lover grew homesick, he
returned to find his home dissolved in the mists of time and usually lost his fairy lover to
boot….Fairies were notoriously fickle, so sometimes a fairy woman discarded her human
husband and sent him unceremoniously back into this world.

Rarely could such a man recover to lead a normal life. More commonly, he pined away and
died soon after his return, longing for the beauties he saw in fairyland. Occasionally…he
survived and finally returned to his fairy lover, to live happily in the Otherworld thereafter.
…Occasionally fairy kings stole human maidens away, often on their wedding day; in
addition, there are tales in Scotland and Ireland of male fairies who seduced young women.
But it is much more common to find the fairy lover in female form.”234

Fairy Interactions with Mortals
Below outlines a list of rules, guidelines, and notes for humans and mortals who are interacting with
fairies. This list draws from the fairy lore of Celtic mythology. (As the nature of mythology is often
that it is conveyed through oral tales by gatekeepers in communities, the sourcing of the following
list follows a homegrown approach; self-run blogs and websites were combed to track down
common themes among guides for how to interact with faes.)

234 Patricia Monaghan, The Encyclopedia of  Celtic Mythologyand Folklore (New York: Infobase Pub., 2008), 174.
233 Ibid.
232 Ibid.
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1. Don’t give a fairy your name.
When engaging with fairies, your name equals power.235 If you give your full name to a fairy, it gives
them a certain control over you.236 Middle names have been given as a way to avoid a case where a
fairy steals a child, as they must know one’s full name to do so.237 As you should not lie to fairies (see
below), tell them, “You may call me __________.”238 Therefore, you will not, technically, be lying to
the fairies.239

2. Do not lie!
Fairies cannot lie; thus, they do not appreciate being lied to.240 If you must, it is advised that you twist
your words to make them believe you; however, do not attempt to “risk twisting your words too
much, because they are masters at this and can see right through.”241 Only attempt if  well spoken.242

NOTE: Fairies cannot lie!
Fairies are not able to lie.243 Reportedly, “[fairies] have become masters of language to
twist their words around and still be able to get what they want. Master manipulators,
they can tell half-truths and some even more powerful Fae can tell white lies.”244 Further,
“while they will technically tell the truth, they’re experts at using word play to trick you or
avoid answering your question.”245

3. Always keep your promises!
Reportedly, “[promises] are very sacred to the fae and hold a lot of power so if you break a promise,
expect there to be some angry faerie cursing you.”246

4. Never eat food that a fairy offers.
Reportedly, “eating [fairies’] food will do two things. First, assuming that you’re in the land of the
Fae, eating their food will force you to stay there. Second, eating their food will make you no longer
hunger for human food. Which means that you will both starve….”247

5. Never stand in a fairy ring.

247 Grace, "How to Survive an Encounter with the Fae," Willow Snug (blog), entry posted July 12, 2018.
246 Moon-lightfaerie, "Fairy Etiquette," Witchy Things (blog).
245 TEAANDROSEMARY2, "Everything You Need," Tea & Rosemary (blog).
244 Ibid.
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According to user Grace’s blog, Willow Snug, “fairy rings are the rings of mushrooms that sometimes
grow where a tree has died, and they’re also portals to the Faerie realm.”248 Thus, it is not
recommended that one stand in them.249 Reportedly, “even if you’re not teleported, you could get
stuck in the ring, and time moves much slower in there. Centuries could pass outside, while seconds
pass inside.”250

Further, according the blog, The Forgotten Library:

“Little circles of toadstools are a no-go zone on your hypothetical evening stroll. The little
natural wonders were said to hold fairy dances. The music coming from the circle was so
exquisite that any passer-by would feel an imminent desire to join the dance. But there’s a bit
of a Narniaesque issue with fairy time. An hour in the dance might be a few centuries in
human time. Also, there are some gruesome folktales where the human can’t keep up with
their immortal companions and they dance until their feet become bloody stumps. So, maybe
you should avoid fae music unless you're prepared to possibly give up everything you know
and love, including your feet.”251

6. If  giving gifts, ensure that there is reciprocity.
Fairies do not appreciate cheap gifts or misers; if you are going to gift an article of clothing, let it be
a designer scarf.252 Please note that if a gift is accepted from a fairy, you must reciprocate with a gift
of  equal or greater value.253

7. Don’t say “thank you”!
Fairies do not like to be thanked.254 Reportedly, “depending on the type of faery you’re talking to,
thanks can either be offensive because it implies that they’re subservient to you, or it may mean that
you owe them a debt and are now bound to them.”255 Thus, try to express gratitude for any gifts
given, instead of thanking the fair folk; for example, some lines that work well are “I’m so happy that
this object is here. It’s beautiful,” and, “I really appreciate this _______.”256

Essentially…
Fairies have a strict moral code and etiquette, but we, as humans, do not know what it is. Be
conscious and deliberate in your interactions with the fair folk.

256 Ibid.
255 Ibid.
254 TEAANDROSEMARY2, "Everything You Need," Tea & Rosemary (blog).

253 TEAANDROSEMARY2, "Everything You Need To Know About The Fae Folk," Tea & Rosemary (blog), entry
posted March 20, 2021; Moon-lightfaerie, "Fairy Etiquette," Witchy Things (blog).

252 "Faerie Etiquette," The Forgotten Library (blog).

251 "Faerie Etiquette: What to do if  you meet one of  the Fair Folk,"The Forgotten Library (blog), entry posted August 12,
2014.

250 Ibid.
249 Ibid.
248 Ibid.
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VII. GREEK MYTHOLOGY
Pyramus and Thisbe
The tale of Pyramus and Thisbe is one of lovers, sourced from Greek mythology. The oldest version
of the story was penned by Ovid in his poem in fifteen books, Metamorphoses, from 8 AD.
(Shakespeare likely read Arthur Golding’s English translation, which was published in 1567.)257 In
summary, Pyramus and Thisbe are two youths who desire to be married, but are forbidden by their
parents, communicating with each other only through a “chink” in the wall between their
neighboring houses. Upon deciding to run away together, misunderstanding leads Pyramus to think
Thisbe was killed by a Lioness, and Pyramus kills himself; seeing Pyramus’s body, Thisbe kills herself
with his same dagger. The red blood stains the white mulberries red, creating the titular
“metamorphoses”, and the lovers’ parents grow sympathetic in their death.258

Within Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the “rude mechanicals”, a group of amateur actors
in Athens, rehearse and perform a dramatization of the tale of Pyramus and Thisbe for the wedding
of Theseus and Hippolyta. The character of Peter Quince writes and performs the prologue, Snug
plays the lion, Nick Bottom plays Pyramus, Francis Flute plays Thisbe, Tom Snout plays the
separating wall, and Robin Starveling plays Moonshine.

In understanding the inclusion of the tale of Pyramus and Thisbe in A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
critics usually draw parallels between the central conflict of Dream and the tale; Hermia and
Lysander’s thwarted love at the hands of a parental figure prompting their attempt to flee to the
woods parallels the efforts of Pyramus and Thisbe to run in the middle of the night together.259

Critics note the similar themes of “lunacy in the brain of the youth” and “gentle satire on the pangs
of romantic love” between the central plot of Dream and that of Pyramus and Thisbe. Notably,
Pyramus and Thisbe’s ending is definitively tragic, resulting in their deaths, while the four lovers of
Dream find themselves alive past the conflicts in trying to run away. The cavern between these two
endings, the one treated comically and the other tragically, leads some critics, such as Paul Olson, to
suggest that the mechanicals play serves as a counterpoint, “the potential tragedy of the lovers in the
woods,”260 and reminds of  the “headie force of  frenticklove.”261

261 Ibid.
260 Ibid.

259 R. W. Dent, "Imagination in A Midsummer Night's Dream," Shakespeare Quarterly 15, no. 2 (Spring/Summer 1964),
123.

258 Edith Hamilton, Mythology: Timeless Tales of  Godsand Heroes (New York: Grand Central, 2011), 133-136.
257 Royal Shakespeare Company, "Dates and Sources," Royal Shakespeare Company.
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An excerpt from Chapter 2: Eight Brief Tales of Lovers in Edith Hamilton’s Mythology:
Timeless Tales of  Gods and Heroes, retelling the tale of  Pyramus and Thisbe…

PYRAMUS AND THISBE

This story is found only in Ovid. It is quite characteristic of him at his best: well-told;
several rhetorical monologues; a little essay on Love by the way.

ONCE upon a time the deep red berries of the mulberry tree were white as snow.
The change in color came about strangely and sadly. The death of two young
lovers was the cause.

Pyramus and Thisbe, he the most beautiful youth and she the loveliest
maiden of all the East, lived. in Babylon, the city of Queen Semiramis, in houses so
close together that one wall was common to both. Growing up thus side by side,
they learned to love each other. They longed to marry, but their parents forbade.
Love, however, cannot be forbidden. The more that Harne is covered up, the
hotter it bums. Also, love can always find a way. It was impossible that these two
whose hearts were on fire should be kept apart.

In the wall both houses shared there was a little chink. No one before had
noticed it, but there is nothing a lover does not notice. Our two young people
discovered it and through it they were able to whisper sweetly back and forth,
Thisbe on one side, Pyramus on the other. The hateful wall that separated them
had become their means of reaching each other. “But for you we could touch,
kiss,” they would say. “But at least you let us speak together. You give a passage for
loving words to reach loving ears. We are not ungrateful.” So they would talk, and
as night came on and they must part, each would press on the wall kisses that
could not go through to the lips on the other side.

Every morning when the dawn had put out the stars, and the sun’s rays had
dried the hoarfrost on the grass, they would steal to the crack and, standing there,
now utter words of burning love and now lament their hard fate, but always in
softest whispers. Finally a day came when they could endure no longer. They
decided that that very night they would try to slip away and steal out through the
city into the open country where at last they could be together in freedom. They
agreed to meet at a well-known place, the Tomb of Ninus, under a tree there, a tall
mulberry full of snow-white berries, near which a cool spring bubbled up. The
plan pleased them and it seemed to them the day would never end.

At last the sun sank into the sea and night arose. In the darkness Thisbe
crept out and made her way in all secrecy to the tomb. Pyramus had not come; still
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she waited for him, her love making her bold. But of a sudden she saw by the light
of the moon a lioness. The fierce beast had made a kill; her jaws were bloody and
she was coming to slake her thirst in the spring. She was still far enough away for
Thisbe to escape, but as she fled she dropped her cloak. The lioness came upon it
on her way back to her lair and she mouthed it and tore it before disappearing into
the woods. That is what Pyramus saw when he appeared a few minutes later.
Before him lay the bloodstained shreds of the cloak and clear in the dust were the
tracks of the lioness. The conclusion was inevitable. He never doubted that he
knew all. Thisbe was dead. He had let his love, a tender maiden, come alone to a
place full of danger, and not been there first to protect her. “It is I who killed you,”
he said. He lifted up from the trampled dust what was left of the cloak and kissing
it again and again carried it to the mulberry tree. “Now,” he said, “you shall drink
my blood too.” He drew his sword and plunged it into his side. The blood spurted
up over the berries and dye them a dark red.

Thisbe, although terrified of the lioness, was still more afraid to fail her
lover. She ventured to go back to the tree of the tryst, the mulberry with the
shining white fruit. She could not find it. A tree was there, but not one gleam of
white was on the branches. As she stared at it, something moved on the ground
beneath. She started back shuddering. But in a moment, peering through the
shadows, she saw what was there. It was Pyramus, bathed in blood and dying. She
Hew to him and threw her arms around him. She kissed his cold lips and begged
him to look at her, to speak to her. “It is I, your Thisbe, your dearest,” she cried to
him. At the sound of her name he opened his heavy eyes for one look. Then death
closed them. She saw his sword fallen from his hand and beside it her cloak
stained and tom. She understood all. “Your own hand killed you,” she said, “and
your love for me. I too can be brave. I too can love. Only death would have had
the power to separate us. It shall not have that power now.” She plunged into her
heart the sword that was still wet with his life’s blood. The gods were pitiful at the
end, and the lovers’ parents too. The deep red fruit of the mulberry is the
everlasting memorial of these true lovers, and one urn holds the ashes of the two
whom not even death could part.262

262 Hamilton, Mythology: Timeless, 133-136.
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Thisbe, by John William Waterhouse, 1909.263

Amazon Women and Hippolyta, Queen of  the Amazons
In Greek mythology, the Amazons were a race of women warriors, “noted for their riding skills,
courage, and pride, who lived at the outer limits of the known world, sometimes specifically
mentioned as the city of Themiskyra on the Black Sea”.264 According to Homer, they were “equal of
men”, and their queen was Hippolyta (also spelled as “Hippolyte”). They are featured in tales of
their multiple losses in battles against Hercules, Theseus, and Bellerophon, respectively.265

The Amazon women were, in mythology, the daughters of Ares, the god of war.266 “[M]embers of a
women-only society where men were welcomed only for breeding purposes and all male infants
were killed,”267 the Amazons’ society was thought of as “Greek male-society in reverse”268; the
Amazons pursued activities thought of as male-dominated such as horse-riding, hunting, and
warfare. Art generally depicts the Amazons as wearing armor, riding a horse, and brandishing
weapons such as bows, spears, and axes.269 According to historian Mark Cartwright, “they were not
only regarded as capable warriors but also particular experts at ambush and cavalry charges.”270

270 Ibid.
269 Ibid.
268 Ibid.
267 Cartwright, "Amazon Women," World History.
266 Hamilton, Mythology: Timeless, 168.
265 Ibid.
264 Mark Cartwright, "Amazon Women," World History, last modified November 14, 2019.
263 John William Waterhouse, Thisbe, 1909, oil, canvas.
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On the subject of  fighting Greek heroes and the interaction between Hercules and Hippolyta,
Cartwright explains:

“The first meeting between Greeks and Amazons, according to mythology, was when
Hercules was sent by Eurystheus, the king of Mycenae, Tiryns, and Argos, on one of his
celebrated twelve labours (the 9th), this time to fetch the girdle of the Amazon queen
Hippolyte. The girdle was given by her father Ares, and the task was set by Eurystheus
precisely because it was an impossibly dangerous endeavour. In some versions of the story,
Hercules goes alone, but in other accounts, he first assembles an army led by the finest
Greek warriors, including the hero Theseus. In some versions, the taking of the girdle
turned out to be rather easier than expected when Hippolyte willingly handed it over, but in
other versions, Hera [goddess of women, marriage, family and childbirth and wife of Zeus]—always
against Hercules because he was the fruit of her husband's illicit affair with
Alkmene—stirred up the Amazons to give the Greek hero and his army a hot reception.
Fine fighters though the Amazons were, they were no match for the invincible Hercules who
took the girdle back to Eurystheus.”

Theseus
Theseus is a figure from Ancient Greek mythology, a legendary hero and founder-champion of
Athens. Theseus famously slayed a slew of villains, centaurs, and Amazons, and is most known for
killing the Minotaur and liberating Athens. Regarded as “the great Athenian hero,”271 Theseus
became a representation for the perfect Athenian, “the just man-of-action determined to serve his
city as best he could and staunch defender of democracy.”272 The figure has been featured in several
Greek tragic plays and was often the chosen subject of  many vase painters.273

Theseus was the son of Aegeus, king of Athens, and Aethra daughter of King Pittheus of Troezen.274

He spent his youth at his mother’s home in southern Greece; after coming of age, he completed the
task that his father left him, to lift a great stone to uncover the sword and shoes his father left him,
with ease and set out for Athens.275 He completed a series of Labours, defeating a range of
villains—Periphetes, Sinis, Skiron, Kerkyon, Phaia, the bull of Marathon—across the Greek
countryside.276

The most famous tale of Theseus was his defeat of the Minotaur of King Minos on Crete.
According to Cartwright:

276 Cartwright, "Theseus," World History.
275 Hamilton, Mythology: Timeless, 209-210.
274 The Editors of  Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Theseus," Encyclopædia Britannica, last modified May 7, 2020.
273 Ibid.
272 Mark Cartwright, "Theseus," World History, last modified May 2, 2016.
271 Hamilton, Mythology: Timeless, 209.
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“Every year (or every nine, according to Plutarch) Athens was compelled to send seven
young men and seven young women to feed this fearsome creature with a man's body and
the head of a bull, which dwelt in the mysterious labyrinth at Knossos. The terrible tribute
was, in some sources, compensation for the death of Minos' son Androgeous, killed by
jealous competitors after he won at the Athenian Games (in other versions he was killed by
the bull of Marathon)…. Theseus, seeking to put a stop to this barbarity, enrolled himself as
one of  the seven youths and sailed to Crete.

On arrival Theseus fearlessly entered the lair of the Minotaur from which no one had ever
come out alive. There, with the help of Ariadne, daughter of Minos, the hero marked his way
through the winding passages of the labyrinth using a ball of string. Striking down the beast
with his sword, he easily followed the string back to the labyrinth's entrance and freed
Athens from her terrible obligation to Minos.

Theseus then sailed on home but was hit by tragedy when he forgot, as he had promised to
his father before setting off, to hoist a white sail instead of the usual black one (set as a mark
of mourning for the doomed youths) which would signal to his waiting father that all was
well. Theseus' father saw the black sail, thought his son had been killed by the Minotaur and,
utterly distraught, threw himself off the cliff into the sea below…. Theseus thus inherited the
throne and he settled down to government, unifying the many small settlements of the area
into a single political unit (synoecism), and establishing a peaceful and prosperous period for
Athens.”277

Beyond his defeat of the Minotaur, Theseus also fought alongside Hercules in the battle against the
Amazons who invaded the small Greek communities of Attica; the Amazons’ efforts were in aim of
regaining the girdle of their queen, Hippolyta, which Hercules had stolen as one of his labours.278

According to some accounts, Hippolyta became Theseus’s first wife and they had a son together,
Hippolytos.279

According to Cartwright, “In his fight against the Amazons and centaurs, Theseus was likely a
metaphor for Athens’ resistance against foreign attack.”

279 Ibid.
278 Ibid.
277 Ibid.
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VIII. THE NATURAL WORLD
Midsummer’s Day and May Day
Midsummer’s Day, celebrated on June 24, was “one of the most popular and keenly-observed
festivals throughout the early modern period.”280 (The summer solstice, the longest day in the year,
occurred between June 20 and June 22.) “Rural communities marked the night before with Morris
dancing [a traditional English folk dance], processions, late-night drinking, the blessing of crops and the
ritual banishment of devils and other unwelcome sprites—precisely the sort of pagan-originating,
Catholic-saint-encompassing mishmash that Protestant reformers despised,” according to Dr. Will
Tosh. Midsummer was thought to be a time, “when spirits were thought to be free to walk the
earth.”281

While “midsummer” is mentioned in the title of the play, May Day is another festivity that echoes
throughout the work. Lysander speaks, when discussing plans to run away with Hermia, “a league
without the town / (Where I did meet thee once with Helena / To do observance to a morn of
May) (1.1.167-169). During the lovers’ confusion in the forest, Hermia insults Helena, in reference
to her height, “thou painted maypole? Speak!” (3.2.311). Theseus speaks of the disheveled lovers,
found sleeping in the forest, “No doubt they rose up early to observe / The rite of  May (4.1.37-38).

The aforementioned “rite[s] of May” were known to be a “raunchy” affair, “ a time of dangerous
sexual excess, when the usually strict rules of propriety and chastity were relaxed.”282 People, during
the summer months, took advantage of, “mild temperatures and the privacy afforded by a shady
grove to spend time together with a freedom that would have been impossible in day to day life. Like
cultures the world over, pre-modern English people understood the significance of set times in the
year when disorderly conduct was permitted—even encouraged—as long as the festive cycle
concluded with a return to strait-laced ‘normality’.”283

Shakespeare likely knew of Midsummer’s Day and May Day due to his rural upbringing; the holidays
were not celebrated often in large towns and were falling out of favor in the countryside due to
opposition from the church and bourgeois society’s concerns with respectability.284

The structure of A Midsummer Night’s Dream may parallel the structure of the Midsummer festival,
with the pagan Midsummer’s Eve on the night of June 23 being followed by the Christian St. John’s
Day the morning of  June 24:

284 Ibid.
283 Ibid.
282 Tosh, "The giddiness," Shakespeare's Globe.
281 Classic Repertory Company, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," New Repertory Theatre.
280 Will Tosh, "The giddiness of  Midsummer's Day," Shakespeare's Globe, last modified June 24, 2020.
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Shakespeare's use of the pagan and Christian aspects of Midsummer serves as a framework
for his comedy. The lovers, whose function is that of generation, flee from the constraints of
the city into the woods, where they act out the pagan rite of fertility amid darkness,
confusion, and the manipulations of those forces which rule vegetative nature. They emerge,
their conflicts resolved, into the light of Christian reason and accept the restraint of
monogamy so as to effect their integration into the social order, and, more importantly, to
insure their salvation.285

The Moon
Shakespeare’s play is drenched in moonlight; an image invoked often throughout the text, the moon
makes an appearance to provide atmosphere and hint at the topics of  lunacy and chastity.

As Ernest Schanzer notes, all but one scene—Act IV, Scene 1—of Dream are set during the
nighttime. (Act I, Scene 1 is often set, by directors, in daylight; however, Theseus’s lines, “  But, O,
methinks how slow / This old moon wanes!,” may indicate a direct reference to the present moon in
using “this” (1.1.3-4).)286 The play opens with lines referencing the moon; first, Theseus begs the
moons to pass quicker in excitement for his wedding, “Four happy days bring in / Another moon.
But, O, methinks how slow / This old moon wanes!”, (1.1.2-4), and then Hippolyta invokes the
moon in thinking of the wedding ceremony, “the moon, like to a silver bow / New -bent in heaven,
shall behold the night / Of our solemnities” (1.1.9-11). The bow is usually in reference to Cupid or
fulfilled love. In associating it with the moon, however, the silver bow is a reference to Diana, the
Roman goddess of the hunt, of chastity, and of the moon; the Amazons worshipped Diana as their
primary deity. Thus, from the start of the play, the moon serves as a symbol of the battleground for
sexual agency. Later in the same scene, Theseus invokes the moon in discussing Hermia’s options:

You can endure the livery of  a nun,
For aye to be in shady cloister mewed,
To live a barren sister all your life,
Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon (1.1.71-75).

Such lines, in their barren and negative connotations of the moon, would have offended Queen
Elizabeth I, the Virgin Queen, before whom some sources believe the play was performed, and who
was commonly identified with Diana.287 (These lines envisage Hermia as Diana’s votaress.) Generally,
however, the moon develops a characterization as “the stern guarder of virginity,” and bears witness
as two women, Hippolyta and Hermia, attempt to resist patriarchal authority. 288

288 Schanzer, "The Moon," 240.
287 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 126.

286 Ernest Schanzer, "The Moon and the Fairies in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'" University of  Toronto Quarterly24, no. 3
(1955): 242.

285 Anca Vlasopolos, "The Ritual of  Midsummer: A Pattern for a Midsummer Night's Dream,"Renaissance Quarterly 31,
no. 1 (1978): 29.
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The moon develops, however, a second connotation—that of lunacy. When invoked in the name of
love, the moon develops a characterization as madness; Egeus invokes the moon, “Thou, thou,
Lysander…hast by moonlight at her window sung / With feigning voice verses of feigning love”
(1.1.29-32). The nature of the moon, precisely, is inconstancy289; as Juliet says to her Romeo, “O,
swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon, / That monthly changes in her circled orb, / Lest that
thy love prove likewise variable” (Rom. 2.2.114-116). The moon bears witness to the chaos of the
narrative middle as the lovers of Dream retire to the woods. Hermia rejects Demetrius in favor of
Lysander, stating she’ll believe the impossible before believing Lysander left her:

I’ll believe as soon
This whole Earth may be bored, and that the moon
May through the center creep and so displease
Her brother’s noontide with th’ Antipodes (3.2.155-159).

Other characters, too, see the moon. Quince asks his players to “meet [him] in the palace / wood, a
mile without the town, by moonlight” (1.2.97-98). Titania and Oberon meet, “by moonlight”
(2.1.62). The artisans ask for an almanac to track the lunar year in order to determine if there will be
moonlight on the night of their play: “A calendar, a calendar! Look in the almanac. / Find out
moonshine, find out moonshine” (3.1.52-53). The beginning of Robin’s parting epilogue invokes the
moon in establishing the setting once again, “Now the hungry lion roars, / And the wolf behowls
the moon” (5.1.388-389).

In summary: Shakespeare’s text has many, many references to the moon as present during the
disorienting chaos of the narrative. In Shakespeare’s time, this repetition served a functional
purpose; without the help of elaborate scenery or even darkness in the theatre’s afternoon
performances to evoke nighttime, the text’s repetitive mention of this nighttime served to remind
audiences of this detail of the play’s setting. As Schanzer writes, “Shakespeare achieves unity of
atmosphere chiefly through flooding the play with moonlight.”290 Midsummer celebrations, after all,
can be attributed more to the moon than the summer solstice.291 The embodiment of love-madness,
the moon is ever-present in Dream—and then there’s Starveling’s performance as Moonshine!

Climate
Sophie Chiari identifies the climate of Dream to be particularly rainy and cataclysmic, as evoked
through imagery in the dialogue of the characters. If interested in a full exploration, please read
Chapter 1 of  her bookShakespeare's Representation of  Weather, Climate and Environment.

291 Chiari, "'We See / the Seasons," 37.
290 Ibid, 238.
289 Ibid.
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IX. DREAMS
Renaissance Theories of  Dreams
Beliefs about dreams, in Renaissance England, were wide-ranging; for example, the British Library
illustrates:

“In the Elizabethan period…there were anxieties about the nature and interpretation of
dreams. Many questioned whether dreams were supernatural or whether they originated in
the dreamer. If the former, were they angelical or demonical? And if the latter, did they
originate in the soul, the mind or the body? Concerns ranged from the reliability of
discerning meaning from dreams and of discerning true dreams from false, to growing
scepticism about their prophetic capacity at all.”292

However, prevailing religious and physiological wisdom held that dreams were visions of the
future.293 (Many were convinced that unlocking the meaning of dreams could allow them to see the
future.) According to Dr. Will Tosh:

“  Physicians had long assumed that dreams functioned diagnostically, revealing to a doctor
the state of a patient’s health. It was widely believed that dreaming of particular
things—losing an eye, or bloody teeth, or seeing a hare—portended death, either one’s own
or someone else’s. Chiefly, of course, dreams seemed to offer the faithful a space and a
language with which to communicate with God.”294

However, predicting modern dream theory, Thomas Nashe’s The Terrors of the Night (1594) rejected
the theory “that dreams had supernatural origins and mystical meanings.”295 Dramatist, essayist, and
collaborator of  Shakespeare’s on the earlier history plays, Nashe:

“…poured scorn on those who saw prophetic significance in night-time visions, arguing
instead that ‘a dream is nothing else but the echo of our conceits in the day’. In a metaphor
that unconsciously anticipated modern cognitive science, he compared ‘the working of our
brains after we have unyoked and gone to bed’ to ‘the glimmering and dazzling of a man’s
eyes when he comes newly out of  the bright sun into a dark shadow.’”296

296 Ibid.
295 Ibid.
294 Will Tosh, "'Past the wit of  man to say what dream it was,'" Shakespeare's Globe, last modified June 1, 2019.
293 Carole Levin et al., "To Sleep, Perchance to Dream," Folgerpedia, last modified 2009.
292 "'The Most Pleasant Art of  the Interpretation of  Dreams' by Thomas Hill, 1576," British Library.
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Modern Theories of  Dreams, Sleeping, and Memory
In his 1900 book, The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud theorized that the content of dreams is
not separate from but derived from waking hours, concluding that there must, therefore, be some
connection between the two; he theorized that dreams were the controlled by unconscious desires,
that “a dream is the fulfillment of a wish.”297 Freud, therefore, identified two types of dreams, the
manifest dream—the dream as one presented, as one remembers in the morning, that must be
interpreted—and the latent dream—the true dream or wish.298 Freud held that dreams included
symbols that needed to be decoded to understand their true meaning. The theory inspired other
theories of dream in the time since and has largely fallen out of favor as dreams can be interpreted in
many ways.299

In its place, the self-organization theory of dream proposes that, “dreams are not independently
functional but rather a coproduct of the sleeping brain, reflecting the dreamer's physiological and
psychological activities such as memory consolidation [and] emotion regulation.”300 In effect, dreams
are the brain’s processing and storing the memories of what happened during the day, guided by
one’s emotions.301 (In terms of psychology, “the sleeping brain is a self-organizing system that can
combine discontinuous and incongruous neuronal signals (i.e., different elements of dreams) into a
relatively continuous narrative during sleep.”)302

Dreams in Dream
In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the play concerns dreams in three significant ways: the title, Theseus’s
treatment of  the lovers’ “dream”, and Hermia’s dream.

The title conveys that the play contains a dream in some form; perhaps, the play itself  is the
audience’s “dream”, as Puck suggests in the epilogue:

If  we shadows have offended,
Think but this and all is mended:
That you have but slumbered here
While these visions did appear (5.3.440-443).

Otherwise, the lovers’ “dream”, as characterized at the end of Act IV, Scene 1, may be the dream in
question. In Act V, Theseus characterizes the lovers’ dream as the result of overactive imaginations,
“Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend / More than cool reason ever comprehends” (5.1.5-6).

302 Ibid, 1.
301 Ibid, 4.
300 Ibid, 1.
299 Ibid.
298 Ibid.

297 Wei Zhang and Benyu Guo, "Freud's Dream Interpretation: A Different Perspective Based on the Self-Organization
Theory of  Dreaming,"Frontiers in Psychology 9 (August 23, 2018): 2.
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Theseus’s skepticism appears to echo Thomas Nashe’s regarding dreams as prophetic visions, as well
as Reginald Scot’s skepticism regarding fairies.303

Some readings may account for the chaos of the woods as a collective dream of the six
lovers—including Titania and Bottom. Indeed, much of the events happen between interludes of
sleep with Hermia, Lysander, Demetrius, Titania, and Bottom sleeping at one point or another.304

(Helena wakes from sleep only at the end with the other lovers.) However, otherwise, Hermia’s
dream, or nightmare, of the serpent—“Help me, Lysander, help me! Do thy best / To pluck this
crawling serpent from my breast”—which some sources describe as “phallic”, hints at the function
of  dream inDream: as indicative of  inexpressiblepassions and desires (2.2.152-153).305

305 Tosh, "'Past the wit of  man to say what," Shakespeare's Globe.
304 Robert Crosman, "What is the Dream in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'?," Connotations 7, no. 1 (1997/98): 3.
303 Tosh, "'Past the wit of  man to say what," Shakespeare's Globe.
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X. ESSAYS FROM A DRAMATURG
Reference Visuals
The following is a series of reference photographs that serve to guide the visual design of our
production.

Robert Wilson
Robert Wilson is an American experimental stage director known for his avant garde works.306 His
works are characterized by his “signature use of light,” “investigations into the structure of a simple
movement”, and the “classical rigor of his scenic and furniture design.”307 The following production
photographs are from his career as a theatre artist.

Above, a photograph from director Robert Wilson’s production, Aadama Passioon [English: Adam’s Passion], written by Arvo Pärt
and Robert Wilson, which premiered on May 12, 2015 at the Noblessner Foundry, Tallinn, Estonia.308

308 Kristian Kruuser and Kaupo Kikkas, Robert Wilson's production, "Adam's Passion," photograph, Robert Wilson.
307 Robert Wilson, "About," Robert Wilson.

306 The Editors of  Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Robert Wilson," Encyclopaedia Britannica, last modified September 30,
2020.
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Above, a photograph from director Robert Wilson’s production L'Incoronazione di Poppea [English: The Coronation of  Poppea],
an opera Claudio Monteverdi, with a libretto by Giovanni Francesco Busenello, which premiered on June 14, 2014 at the Palais Garnier of

the National Opera, Paris, France, and on February 1, 2015 at the Teatro alla Scala, Milan, Italy.309

Above, a photograph from director Robert Wilson’s production L'Incoronazione di Poppea [English: The Coronation of  Poppea],
an opera Claudio Monteverdi, with a libretto by Giovanni Francesco Busenello, which premiered on June 14, 2014 at the Palais Garnier of

the National Opera, Paris, France, and on February 1, 2015 at the Teatro alla Scala, Milan, Italy.310

310 Andrea Messana, Robert Wilson's production of  "The Coronation of  Poppea", featuring one performer, photograph,
Robert Wilson.

309 Andrea Messana, Robert Wilson's production of  "The Coronation of  Poppea", featuring two performers, photograph,
Robert Wilson.
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Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Edda, based on the eponymous Old Norse mythology, written by Jon Fosse and
Robert Wilson, which premiered in March, 2017 at the Norwegian Theater, Oslo, Norway.311

Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Edda, based on the eponymous Old Norse mythology, written by Jon Fosse and
Robert Wilson, which premiered in March, 2017 at the Norwegian Theater, Oslo, Norway.312

312 Lesley Leslie-Spinks, Scene 2A - Meeting of  the Gods:Ensemble, photograph, Robert Wilson.
311 Lesley Leslie-Spinks, Scene 1B2b - Tor goes fishing with Hyme: Frode Winther (Tor), photograph, Robert Wilson.
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Above, a photograph from Robert Wilson’s production, Endgame, a play in one act by Samuel Beckett, which premiered on December 3,
2016 at the Berliner Ensemble, Berlin, Germany.313

Above, a photograph from Robert Wilson’s production, Endgame, a play in one act by Samuel Beckett, which premiered on December 3,
2016 at the Berliner Ensemble, Berlin, Germany.314

314 Lovis Ostenrik, Jürgen Holtz (Nagg), Traute Hoess (Nell), photograph, Robert Wilson.
313 Lovis Ostenrik, Martin Schneider (Hamm), Georgios Tsivanoglou (Clov), photograph, Robert Wilson.
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Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Faust: Der Tragödie erster und zweiter Teil [English: Faust Part I and
II], a play by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, which premiered on April 22, 2015 at the Berliner Ensemble, Berlin, Germany.315

Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Garrincha - Uma opera de rua, [English: Garrincha - a street opera],
an opera by Robert Wilson and Darryl Pinckney, which premiered on April 23, 2016 at the Teatro Paulo Autran, São Paulo, Brazil.316

316 Julian Mommert, Scene I A - The Cotton Factory, photograph, Robert Wilson.
315 Lucie Jansch, Faust I (Walpurgis Night), photograph, Robert Wilson.
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Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Der Messias, [English:  The Messiah], written by Georg Friedrich Händel,
arranged by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, which premiered on January 23, 2020 at the Mozartwoche Festival Salzburg, Austria.317

Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Pelléas et Mélisande, an opera by Claude Debussy, with a libretto by
Maurice Maeterlinck, which premiered on February 7, 1997 at the Paris National Opera, Palais Garnier, Paris, France, and which

premiered on July 21, 1997 at the Salzburg Festival, Großes Festspielhaus, Salzburg, Austria.318

318 Javier Del Real, Robert Wilson's production of  "Pelléas et Mélisande," photograph, Robert Wilson
317 Robert Wilson's production of  "The Messiah," photograph, Robert Wilson.
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Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Pelléas et Mélisande, an opera by Claude Debussy, with a libretto by
Maurice Maeterlinck, which premiered on February 7, 1997 at the Paris National Opera, Palais Garnier, Paris, France, and which

premiered on July 21, 1997 at the Salzburg Festival, Großes Festspielhaus, Salzburg, Austria.319

Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Peter Pan, adapted by Erich Kästner, based on the novel by James M. Barrie,
which premiered on April 17, 2013 at the Berliner Ensemble, Berlin, Germany.320

320 Lucie Jansch, Robert Wilson's production of  "Peter Pan," photograph, Robert Wilson.
319 Javier Del Real, Robert Wilson's production of  "Pelléas et Mélisande," photograph, Robert Wilson
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Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Peter Pan, adapted by Erich Kästner, based on the novel by James M. Barrie,
which premiered on April 17, 2013 at the Berliner Ensemble, Berlin, Germany.321

 
Above, a photograph of  director Robert Wilson’s production,Mary Said What She Said, written by Darryl Pinckney, which opened on

May 22, 2019 at Espace Cardin, Paris (Théâtre de la Ville).322

322 Lucie Jansch, Isabelle Huppert, photograph, Robert Wilson.
321 Lucie Jansch, Robert Wilson's production of  "Peter Pan," photograph, Robert Wilson.
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Julie Taymor
In 2013, Julie Taylor directed a production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream that has been described as
a “darkly poetic cinematic experience.”323 Characterized by its striking visuals and psychological
depth into the unsettling chaos of the fairy world, Taymor’s production design serves as a guide for
our production. (For more information about this production, please refer to the section, Production History →
Recent Productions and Dramatic Adaptations.)

Above, at left, the promotional poster for the filmed version of  Taymor’s production, released in 2014.324 At right, David Harewood as
Oberon (left) and Tina Benko as Titania (right) in Taymor’s production.325

Above, a photograph of  Taymor’s production showing Tina Benko as Titania in her bower.326

326 Titania in her bower in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," photograph, MoMA.
325 Joan Marcus, Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," photograph, The Globe and Mail.
324 Promotional poster for Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," image, IMDb,
323 A Midsummer Night's Dream, directed by Julie Taymor, Ealing Studios, 2014.
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Above, Kathryn Hunter as Puck in the wordless prologue of  Julie Taymor’s production.327

  
Above, from left to right, David Harewood as Oberon, Tina Benko as Titania, and Max Casella as Bottom, in a scene from Taymor’s

production.328

328 Sara Krulwich, “A scene from Julie Taymor's new production of  ‘A Midsummer Night's Dream’ with, from left, David
Harewood as Oberon, Tina Benko as Titania and Max Casella as Nick Bottom”, photograph, The New York Times, 2013.

327 Joan Marcus, Kathryn Hunter as Puck in Julie Taymor's film of  “A Midsummer Night's Dream”, 2014, photograph,
The New York Review.
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Above, Kathryn Hunter as Puck in the wordless prologue of  Julie Taymor’s production.329

Two performers as impressionistic representations of  deer in the morning of  Act IV, Scene 1 of  Julie Taymor’s production.330

330 Sara Krulwich, Two deer in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," photograph, The New York Times.

329 Sara Krulwich, Kathryn Hunter as Puck in the prologue of  Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
photograph, The New York Times, 2013.
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Kathryn Hunter as Puck, falling from a sheet that becomes a sky, a roof, and more in Taymor’s production.331

Projections illustrated the change in the hue of  the “love-in-idleness” flower in Taymor’s production.332

332 Sara Krulwich, Projections of  the "love-in-idleness" flower in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
photograph, The New. York Times.

331 Sara Krulwich, A sheet in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" represents a sky, roof, and more,
photograph, The New York Times.
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Titania, queen of  the fairies, entered the stage aerially in Taymor’s production; the production’s recurring use of  sheets manifested as wings
here.333

The wedding at the end of  the play featured the artisans and partygoers rejoicing, celebrating and dancing together following the end of  the
play-within-the-play.334

334 Sara Krulwich, The final scene in Julie Taymor's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," photograph, The New York Times.

333 Sara Krulwich, Swatches of  gauzy white cloth morphinto transporting wings on Titania (Ms. Benko), photograph, The New York
Times.
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Weimar Republic Cabarets
The Weimar Republic is the government of Germany, as referred to between the years 1919 and
1933.335 Early on during this period, the Weimar Republic ended widespread censorship and
“enacted liberal social policies.”336 The new policies attracted “artists, scientists, and ‘outsiders’ such
as gays and lesbians from around the world.”337 This setting was a place where traditional rules
regarding gender and sexuality were questioned. There were gay and lesbian bars, and women, who
entered the workforce during World War I, had new access to birth control, no longer controlled by
marriage and child-rearing.338 Berlin, specifically, sported many night entertainment sources,
including cabarets; there were mainly two types, the literary cabaret and the populist entertainment
with left-slant politics cabaret that resembled a nightclub.339 The cabarets of the early 1920’s shone
with optimism and exuberance, “featur[ing] kick-lines of beautiful women.”340 Following the
Depression of the early 1930’s, cabarets shifted in tone from luxury to mockery of the powers that
be.341 The visual aesthetics of the Weimar Republic cabarets serve as inspiration for our production’s
design.

A group of  Weimar Republic cabaret dancers wearing costumes typical of  the 1920s.342

342 A group of  Weimar Republic cabaret dancers wearingcostumes typical of  the 1920s, photograph, Alpha History.
341 Ibid.

340 Katie Ciszek, "Berlin in the 1920s: A Dramaturgical Look at Cabaret," Olney Theatre Company, last modified
September 10, 2019.

339 Ibid.
338 Ibid.
337 Ibid.
336   Roundabout Theatre Company, "Weimar Republic: The Cabaret," Broadway World, last modified July 2, 2014.
335 The Editors of  Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Weimar Republic," Encyclopaedia Britannica, last modified May 6, 2021.
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Above, German film star Marlene Dietrich playing a cabaret star in the 1930 film, Der blaue Engel.343

A still from director Georg Wilhelm Pabst’s 1929 silent film, Die Büchse der Pandora [English: Pandora's Box], in which Louise
Brooks plays a dancer.344

344 A still from Georg Wilhelm Pabst's 1929 silent film "Die Büchse der Pandora," photograph, Digital Culture Books,
1929.

343 German film star Marlene Dietrich playing a cabaret star in the 1930 film, "Der blaue Engel," photograph, The Local.
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Above, six costumed Berlin jazz girls performing with mandolins at a revue show in 1929.345

Above, a dancing scene from a revue theatre in 1929 Berlin.346

346 Atelier Jacobi, Revues, cabaret & variety shows; Dancing in the Haus Vaterland Restaurant and Revue Theater in
Berlin, photograph, Getty Images, 1929.

345 Six costumed Berlin jazz girls performing with mandolins at a revue show, photograph, Getty Images, 1929.
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German actor and cabaret performer Willy Schaeffers (center, front) with the actors and revue girls of  the revue ‘Ausstellungsbilder’ in the
Marmorsaal Theater, Berlin, in 1929.347

German-American actress and cabaret performer, Marlene Dietrich, with performer Willy Forst at a Berlin carnival.348

348 German born American actress and cabaret performer Marlene Dietrich is pictured with Willy Forst at a Berlin
carnival, photograph, Getty Images, 1920.

347 Willy Schaeffers (center, front) with the actors and revue girls of  the revue 'Ausstellungsbilder' in the Marmorsaal
Theater, Berlin, photograph, Getty Images, 1929.
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Above, a cabaret in Berlin in the late 1920’s with burlesque.349

349 Cabaret in Berlin in the 1920's with burlesque, photograph, Getty Images.
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Taylor Swift and A Midsummer Night’s Dream
The following is a series of playlists—divided by the overall play, setting, character (by groups), and
character (by individual)—that compares the text of A Midsummer Night’s Dream to Taylor Swift’s
discography. Comparisons were made both on superficial bases and with intent to uncover the
deeper characterization of each categorized element. This summarizes the dramaturgical work of
exploring the play’s text through comparisons to an external body of poetry. Each song is referred to
in the following format: “Song Title”, Album Title. (Note: Lyrics from Swift’s songs are attributed to
T.S., or Taylor Swift, and lines from Dream are attributed to W.S., or William Shakespeare.)

OVERALL
A Midsummer Night’s Dream “epiphany”, folklore

SETTING

Athens Woods

“Look What You Made Me Do”, reputation
“The Man”, Lover

“Picture To Burn”, Taylor Swift
“champagne problems”, evermore

“Wonderland”, 1989
“Welcome to New York”, 1989

“long story short”, evermore
“Out of  the Woods”,1989

CHARACTERS (by group)

Character Song Lyrics & Lines

LOVERS “Lover”, Lover
“Haunted”, Speak Now
“New Year’s Day”, reputation
“Delicate”, reputation

“Darling, you’re my, my, my, my lover” –T.S.
“Come on, come on, don’t leave me like this / I thought I had you
figured out / Something’s gone terribly wrong” –T.S.
“But I’ll be cleaning up bottles with you on New Year’s Day” –T.S.

COURT “False God”, Lover “But we might just get away with it / Religion’s in your lips / Even if
it's a false god” –T.S.

MECHANICALS “Long Live”, Speak Now
“no body, no crime”, evermore

“‘Cause for a moment, a band of  thieves / In ripped up jeans got to
rule the world” –T.S.
“No, no body, no crime / But I ain’t letting up until the day I die”
–T.S.

FAIRIES &
ATTENDANTS

“Enchanted”, Speak Now
“the lakes”, folklore
“willow”, evermore
“Ready For It”, reputation
“This Is Why We Can’t Have
Nice Things”, reputation

“In the middle of  the night, in my dreams / You should see the things
we do, baby / In the middle of  the night, in my dreams / I know I’m
gonna be with you / So I take my time / Are you ready for it?”  –T.S.
“This is why we can’t have nice things, honey / Did you think I
wouldn’t hear all the things you said about me?” –T.S.

CHARACTERS (by individual)

Character Song Lyrics & Lines

HERMIA “Better Than Revenge”, Speak Now “She underestimated just who she was stealing from” –T.S.
“Let’s hear the applause / Come on show me how much
better you are” –T.S.
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“Cold as You”, Taylor Swift “And you come away with a great little story / Of  a mess of  a
dreamer with the nerve to adore you” –T.S.
“And now that I’m sitting here thinking it through / I’ve
never been anywhere cold as you” –T.S.

“Tell Me Why”, Taylor Swift “You tell me that you love me then you cut me down” –T.S.

“This Love”, 1989 “This love is good / This love is bad / This love is alive back
from the dead” –T.S.

“It’s Nice To Have A Friend”, Lover “It’s nice to have a friend” –T.S.

“cardigan” “When you are young, they assume you know nothing” –T.S.
“And you’d come back to me” –T.S.
“And when I felt like I was an old cardigan under someone’s
bed / You put me on and said I was your favorite” –T.S.

LYSANDER “Getaway Car”, reputation “No, nothing good starts in a getaway car” –T.S.

“I Forgot That You Existed”, Lover “I forgot that you existed / It isn’t love, it isn’t hate, it’s just
indifference” –T.S.

HELENA “Teardrops on My Guitar”, Taylor Swift “He’s the reason for the teardrops on my guitar” –T.S.

“You Belong With Me”, Fearless (Taylor’s
Version)

“Been here all along so why can't you see / You belong with
me” –T.S.

“The Story Of  Us”,Speak Now “And the story of  us looks a lot like a tragedy now.” –T.S.

“Getaway Car”, reputation “No, nothing good starts in a getaway car” –T.S.

“It’s Nice To Have A Friend”, Lover “It’s nice to have a friend” –T.S.

“august”, folklore “So much for summer love and saying ‘us’
‘Cause you weren't mine to lose” –T.S.

“gold rush”, evermore “I don’t like a gold rush, gold rush” –T.S.
“Everybody wants you” –T.S

“evermore”, evermore “Good Hermia, do not be so bitter with me.
I evermore did love you, Hermia” –W.S. (3.2.322-323)

“Don’t You”, Fearless (Taylor’s Version) “But don’t you / Don’t you smile at me and ask me how I've
been / Don’t you say you’ve missed me if  you don't want me
again / You don’t know how much I feel I love you still / So
why don’t you, don’t you?” –T.S.

DEMETRIUS “evermore”, evermore “Now I do wish it, love it, long for it, / And will forevermore
be true to it.” –W.S. (4.1.182-183)

“All Too Well”, RED “I’m a crumpled up piece of  paper lying here / ‘Cause I
remember it all, all, all... too well” –T.S.

“mirrorball”, folklore “I know they said the end is near / But I’m still on my tallest
tiptoes” –T.S.
“I’m a mirrorball / I’ll show you every version of  yourself  /
Tonight” –T.S.

“betty”, folklore “In the garden would you trust me / If  I told you it was just a
summer thing? / I’m only seventeen / I don’t know anything
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but I know I miss you” –T.S.
“Those days turned into nights / Slept next to her but / I
dreamt of  you all summer long” –T.S.

THESEUS “Miss Americana & The Heartbreak
Prince”, Lover

“They whisper in the hallway, ‘She’s a bad, bad girl’ / The
whole school is rolling fake dice” –T.S.
“We’re so sad, we paint the town blue / Voted most likely to
run away with you” –T.S.

“Only The Young”, Only The Young “They aren’t gonna help us/ Too busy helping themselves”
–T.S.
“Only the young can run”  –T.S.

HIPPOLYTA “my tears ricochet”, folklore “And when you can’t sleep at night / You hear my stolen
lullabies” –T.S.

“exile”, folklore “You were my crown / Now I’m in exile seein’ you out” –T.S.

“mad woman”, folklore “No one likes a mad woman / You made her like that” –T.S.

“tolerate it”, evermore “But what would you do if  I // Break free and leave us in
ruins / Took this dagger in me and removed it / Gain the
weight of  you then lose it / Believe me, I could do it” –T.S.

EGEUS “Love Story”, Fearless (Taylor’s Version) “And my daddy said, ‘Stay away from Juliet’” –T.S.

PHILOSTRATE “22”, RED “We’re happy, free, confused and lonely at the same time”
–T.S.
“‘Merry’ and ‘tragical’? ‘Tedious’ and ‘brief ’?” – W.S. (5.1.62)

NICK BOTTOM “Change”, Fearless (Taylor’s Version) “‘Cause these things will change / Can you feel it now?” –T.S.

“dorothea”, evermore “Hey Dorothea / Do you ever stop and think about me? /
When it was calmer” –T.S.

PETER QUINCE “this is me trying”, folklore “I just wanted you to know / That this is me trying” –T.S.

FRANCIS FLUTE “‘tis the damn season”, evermore “So I’ll go back to L.A. and the so-called friends / Who’ll
write books about me, if  I ever make it” –T.S.

TOM SNOUT “You All Over Me”, Fearless (Taylor’s
Version)

“You find graffiti on the walls of  old bathroom stalls” –T.S.

“peace”, folklore “You paint dreamscapes on the wall” –T.S.

“The Story Of  Us”,Speak Now “So many walls up I can’t break through” –T.S.

“I Don’t Want To Live Forever”, Fifty
Shades Darker

“Been sitting eyes wide open behind these four walls, hoping
you’d call” –T.S.

“Cold As You”, Taylor Swift “You put up walls and paint them all a shade of  gray”

“A Perfectly Good Heart”, Taylor Swift “Maybe I should’ve seen the signs, should’ve read the writing
on the wall” –T.S.

“Change”, Fearless “These walls that they put up to hold us back will fall down”
–T.S.

“Enchanted”, Speak Now “Walls of  insincerity / Shifting eyes and vacancy” –T.S.
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“Long Live,” Speak Now “Long live the walls we crashed through” –T.S.

“Everything Has Changed”, RED “And all my walls / Stood tall painted blue” –T.S.

“So It Goes”, reputation “Back against the wall / Trippin’, trip-trippin’ when you’re
gone” –T.S.

“Paper Rings”, Lover “Which takes me back / To the color that we painted your
brother’s wall” –T.S.

SNUG “the 1”, folklore “Roaring twenties, tossing pennies in the pool” –T.S.

ROBIN
STARVELING

“Tim McGraw”, Taylor Swift “The moon like a spotlight on the lake” –T.S.

“Paper Rings”, Lover “The moon is high” –T.S.

“seven”, folklore “Love you to the Moon and to Saturn” –T.S.

“ivy” folklore “Crescent moon, coast is clear  / Spring breaks loose, but so
does fear” –T.S.

OBERON “Everything Has Changed”, RED “Everything has changed”  –T.S.

“Begin Again”, RED “I watched it begin again” –T.S.

“How You Get The Girl”, 1989 “That's how you get the girl” –T.S.

TITANIA “Treacherous”, RED “This hope is treacherous / This daydream is dangerous”
–T.S.

“We Are Never Ever Getting Back
Together”, RED

“We are never ever, ever getting back together” –T.S.

“Dress”, reputation “Only bought this dress so you could take it off ” –T.S.

“illicit affairs”, folklore “Look at this idiotic fool that you made me” –T.S.

“I Did Something Bad”, reputation “If  a man talks shit /Then I owe him nothing” –T.S.

ROBIN
GOODFELLOW

“I Know Places”, 1989 “I know places we can hide” –T.S.
“I am invisible” –W.S. (2.1.193)

“Blank Space”, 1989 “Love’s a game, wanna play?”  –T.S.

“I Did Something Bad”, reputation “They say I did something bad / Then why’s it feel so
good?”–T.S

“the last great american dynasty”, folklore “I had a marvelous time ruining everything” –T.S.

A FAIRY “I Knew You Were Trouble”, RED “I knew you were trouble when you walked in” –T.S.

PEASEBLOSSOM “So It Goes”, reputation “Scratches down your back now” –T.S.

COBWEB “happiness”, evermore “Honey, when I'm above the trees / I see this for what it is”
–T.S.

MOTE “Cruel Summer,” Lover “Killing me slow, out the window”–T.S.

MUSTARDSEED “You All Over Me”, Fearless (Taylor’s
Version)

“You know, you can scratch it right off, it’s how it used to be”
–T.S .
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Thisbe’s Death
ROMEO AND JULIET & MICHAEL HOFFMAN’S 1999 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM FILM

Background
A Midsummer Night’s Dream is dated to the same period in Shakespeare’s career in which he wrote
another play, Romeo and Juliet. (A Midsummer Night’s Dream is usually dated to just after Romeo and Juliet,
in a chronology.) The two share many similarities, and in many ways, Dream is the comic Romeo. In
both, the match of a young pair of lovers—in Dream, Hermia and Lysander, and in Romeo, the titular
characters—is threatened by the disapproval of one or more parental figures. In both, there is a
father figure, Egeus in Dream and Lord Capulet in Romeo, who intends for their daughter, Hermia
and Juliet, respectively, to marry a man of  their choice: Demetrius inDream, and Paris in Romeo.

In Romeo and Juliet, the titular lovers die by their own hands; thinking that Juliet is dead, Romeo
drinks poison, and after seeing Romeo’s dead body, Juliet stabs herself with a dagger. Shakespeare
drew from both the Ovidian tale of Pyramus and Thisbe and Arthur Brooke’s 1562 poem, The
Tragical History of  Romeus and Juliet.

As mentioned in an earlier section of  this document, Greek Mythology → Pyramus and Thisbe:

Notably, Pyramus and Thisbe’s ending is definitively tragic, resulting in their deaths, while the four lovers of
Dream find themselves alive past the conflicts in trying to run away. The cavern between these two endings, the
one treated comically and the other tragically, leads some critics, such as Paul Olson, to suggest that the
mechanicals play serves as a counterpoint, “the potential tragedy of the lovers in the woods,” and reminds of
the “headie force of  frentick love.”

Our Thisbe
In our production, director Sam Osheroff has envisioned the mechanicals’ playing of “A tedious
brief scene of young Pyramus / And his love Thisbe; very tragical mirth” in a style where Nick
Bottom’s performance of the death of his Pyramus is played for comedy, and where Francis Flute’s
performance of the death of his Thisbe is played tragically, to truly move the courtly audience and
induce tears (5.1.59-60). In this, we aim to explore the metatheatrical and comment upon what good
acting and theatre is. Thus, our Thisbe’s death is encouraged to be played sincerely.

An excerpt from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, that summarizes Thisbe’s death monologue in the
mechanicals’ play-within-a-play…

FLUTE as Thisbe
Asleep, my love?
What, dead, my dove?
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O Pyramus, arise!
Speak, speak. Quite dumb?
Dead? Dead? A tomb
Must cover thy sweet eyes.
These lily lips,
This cherry nose,
These yellow cowslip cheeks
Are gone, are gone!

Lovers, make moan;
His eyes were green as leeks.
O Sisters Three,
Come, come to me
With hands as pale as milk.
Lay them in gore,
Since you have shore
With shears his thread of  silk.
Tongue, not a word!
Come, trusty sword,
Come, blade, my breast imbrue!

Thisbe stabs herself.
And farewell, friends.
Thus Thisbe ends.
Adieu, adieu, adieu.

Thisbe falls (5.1.341-364).

A Similar Thisbe
As mentioned in an earlier section of this document, Production History → Recent Productions and
Dramatic Adaptations, about Michael Hoffman’s 1999 filmic adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream:

The winning element of the film is the performance of Kevin Kline as Bottom and the comedy of the
mechanicals. Portrayed as a “henpecked husband and frustrated actor”, Kevin Kline interprets the extended,
second death of Pyramus, “die, die, die, die”, as an attempt to get more of a reaction to his performance from
his audience. Subsequently, however, Sam Rockwell’s Flute slowly drops the falsetto in his performance as
Thisbe, delivering a tear-inducing portrayal of Thisbe’s death in his audience; Hoffman’s film appears to
champion earnest artistry over the melodramatic in its meta-theatrical statement.

Thus, one can see precedent for our production’s vision of Thisbe’s death in Michael Hoffman’s
filmic adaptation of  the scene.
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Romeo and Juliet
While Romeo and Juliet can bear some direct connection to Shakespeare in the observed similarities
between the two works of Shakespeare’s which are thought to be written in a similar time period, the
text of Romeo and Juliet also serves as a superb companion text to Dream’s play-within-a-play. Romeo
and Juliet’s deaths are played sincerely, similar to our vision for Thisbe’s. Thus, exploring Act 5,
Scene 3 of Romeo and Juliet—in which Romeo and Juliet both deliver monologues where they despair
over the death of their lover and subsequently kill themselves—may serve to aid a tragical
understanding of  Thisbe’s death scene inDream.

An excerpt from Romeo and Juliet, that depicts the death of Romeo. He examines Juliet’s body, which
appears lifeless due to a potion she took, and losing the will to live, ingests poison.

ROMEO
O my love, my wife,
Death, that hath sucked the honey of  thy breath,
Hath had no power yet upon thy beauty.
Thou art not conquered. Beauty’s ensign yet
Is crimson in thy lips and in thy cheeks,
And death’s pale flag is not advancèd there.—
Tybalt, liest thou there in thy bloody sheet?
O, what more favor can I do to thee
Than with that hand that cut thy youth in twain
To sunder his that was thine enemy?
Forgive me, cousin.—Ah, dear Juliet,
Why art thou yet so fair? Shall I believe
That unsubstantial death is amorous,
And that the lean abhorrèd monster keeps
Thee here in dark to be his paramour?
For fear of  that I still will stay with thee
And never from this palace of  dim night
Depart again. Here, here will I remain
With worms that are thy chambermaids. O, here
Will I set up my everlasting rest
And shake the yoke of  inauspicious stars
From this world-wearied flesh! Eyes, look your last.
Arms, take your last embrace. And, lips, O, you
The doors of  breath, seal with a righteous kiss
A dateless bargain to engrossing death

Kissing Juliet.
Come, bitter conduct, come, unsavory guide!
Thou desperate pilot, now at once run on
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The dashing rocks thy seasick weary bark!
Here’s to my love. Drinking. O true apothecary,
Thy drugs are quick. Thus with a kiss I die.

He dies (Rom. 5.3.91-120).

An excerpt from Romeo and Juliet, that depicts the death of Juliet. She happens upon Romeo’s body,
with his hand still holding the chalice that held the poison, hears an interruption coming, and takes quick
and decisive action to end her life.

JULIET
What’s here? A cup closed in my true love’s hand?
Poison, I see, hath been his timeless end.—
O churl, drunk all, and left no friendly drop
To help me after! I will kiss thy lips.
Haply some poison yet doth hang on them,
To make me die with a restorative. She kisses him.
Thy lips are warm!

FIRST WATCH
Lead, boy. Which way?

JULIET
Yea, noise? Then I’ll be brief. O, happy dagger,
This is thy sheath. There rust, and let me die.
She takes Romeo’s dagger, stabs herself, and dies (Rom. 5.3.166-175).
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XI. ANNOTATIONS
A NOTE ON SOURCES
The following annotations were compiled by cross-referencing the annotations of  five editions of
the text A Midsummer Night’s Dream (as listed below) in addition to both volumes of  theShakespeare
Lexicon and Quotation Dictionary.

● A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series)
● The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works
● The Norton Shakespeare
● A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare)
● A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger)

Footnotes denote the source(s) of  each annotation’s information. Where definitions in different
editions contradict one another, either both or the more frequent is included.

Act I, Scene 1
Apace (1.1.2)

Quickly.350

Lingers (1.1.4)
Prolongs, delays.351

How slow / This old moon wanes. She lingers my desires, / Like to a stepdame or a dowager / Long withering out a
young man’s revenue (1.1.4-6)

Theseus compares the slowly waning moon to a widow using up the inheritance that will go
to her husband’s young son upon her death.352

Steep (1.1.7)
Soak, be suffused in.353

Like to a silver bow / New-bent in heaven (1.1.9-10)
The bow is usually in reference to Cupid or fulfilled love. In associating it with the moon,
however, the silver bow is a reference to Diana, the Roman goddess of  the hunt, of  chastity,
and of  the moon.354 The Amazons worshipped Diana as their primary deity.355

Solemnities (1.1.10-11)
Ceremonies, celebrations; perhaps the formal ceremony of  marriage, in contrast to
merriments.356 Alternatively, it may refer to festivities.357

357 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 45.
356 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 122.
355 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 44.

354 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 121; Shakespeare, A
Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 44.

353 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 369.

352 William Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 3rd ed., ed. Stephen Greenblatt, et al. (New York: W.W. Norton &
Company, 2016), 1049.

351 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 121.
350 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 369.
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Pert (1.1.14)
Lively.358

The pale companion is not for our pomp. (1.1.16)
Melancholy is not suitable for our celebration.359 (Pale companion refers to a “melancholy
fellow.”)360

Wooed thee with my sword / And won thy love doing thee injuries (1.1.17-18)
Theseus capture Hippolyta as his bride after conquering the Amazons in military battle.361

With triumph (1.1.20)
Denoting both the spirit of  celebration and the actual festivities. May also refer to victories
or conquest, suggesting that the defeat of  Hippolyta lingers in the background.362

Vexation (1.1.23)
Anger.363

The bosom of  my child (1.1.28)
My child’s heart.364

Interchanged (1.1.30)
Exchanged.365

Feigning voice verses of  feigning love (1.1.32)
Sung softly, pretending, deceitfully; also longingly, desiring.366

Stol’n the impression of  her fantasy (1.1.33)
Impression referring to a figure stamped in wax, Egeus accuses Lysander of  stamping his own
image into Hermia’s impressionable mind.367

Bracelets of  thy hair, rings (1.1.34)
Common love-tokens.368

Gauds (1.1.34)
Trinkets.369

Conceits (1.1.34)
Decorative items.370

Knacks (1.1.35)
Knicknacks, with the connotation of  trickery or deceit.371

Nosegays (1.1.35)

371 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 123
370 Ibid.
369 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 46.
368 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 123.
367 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 46.

366 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 123; Shakespeare, The RSC
Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 370.

365 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 123.
364 Ibid.
363 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 47.
362 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 122.
361 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 44; Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1049.
360 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 369.
359 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 46.
358 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 122.
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Bouquets.372

Sweetmeats (1.1.35)
Confectionaries.373

Messengers / Of  strong prevailment in unhardened youth (1.1.36)
Unhardened, continuing the wax metaphor, Egeus asserts the aforementioned items as those
that can powerfully influence innocent, impressionable youth.374 (See “Stol’n the impression of  her
fantasy (1.1.33)” for more information.)

Filched (1.1.37)
Stolen.375

Be it so (1.1.40)
If  it be that.376

Provided (1.1.46)
Enacted. (A legal term.)377

Composed. (1.1.49)
Created.378

Form in wax. (1.1.50)
Comparing biological conception to a seal on soft wax.379

Leave (1.1.52)
Leave intact.380

Disfigure (1.1.52)
Deform, deface.381 Also, alter or erase.382

Wanting your father’s voice (1.1.56)
Lacking your father’s approval.383

Power (1.1.61)
A force from within compelling her to speak; contrasted with the power Egeus holds over her
and the presence (1.1.63) of  Egeus, (1.1.63).384

Concern (1.1.62)
Reflect on.385

Die the death (1.1.68)

385 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 49.
384 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 124.
383 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 48.
382 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 370.
381 Ibid.
380 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 124.

379 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 47; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream:
Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 124.

378 Ibid.
377 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 47.
376 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 123.
375 Ibid.
374 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 46.
373 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 369.
372 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1049.
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Be executed.386

Abjure (1.1.68)
To renounce upon oath.387

Blood (1.1.70)
Emotions.388

Livery of  a nun (1.1.73)
Uniform and lifestyle of  a nun.389

Cloister (1.1.73)
Monastery, the building where nuns live under vows.390

Mewed (1.1.73)
Caged.391

Barren sister. (1.1.74)
Chaste nun.392

Cold, fruitless moon. (1.1.75)
Theseus unfavourably characterizes the moon in its chastity; Diana, the Roman goddess of
chastity, was also the goddess of  the moon.

Master (1.1.76)
Control.393

Blood (1.1.76)
Passion.394

Pilgrimage (1.1.77)
Journey through life.395

Earthlier happy is the rose distilled (1.1.78)
“The rose that is plucked and distilled (to make perfume) is happier during its time on earth
than the rose that is allowed to wither. Theseus argues that while chaste nuns may be
thrice-blessed in Heaven, women who give in to their sexuality are happier during their mortal
lives,” according to A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Noble Shakespeare).

Thorn (1.1.79)
Rose bush; metaphorically, pain or distress.396

My virgin patent (1.1.82)

396 Ibid.
395 Ibid.
394 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 124.
393 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 49.
392 Ibid.
391 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 48.

390 Schmidt, Shakespeare Lexicon and Quotation Dictionary: A Complete Dictionary of  All the English Words, Phrases, and
Constructions in the Works of  the Poet (Volume 1 A-M),208.

389 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 370; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles
Shakespeare), 48.

388 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 49.

387 Alexander Schmidt, Shakespeare Lexicon and Quotation Dictionary: A Complete Dictionary of  All the English Words, Phrases, and
Constructions in the Works of  the Poet (Volume 1 A-M)(New York: Dover Publications, 1973), 4.

386 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 370.
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My right to remain a virgin.397

His lordship (1.1.83)
“The authority of  control of  that man (who marries her against her will).”398 May be
interpreted as  a general declaration, in reference to any such man, or to Demetrius
specifically.399

Sealing day (1.1.86)
Wedding day.400

Diana (1.1.91)
Diana was the goddess of  virginity.401

Aye (1.1.92)
Forever.402

Crazèd title. (1.1.94)
Flawed claim.403

Estate unto (1.1.100)
“Bestow or settle upon, as though Hermia is his property.”404

Possessed (1.1.102)
“Endowed with possessions; properties, rich.”405

Fairly (1.1.103)
Nobly/equally.406

With vantage (1.1.104)
More favourably.407

Prosecute (1.1.107)
Exercise.408

Made love to (1.1.109)
Courted.409

Dotes (1.1.110)
Is infatuated.410

Spotted (1.1.112)
Morally stained.411

411 Ibid.
410 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 371.
409 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 12.
408 Ibid, 128.
407 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 127.
406 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 371.
405 Ibid.
404 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 127.
403 Ibid.
402 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1050.
401 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 126.
400 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 371.

399 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 126; Shakespeare, The RSC
Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 371.

398 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 126.
397 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1050; Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 371.
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Self-affairs. (1.1.115)
My own affairs—likely referring to his wedding.412

Schooling (1.1.118)
“Instructions, advice—perhaps on their treatment of  Hermia and Helena; even
‘reprimand.’”413

What cheer (1.1.124)
“‘What is your state or mood?’, suggesting that Hippolyta may be displeased at Theseus’s
decision.414

Against (1.1.127)
In preparation for.415

Nearly (1.1.128)
“Closely, intimately.”416 “Presumably about Hermia and Helena.”417

Belike (1.1.132)
Probably.418

Beteem (1.1.133)
Afford or grant.419

Blood (1.1.137)
Birth, family rank.420

Cross (1.1.138)
Vexation, pain, or affliction.421

Missgraffèd (1.1.139)
Badly matched.422

Friends (1.1.141)
Kin.423

Sympathy (1.1.143)
Agreement or affinity; here, mutual love.424

Momentary (1.1.145)
Fleeting.425

Collied (1.1.146)

425 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 372.

424 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 372; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The
Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 130.

423 Ibid.
422 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1051.

421 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 372; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The
Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 130,

420 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 129.
419 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1051.
418 Ibid.
417 Ibid.
416 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 129.
415 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 15.
414 Ibid.
413 Ibid.
412 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 128.
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Coal-black.426

Spleen (1.1.148)
Swift impulse or fit of  temper.427

Unfolds (1.1.148)
Reveals.428

Confusion (1.1.151)
Destruction.429

Cross (1.1.152)
Thwarted.430

Edict in destiny (1.1.153)
Judgement of  fate.431

Let us teach our trial patience (1.1.154)
“Let us teach ourselves to be patient in this trial.”432

Fancy’s followers (1.1.157)
Accompaniments or consequences of  love.433

To do observance to a morn of  May. (1.1.169)
To celebrate May Day.434

Simplicity (1.1.174)
Innocence.435

And by that fire which burned the Carthage queen / When the false Trojan under sail was seen (1.1.176-177)
“Aeneas, the Trojan leader, voyaged in search of  new lands after the fall of  Troy. Reaching
Carthage, he professed love to its queen Dido, but abandoned her to pursue his mission;
Dido thereupon burnt herself  on a pyre.”436 “Mentioning Dido and Aeneas makes Hermia
think of  male betrayal, perhaps fearing the same in Lysander.”437

Fair (1.1.184)
“The dialogue plays on the meanings of  ‘blonde’, ‘beautiful’, ‘beauty’. Helena is presumably
fair-haired and Hermia (called a ‘raven’ [in Act 2, Scene 2]) a brunette.”438

Lodestars (1.1.186)
“The lodestar is the pole star or a guiding star.”439

Phoebe (1.1.214)
“Diana, the moon-goddess, hence the moon, here reflected in water.”

439 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 134.
438 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1052.
437 Ibid.
436 Ibid.
435 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 132.
434 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 16.
433 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 131.
432 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1051.
431 Ibid.
430 Ibid.
429 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 131.
428 Ibid.
427 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1051; Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 372.
426 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1051.
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Glass (1.1.215)
Mirror.440

Quantity (1.1.238)
Substance, weight.441

Cupid painted blind (1.1.241)
“Cupid was notorious for causing unsuitable love-matches against reason and judgement.”442

Taste (1.1.242)
“The smallest jot or sample” or “perception, discernment.”443

Figure (1.1.243)
Stand for, symbolize.444

Unheedy (1.1.243)
Reckless, undiscerning.445

Beguiled (1.1.245)
Deceived, misguided.446

Waggish (1.1.246)
Mischievous.447

Dear expense (1.1.255)
“(Something obtained at) heavy cost: Demetrius’ thanks will add to Helena’s woe by proving
his love for Hermia.”448

Act I, Scene 2
Generally (1.2.2)

Bottom means “individually,” a comic malapropism.449

Treats on (1.2.9)
Takes as its subject.450

Grow to a point. (1.2.10)
Come to the purpose.451

I will condole in some / measure. (1.2.26)
I will grieve in an appropriate manner.452

Yet my chief  humour is for a / tyrant. I could play Ercles rarely (1.2.26-27)

452 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 64.
451 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 139.
450 Ibid.
449 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 64.
448 Ibid, 138.
447 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 137.
446 Shakespeare, The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 374.
445 Ibid.
444 Ibid.
443 Ibid, 137.
442 Ibid, 137.
441 Ibid.
440 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 135.
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“What I most want to play is a tyrant; I could play Hercules magnificently.”453

A part to tear a car in, to make all split (1.2.27-28)
“Part that would let me rant and rave, to bring down the house.”454

Phibbus’ car (1.2.33)
The chariot of  Phoebus Apollo, the Roman sun god. The spelling may be intended to reflect
Bottom’s mispronunciation.455

That’s all one.
That’s irrelevant.456

Study (1.2.65)
Memorizing.457

Aggravate (1.2.78)
Bottom means “moderate,” another comic malapropism.458

Obscenely (1.2.104)
Bottom likely means “seemly,” another malapropism.459

Hold or cut bowstrings (1.2.107)
May mean “keep your promise (to meet) or quit now,”460 or otherwise, “whether the
bowstring holds or breaks.”461

Act II, Scene 1
Dew her orbs upon the green (1.3.9)

As in “adorn the meadow with her fairy rings, (circle of  matted grass thought to be caused
by dancing fairies.)”462

Cowslips (1.3.10)
“Wild plants with clusters of  fragrant yellow flowers that radiate from their central stalk.”463

Pensioners (1.3.10)
Bodyguard.464

Those be rubies, fairy favors; In those freckles live their savors
As in, “the ruby spots on the flowers are the source of  their sweet scent.”465

Passing fell and wrath (2.1.10)

465 Ibid.
464 Ibid.
463 Ibid.
462 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 75.
461 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 145.
460 Ibid.
459 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 73.
458 Ibid.
457 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 142.
456 Shakespeare, The Norton Shakespeare, 1055.

455 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 64; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream:
Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 140.

454 Ibid.
453 Ibid.
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Surpassingly fierce and angry.466

Square (2.1.31)
Quarrel.467

Making (2.1.33)
Appearance.468

Skim milk, and sometimes labor the quern (2.1.37)
“Steal the cream from the top of  the milk and sometimes interfere with the grinding of
grain. A quern was a small grinder used to make flour.”469

Bear no barm (2.1.39)
“Form no head; i.e. Robin prevents the ale from fermenting properly and forming a forth
head.”470

Bean-fed (2.1.47)
As in“fat from indulgent feeding.”471

Neighing in likeness of  a filly foal (2.1.48)
As in, “Robin tricks the stallion by neighing like a young mare.”472

A gossip’s bowl (2.1.49)
A gossipy woman’s drinking mug.473

Roasted crab (2.1.50)
A crab apple, such as one that would be added to a hot or winter’s drink.474

Withered dewlap (2.1.52)
“Leathery flap of  skin on the neck.”475

“Tailor!” (2.1.56)
“It was common to cry, ‘Tailor!’ when suddenly falling backwards. It is unclear how the
custom started, perhaps because tailor sat on the floor to alter clothing, or because tail was
slang for ‘buttocks.’”476

Waxen (2.1.58)
Sob (as in, tears or merriment.)477

Wanton (2.1.65)
A rebellious person, but also a promiscuous woman.478

Corin (2.1.68)

478 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 78.
477 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 150.
476 Ibid.
475 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 76.

474 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 76; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream
(Folger), 36.

473 Ibid.
472 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 76.
471 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 148.
470 Ibid.
469 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 76.
468 Ibid.
467 Ibid.
466 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 147.
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“In Elizabeth pastoral literature, Corin and Phillida were conventional names for a lovesick
shepherd and his beloved shepherdess. Titania is accusing Oberon of wasting his time
writing poems and seducing women, thereby ignoring his royal responsibilities in
Fairyland.”479

Corn (2.1.69)
An instrument made of  grain or straw.480

Phillida (2.1.70)
See previous note about Corin (2.1.68).

Forsooth (2.1.72)
In truth, certainly.481

Buskined (2.1.73)
Wearing buskins or boots.482

Forgeries (2.1.84)
Fictions, fictitious inventions.483

Mead (2.1.86)
Meadow.484

Margent (2.1.88)
Margin.485

Ringlets (2.1.89)
Circular dances.

Piping (2.1.91)
Whistling.

Contagious (2.1.93)
Pestilential, breeding disease.486 In Elizabethan times, clouds were thought to carry disease.

Continents (2.1.95)
Banks.487

Folds (2.1.99)
Sheepfolds.

Murrain flock (2.1.100)
Sheep dead from murrain, an infectious disease.488

Nine-men’s-morris (2.1.101)
A board game similar to checkers, in which the goal is to move the nine pegs into lines of
three; often played outdoors on a board scratched in dirt.489

489 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 80.
488 Ibid.
487 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 40.
486 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 153.
485 Ibid.
484 Ibid.
483 Ibid, 40.
482 Ibid.
481 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 38.
480 Ibid; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 38.
479 Ibid.
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The quaint mazes in the wanton green / For lack of  tread (2.1.102-103)
“The elaborate mazes cut into the thick grass have grown over because they are no longer
walked in.”490

Distemperatures (2.1.109)
Bad weather.491

Hiems’ thin and icy crown (2.1.112)
“Hiems was a Roman personification of winter, often pictured as an old man with a crown of
ice on his balding head.”492

Wonted liveries (2.1.116)
Customary dress.493

Progeny (2.1.117)
Offspring.494

Votaress (2.1.127)
Vowed follower of  a deity or religious order.495

Neptune’s golden sands (2.1.129)
“The sea-beach. The ocean-god’s territory.”496

Wanton (2.1.133)
Lascivious.497

Chide downright (2.1.150)
“Quarrel outright.”498

Vestal (2.1.164)
Virgin. (Also, a reference to Queen Elizabeth I.)

Loosed (2.1.165)
Shot.499

Leviathan (2.1.180)
A huge creature mentioned in the Bible.500

Girdle (2.1.181)
Circle, as in “I’ll circumnavigate round about the Earth.”501

The one I’ll stay; the other stayeth me.
As in, “The one, I’ll stop. The other stop’s me,” with the later in respect to either being
transfixed by beauty or in terms of  stopping one’s heart.502

502 Ibid.
501 Ibid.
500 Ibid.
499 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 86.
498 Ibid.
497 Ibid.
496 Ibid.
495 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 156.
494 Ibid.
493 Ibid.
492 Ibid.
491 Ibid.
490 Ibid.
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Adamant (2.1.202)
A hard, magnetic stone.503

Your virtue is my privilege. (2.1.226)
“Your goodness is my guarantee of  safety.”504

In my respect (2.1.231)
From my perspective.505

Brakes (2.1.234)
Thickets.506

Apollo flies and Daphne holds the chase (2.1.239)
In mythology, Daphne fled from Apollo and escaped him by being transformed into a laurel
tree.507

Oxslips (2.1.257)
Flowers somewhat larger than cowslips.508

Woodbine (2.1.259)
Honeysuckle.509

Eglantine (2.1.260)
Sweetbrier.510

Effect (2.1.273)
Manage.511

Act II, Scene 2

Roundel (2.2.1)
Circle dance.512

Cankers (2.2.3)
Grubs.513

Reremice (2.2.4)
Bats.514

Leathern (2.2.5)
Leather.515

Quaint (2.2.8)

515 Ibid.
514 Ibid.
513 Ibid.
512 Ibid.
511 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 93.
510 Ibid.
509 Ibid.
508 Ibid.
507 Ibid.
506 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 48.
505 Ibid.
504 Ibid.
503 Ibid, 89.
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Dainty; brisk.516

Newts and blindworms (2.2.11)
“Species of  salamanders and reptiles thought, inShakespeare’s day, to be poisonous.”517

Philomel (2.2.13)
The nightingale.518

Ounce (2.2.36)
Lynx.

Pard (2.2.37)
Leopard.

Troth (2.2.42)
Truth; truthfully.519

Tarry (2.2.44)
Wait.520

Beshrew (2.2.60)
Curse.521

Maid (2.2.65)
Maiden.522

Weeds (2.2.77)
Garments.523

Let love forbid /sleep on thy eyelid. (2.2.86-87)
Let passion prevent you from sleeping.524

Glass (2.2.104)
Mirror.525

Nature shows art (2.2.110)
“The traditional opposition of nature and art is reconciled in this figure of ideal beauty and
purity.”526

Raven (2.2.121)
Alluding to Hermia’s darker appearance.

Marshal (2.2.127)
Regulator; controller.527

527 Ibid, 176.
526 Ibid.
525 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 175.
524 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 102.
523 Ibid.
522 Ibid.
521 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 56.
520 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), 99.

519 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream: Third Series (The Arden Shakespeare Third Series), 171; Shakespeare, A
Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare); Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 56.

518 Ibid, 53.
517 Ibid.
516 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), 53.
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Act III, Scene 1
Are we all met? (3.1.1)

As in, “Are we all here?”528

Pat, pat (3.1.2)
Exactly, on the dot.529

Marvail’s (3.1.2)
Quince means “marvelous.”530

Brake (3.1.4)
Thicket or hedge.531

Tiring house (3.1.4)
Dressing room.532

Bully (3.1.7)
Term of  affection, “gallant” or “fine fellow.”533

By’r lakin (3.1.12)
Diluted oath from “Our Lady” or better known as the “Virgin Mary.”534

Parlous (3.1.12)
Perilous, serious, terrible.535

When all is done (3.1.13)
I.e., after all.536

Whit (3.1.14)
Bit. 537

Eight and six (3.1.22)
Alternating eight-syllable lines and six-syllable lines; the verse form, often called
“fourteeners,” most commonly used in ballads.538

Afeard (3.1.24)
Afraid.539

Fearful (3.1.28)
Terrifying.540

Defect (3.1.35)
Quince means “effect.”541

541 Ibid.
540 Ibid.
539 Ibid.
538 Ibid.
537 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
536 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
535 Ibid.
534 Ibid.
533 Ibid.
532 Ibid.
531 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268.
530 Ibid.
529 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.551.
528 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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My life for yours (3.1.37-38)
I would sacrifice my life to protect yours.542

It were pity of  my life (3.1.38-39)
I wouldn’t want for the life of  me to think that.543 It would be at the risk of  my life. A bad
thing for me.

Casement (3.1.49)
Window sash.544

Bush of  thorns and a lanthorn (3.1.52-53)
Traditionally, two accessories of  the Man in the Moon.545

Disfigure (3.1.53)
Quince means “figure,” “represent.”546

Loam (3.1.60)
A mixture of  clay, sand, and straw used for making bricks.547

Roughcast (3.1.60)
Lime mixed with gravel to plaster outside walls.548

Hempen home-spuns (3.1.70)
Bumpkins dressed in peasant garb.549

Cradle (3.1.71)
I.e., the bower where Titania is sleeping.550

A play toward (3.1.72)
A play in preparation.551

By and by (3.1.80)
In a short amount of  time.552

Marry (3.1.83)
I.e., indeed.553

Brier (3.1.86)
Wild rose bush.554

Brisky juvenile (3.1.87)

554 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
553 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
552 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.554.
551 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
550 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
549 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268.
548 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.553.
547 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
546 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.553.
545 Ibid.
544 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

543 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies,
Vol. 1), p.552.

542 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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Bearded young man.555 Joke about Bottom being inappropriate as the young lover Pyramus.
Eke (3.1.87)

Also.556

Jew (3.1.87)
A poetic joke, desperate rhyme for hue.557 Intended as a term of  endearment.

Ninu’s tomb (3.1.90)
In Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Book 4), Pyramus and Thisbe meet at the tomb of  Ninus, the
legendary founder of  the ancient city of  Nineveh.558

You speak all your part at once, cues and all (3.1.91-92)
When rehearsing a play, Elizabethan actors received a cue script that only had their
respective lines written out, along with cues that indicated when they should begin speaking.
The nervous and inexperienced Flute reads all his lines at once, along with the cue lines from
Pyramus’s speeches.559

Were only (3.1.96)
Would be only.560

About a round (3.1.99)
Roundabout.561

Sometime a fire (3.1.103)
Will-o’-the-Wisp, English folklore of  a spirit of  hope that leads people on but is impossible
to reach.562

Knavery of  them (3.1.106)
Joke of  theirs.563

You see an ass head of  your own (3.1.109)
I.e., you see your own idiotic behavior.564

Translated (3.1.112)
Transformed, gone over to the other side.565

Ouzel (3.1.118)
The English blackbird.566

Orange-tawny (3.1.119)
Reddish-brown color.567

567 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
566 Ibid.
565 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
564 Ibid.
563 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
562 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
561 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.555.
560 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
559 Ibid.
558 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

557 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

556 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268.

555 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 268; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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Throstle (3.1.120)
Thrush, a type of  bird.568

Quill (3.1.121)
A song pipe made of  reed.569

Plainsong (3.1.124)
A simple and repetitive song.570

Whose note full many a man doth mark (3.1.125)
Whose song many men hear. The cuckoo’s call was often said to be “cuckold,” the insulting
name for the husband of  an unfaithful wife. Strangely enough, Oberon attempts to control
his wife by putting her in a position to cuckold him with Bottom.571

Would set his wit (3.1.127)
Would bother to respond.572

Give a bird the lie (3.1.128)
Contradict a bird (the cuckoo’s song supposedly tells a man he is cuckold.573

Never so (3.1.129)
Ever so often.574

Thy fair virtue’s force (3.1.133)
The power of  your fine qualities.575

Perforce (3.1.133)
Of  necessity.576 I.e., whether I want to or not, willy-nilly

Keep little company together (3.1.137)
I.e., are not good friends.577

Gleek (3.1.139) upon occasion (3.1.131)
Joke from time to time.578 Wisecrack, a satirical jest.579

Doth tend upon (3.1.146)
Serves, attends.580

Purge thy mortal grossness (3.1.151)
I.e., separate your spirit from your physical being.581

Moth (3.1.153)
Pronounced mote.582

582 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
581 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
580 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
579 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
578 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
577 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
576 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; folgers.
575 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
574 Ibid.
573 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.556.
572 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
571 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
570 Ibid.
569 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 269.
568 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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Gambol (3.1.159)
Skip, leap about.583

Apricocks and dewberries (3.1.161)
Apricots and blackberries.584

Night tapers (3.1.164)
Candles.585

I cry your worship’s mercy (3.1.174)
I beg pardon of  your honors.586

I shall desire you of  more acquaintance (3.1.177)
I shall want to be better acquainted with you.587

If  I cut my finger, I shall make bold with you. (3.1.178-179)
Cobweb was used to stanch blood.588

Mistress Squash....Master Peasecod (3.1.181-182)
An unripe peapod, a ripe peapod.589

Giant-like ox-beef  hath devoured many a gentlemen of  your house (3.1.187-188)
Mustard is often served as a condiment with beef. Bottom is here sympathizing with
Mustardseed for having lost kinsman who have been eaten as mustard.590

Enforcèd chastity (3.1.195)
Antithetical meanings: it could refer either to forceful violation of  chastity (i.e., rape), or to
compelled chastity, one of  the options Theseus offers Hermia in the form of  life in a
convent.591

Act III, Scene 2
In extremity (3.2.3)

To the highest degree.592

Night rule (3.2.6)
Disorder, revels.593

Night was often considered a mysterious time when the natural order was subverted.
Haunted (3.2.6)

Much visited.594

Close (3.2.8)

594 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.

593 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

592 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
591 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
590 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
589 Ibid.
588 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270.
587 Ibid.
586 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.558.
585 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
584 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.557.
583 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
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Hidden, secluded.595

Dull (3.2.9)
I.e., unconscious (because asleep).596

Patches (3.2.10)
Simpletons.597

Rude mechanicals (3.2.10)
Rough, manual laborers.598

Uneducated workingmen.
Work for bread (3.2.11)

I.e., earn their livings.599

Thickskin (3.2.14)
Dull person.600

Stupidest brute.
Barren sort (3.2.14)

Witless group. Stupid group. Brainless.601

Presented (3.2.15)
Acted.602

Sport (3.2.15)
Drama, theatrical activity.603

Scene (3.2.16)
Stage.604

Nol (3.2.18)
Head (from “noodle”)605

Anon (3.2.19)
Presently.606

Mimic (3.2.20)
I.e., comic actor.607

At our stamp (3.2.22)

607 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
606 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.559.
605 Ibid.
604 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270.
603 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
602 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270.

601 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.559; B&N.

600 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

599 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.

598 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.559.

597 Ibid.
596 Ibid.
595 Ibid.
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Often described that Robin activated his mischievous spells by stamping his foot.608

Their sense thus weak, lost with their fears / thus strong (3.2.24-25)
Their reason was in this way weakened, undermined by their strong fears.609

Made senseless things begin to do them wrong (3.2.26)
They thought themselves attacked by inanimate objects.610

From yielders all / things catch (3.2.28-29)
Everything grabs at (or steals from) the fearful.611 I.e., everything seems to attack the fearful.

Latch’d (3.2.35)
Fastened. Ensnared.612

Of  force she must be eyed (3.2.39)
She will certainly be noticed.613

By necessity.
Lay breath so bitter on your bitter foe (3.2.43)

Keep such bitter words for an enemy.614

But chide (3.2.44)
Only scold.615

Being o’er shoes in blood (3.2.47)
I.e., having waded thus far, being already guilty.616

Venus in her glimmering sphere (3.2.55)
In Ptolemaic astronomy, the moon, sun, and planets were set in crystal spheres that orbited
around the Earth. Venus is of  course the planet but also the Roman goddess of  love, whose
influence can be felt over the play.617

Durst thou have looked upon him being awake (3.2.63)
Would you have dared to look at him when he was awake.618

O brave touch (3.2.64)
Splendid exploit (ironic).619

for with doubler tongue / Than thine, thou serpent, never adder stung (3.2.66-67)
I.e., because no adder (a poisonous snake) ever poisoned anyone with a more deceitful or
forked tongue than yours.620

620 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
619 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.562.
618 Ibid.
617 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
616 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270.
615 Ibid.
614 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!

613 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.561.

612 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.560; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's
Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

611 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

610 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 270.
609 Ibid.
608 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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You spend your passion on a misprised mood (3.2.68)
You waste your energy with unjustified anger.621

So sorrow’s heaviness doth heavier grow / For debt that bankrupt sleep doth sorrow owe (3.2.78-79)
Demetrius says that his sorrow has become even more intense for lack of  sleep.622

If  for his tender here I make some stay (3.2.81)
If  I stop and rest here, so that sleep can pay its debt.623

Then fate o’errules, that, one man holding troth, / A million fail, confounding oath an oath (3.2.86-87)
Then fate must have taken over, since for every man who is faithful (holding troth), a million
are breaking (confounding) their promises.624

Breaking oath after oath.
Look thou find (3.2.89)

Be sure you find.625

Against she do appear (3.2.91)
In anticipation of  her arrival.626

Tartar’s bow (3.2.93)
Famously strong Oriental bow.627

The Tartars, whose archery skills and superior bows were admired by the English, were a
people of  central Asia who at various times invaded other parts of  Asia and eastern Europe.

Flower of  this purple dye...Beg of  her for remedy (3.2.94-101)
All “y” sounds were most likely pronounced the same.628

Apple of  his eye (3.2.96)
Pupil.629

Espy (3.2.97)
Spy.630

Lover’s fee (3.2.105)
Payment; kisses.631

Fond pageant (3.2.106)
Foolish performance.632

Sport alone (3.2.111)

632 Ibid.
631 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.
630 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
629 Ibid.
628 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.

627 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

626 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.
625 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

624 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.563.

623 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
622 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.
621 Ibid.
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Unsurpassed entertainment (or “entertainment on its own”). Unmatched. Unique,
supreme.633

Preposterously (3.2.121)
Etymologically, preposterous derives from prae (in front or before) and posterus (after or
behind): hence “back first,” or what we might colloquially call “ass backward.” a concept
often used in the Renaissance to describe inversions of  social, gender, and sexual order,
preposterous strongly connoted something monstrous, perverse, or contrary to the order of
nature. Robin’s use of  the word suggests the magnitude of  the disorder in the forest that will
need to be rectified before the young lovers and Bottom can reenter Athenian society.634

Back to front, ass-backward.
Badge of  faith (3.2.119)

Servants wore badges; for Lysander, the tears prove his allegiance to Helena.635

Advance (3.2.120)
Display.636

Truth kills truth (3.2.121)
One vow cancels another.637

Devilish-holy fray (3.2.121)
Paradoxically, a holy war.638

Give her o’er (3.2.122)
Abandon her.639

Weigh oath with oath, and you will nothing weigh (3.2.123)
Weigh your oath to Hermia against your oath to me, and (1) the scales will be evenly
balanced; (2) both scales will be empty; (3) you, Lysander< will be found worthless (as an
oath breaker).640

As light as tales (3.2.125)
I.e., as worthless as lies.641

Falsehoods, fictions.
Ripe in show (3.2.131)

Ripe looking.642

Taurus (3.2.133)

642 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
641 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!, complete works.
640 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
639 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
638 Ibid.
637 Ibid.
636 Ibid.
635 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.

634 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271.

633 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 271; Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol.
1), p.564.
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The Taurus mountains in Turkey.643

Fann’d with (3.2.134)
(1) Blown gently by, (2) winnowed by.644

Turns to a crow / When thou hold’st up thy hand (3.2.134-135)
Looks as black as a crow compared to your white hand.645

This princess of  pure white (3.2.136)
I.e., Helena’s hand, outclassing all others in whiteness.646

Seal (3.2.136)
Promise. 647

Gentle (3.2.144)
(1) Wellborn, (2) mild-mannered.648

Superpraise my parts (3.2.145)
I.e., exaggerate my attractions.649

Trim (3.2.149)
Fine (ironic).650

Splendid (ironic).
Extort (3.2.152)

Twist, torture.651

Wear out by torturing.
Idle (3.2.161)

Pointless.652

Vain, futile.
I will none (3.2.162)

I.e., I want nothing to do with her.653

My heart to her but as guest-wise sojourn’d (3.2.164)
I.e., my heart visited Hermia only temporarily.654

I.e., my heart merely visited her as a temporary guest; it was just a passing fancy.
Thou aby it dear (3.2.169)

You have to pay (aby) a high price.655

655 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.565.

654 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

653 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
652 Ibid.
651 Ibid.

650 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.564.

649 Ibid.
648 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272.
647 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
646 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272.
645 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
644 Ibid.
643 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 272.
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Pay dearly for it.
The ear more quick of  apprehension / makes (3.2.172-173)

Makes the ear more sensitive.656

Oes and eyes (3.2.184)
I.e., stars. Oes were round sequins used in dressmaking; Lysander also puns on the oh’s and
I’s of  lovers’ complaints.657

Injurious (3.2.191)
Insulting.658

Have you conspired, have you with these contrived / To bait me with this foul derision? (3.2.192-193)
Plotted to assail & torment.659

Chid the hasty-footed time (3.2.196)
Scolded swiftly passing time.660

Forsooth (3.2.213)
In truth; a very mild oath.661

Ay, do. persever (3.2.216)
I.e., great, keep it up.662

Counterfeit sad looks (3.2.216)
Pretend to be concerned.663

Make mouths (3.2.217)
Make mocking faces.664

This sport, well carried, shall be chronicled (3.2.219)
This mockery, played successfully, will go down in history.665

Argument (3.2.221)
Theme or butt of  a joke.666

Subject of  scorn.
Entreat (3.2.228)

Prevail by entreating.667

Ethiope (3.2.238)
A dig at Hermia’s dark hair, degenerating ethnic slur.668

Take on as (3.2.240)

668 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 273.
667 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.567.

666 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 273; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.567.

665 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
664 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.567.
663 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
662 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 273.
661 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
660 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
659 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.566.
658 ????
657 Ibid.
656 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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Make a fuss as if.669

Tawny Tartar (3.2.246)
Dark-skinned Turk.670

I would I had your bond, for I perceive / A weak bond holds you (3.2.251-252)
“I wish you had signed a legal contract (bond) with me, because I see you don’t keep your
promises.” I.e., Hermia’s arms.671

Wherefore (3.2.256)
Why. 672

Erewhile (3.2.259)
Before. 673

Juggler (3.2.270)
Cheater, trickster.674

Canker blossom (3.2.270)
Flower-eating grub.675

Puppet (3.2.277)
(1) Counterfeit human, doll; (2) miniature person.676

That way goes the game (3.2.278)
I.e., now I get it.677

Painted maypole (3.2.285)
I.e., tall and skinny, with the implication that Helena’s light complexion is cosmetically
enhanced.678

Curst (3.2.289)
Shrewish, quarrelsome.679

Right maid (3.2.291)
True young woman.680

Match her (3.2.294)
I.e., in a fight.681

Fond (3.2.307)
Foolish.682

Keen and shrewd (3.2.314)

682 Ibid.
681 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.
680 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.569.
679 Ibid.
678 Ibid.
677 Ibid.
676 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 273.
675 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
674 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 273.
673 Ibid.
672 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
671 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; complete works.
670 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
669 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.568.
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Sharp and shrewish.683

Shrewish was a word to describe women who were considered quarrelsome, talkative, or
sharp-tongued.

Suffer her to flout me (3.2.318)
Allow her to mock me.684

Minimus (3.2.321)
Tiny thing.685

Knotgrass (3.2.321)
Low-growing plant that hinders the plow and was thought to stunt growth.686

Never so little show of  love (3.2.333)
I.e., even a tiny demonstration of  love.687

To try whose right, / Of  thine or mine, is most in Helena (3.2.330-331)
To test which of  us has the greatest claim to Helena.688

Coil is long of  you (3.2.333)
Uproar is your fault.689

All this turmoil is brought about by you.
Curst (3.2.3336)

Ill-tempered. 690

Amazed (3.2.339)
In confusion.691

So did sort (3.2.347)
Happened this way.692

Turn out.
Jangling (3.2.348)

Arguing. 693

Hie (3.2.350)
Hurry. 694

Welkin (3.2.351)
Sky.695

695 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.
694 Ibid.
693 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

692 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.571.

691 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.571.
690 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.

689 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.571.

688 Ibid.
687 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
686 Ibid.
685 Ibid.
684 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.

683 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Folger), PP!!!.
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Acheron (3.2.352)
In Greek mythology, it was one of  the four rivers of  the Underworld.696

As (3.2.354)
That. 697

Frame / thy tongue (3.2.355-356)
Fashion your voice.698

Wrong (3.2.357)
Insults.699

Rail (3.2.358)
Rant. 700

Liquor (3.2.363)
Essence.701

Virtuous (3.2.363)
Powerful. Potent.702

Wonted (3.2.365)
Accustomed, normal.703

Wend (3.2.368)
Go. 704

With league whose date till death shall never end (3.2.369)
I.e., in a bond of  friendship that will last until death. Agreement whose term or duration.705

Night’s swift dragons (3.2.375)
The mythical creatures thought to pull the chariot of  Artemis, goddess of  night.706

Aurora’s harbinger (3.2.376)
The morning star, sign of  dawn.707

Recreant (3.2.393)
Traitor, coward (literally, “promise breaker”).708

He is defiled / That draws a sword on thee (3.2.394-395)
I.e., it would be shameful to confront you with a sword (since you are not a worthy
opponent).709

Measure out my length (3.2.417)

709 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
708 Ibid.
707 Ibid.
706 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 275.
705 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!; complete works
704 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
703 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.

702 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274; Shakespeare, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.551.

701 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.
700 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
699 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 274.
698 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
697 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p.572.
696 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
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I.e., lie down.710

Abate thy hours (3.2.420)
Shorten your time.711

Knavish (3.2.428)
Mischievous. 712

The man shall have his mare again, and all shall be well (3.2.451)
A proverb suggesting a happy ending.713

Act IV, Scene 1
While I thy amiable cheeks do coy (4.1.2)

While I caress your lovely cheeks.714

amiable (4.1.2)
Lovable.715

Coy (4.2.2)
Caress.716

Was wont to (4.1.48)
Used to.717

Swain (4.1.59)
Young man (lower-class association).718

Dian’s bud (4.1.67)
Associated with Diana and chastity; it is the herbal antidote to Cupid’s flower.719

Soft (4.1.126)
Wait.720

Idle gaud (4.1.147)
Worthless trinket.721

With parted eye (4.1.169)
I.e., with the eyes not in focus.722

A patched fool (4.1.192)
I.e., a fool in motley.723

Because it hath no bottom  (4.1.200)

723 Ibid.
722 Ibid.
721 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 278.
720 Ibid.
719 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 277.
718 Ibid.
717 Ibid.
716 Ibid.
715 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 276.
714 Shakespeare, A midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare Comedies, Vol. 1), p. 577.
713 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 275.
712 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Barnes & Nobles Shakespeare), PP!!!.
711 Ibid.
710 Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream (William Shakespeare the Complete Works), p. 275.
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I.e., (1) because its meaning is unclear (he “can’t get to the bottom of  it”), (2) because it is
like a tangled skein of  wool with no base or bottom (a metaphor from weaving).724

Peradventure (4.1.202)
Perhaps. 725

Act IV, Scene 2
Transported (4.2.4)

Taken elsewhere by supernatural forces.726

Marred (4.2.5)
Ruined.

Discharge (4.2.8)
Perform.727

Person (4.2.11)
Appearance.728

Sport (4.2.17)
Performance.729

Made men (4.2.18)
Financially stable.730

Bully (4.2.19)
A hearty, affectionate term (bro, fella, etc.)731

Sixpence a day (4.2.19-20)
The pension Bottom would have earned had he been able to perform. It would not have
made him rich, but it’s enough that he wouldn’t go hungry again.732

Scaped (4.2.21)
Escaped, avoided.733

And (4.2.21)
If.

Hearts (4.2.25)
Close friends or comrades (like “me hearties,” as a pirate would say).734

Courageous (4.2.27)
Happy or joyful. 735

Strings (4.2.36)

735 Ibid, Location 8000.
734 Ibid, Location 7999.
733 Ibid, Location 7994.
732 Ibid, Location 7991.
731 Ibid, Location 7990.
730 Ibid, Location 7989.
729 Ibid, Location 7987.
728 Ibid, Location 7975.
727 Ibid, Location 7974.

726 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, ed. Sukanta Chaudhuri (London: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare,
2017), Location 7971, Kindle edition.

725 Ibid.
724 Ibid.
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Fake beards were attached with strings tied around the head.736

Pumps (4.2.37)
Shoes fastened with ribbons.737

Act V, Scene 1
Antique fables (5.1.3)

Old-fashioned stories.
Fairy toys (5.1.3)

Fairy tales.
Seething (5.1.4)

Active, frantic, restless.738

Shaping fantasies (5.1.5)
Hallucination-like imaginings

Apprehend (5.1.5)
Visualize, as opposed to fact-based “comprened” (5.1.6).739

Lunatic, lover, poet (5.1.7)
A reference to Plutarch, who said in his play Moralia that being in love, being a poet, and
being a madman were all similar states. 740

Helen’s beauty in a brow of  Egypt (5.1.11)
The lover sees beauty equal to Helen of Troy in people from Egypt, who are of dark
complexion and therefore unbeautiful. Nice going with the racism there, Willy.

Bodies forth (5.1.15)
Manifests or gives shape to.741

Strong imagination (5.1.19)
Tangible substance. 742

Bush supposed a bear (5.1.23)
Seeing a bush and thinking it’s a bear (i.e. that pile of dirty clothes on the chair that looks like
someone standing in the corner at 3:00 AM).

Their minds transfigured so together (5.1.25)
Their stories all line up.

Admirable (5.1.28)
Something to wonder at.743

More than to us (5.1.32)
What you wish us, I wish you more of.

743 Ibid, Location 8113.
742 Ibid, Location 8090.
741 Ibid, Location 8082.
740 Ibid, Location 8062.
739 Ibid, Location 8058.

738 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, ed. Sukanta Chaudhuri (London: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare,
2017), Location 8047, Kindle edition.

737 Ibid, Location 8011.
736 Ibid, Location 8008.
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Beguile (5.1.44)
To divert or entrance. In this context, to while away the hour.744

Lazy (5.1.45)
Slow-moving.

Brief  (5.1.46)
List.

Sports (5.1.46)
Performances/presentations.

Ripe (5.1.46)
Ready to be seen.

Centaurs (5.1.48)
Theseus and Hercules defeated an army of centaurs who decided to fight the Lapith tribe
while drunk. 745

Tipsy Bacchanals (5.1.52)
Bacchanals were followers of Bacchus (the Roman name for Dionysus), and some rituals
included getting drunk on wine and going into a berserker-like craze of  violent revelry.

Thracian singer (5.1.53)
Orpheus, who was torn apart by a group of Bacchanals when he ignored their advances
because he was grieving for Eurydice.746

Thrice three muses… death of  learning (5.1.56-57)
The nine (thrice three = 3x3) muses despairing over how times have changed.

Sorting with (5.1.59)
In the theme or mood of.

Find the concord of  this discord (5.1.64)
Make sense of  this nonsense.

Toiled their unbreathed memories (5.1.78)
Strained their unused memories.747

Against (5.1.79)
In preparation for.748

Conned (5.1.85)
Memorized.

Wretchedness o’ercharged (5.1.91)
Unfortunate people overworked.

Nothing in this kind (5.1.94)
Nothing in the realm of  theatre.749

In might, not merit (5.1.98)

749 Ibid, Location 8214.
748 Ibid, Location 8195.
747 Ibid, Location 8194.
746 Ibid, Location 8160.
745 Ibid, Location 8152.
744 Ibid, Location 8136.
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Judge by ability instead of  achievement.750

Great clerks (5.1.99)
Reputed scholars.751

Capacity (5.1.111)
Opinion.

If  we offend...like to know. (5.1.114-124)
Quince mixes up his sentences here and says the opposite of  what he means.

Points (5.1.125)
Punctuation marks. 752

Knows not the stop (5.1.127)
Cannot control the proverbial colt.753

Like a child… not in government. (5.1.130-131)
Like third graders playing the recorder in elementary school music class. They can make
sound, but not refined music.

Like a tangled… but all disordered. (5.1.132-133)
A tangled chain is not broken, but it is out of  order.

Gentles (5.1.134)
Gentlemen and gentlewomen.

Hight (5.1.148)
Is called. 754

Boiling (5.1.156)
Restless and hot.

At large discourse (5.1.160)
Fully explain.755

Hair (5.1.174)
Fibers would be used in a wall to strengthen the masonry.

Jove shield thee (5.1.189)
Good keep you safe.

Limander (5.1.209)
Another name for Leander, of  the famous romantic pair of  Hero and Leander.756

Helen (5.1.210)
Likely a mistake. Leander’s lover is Hero.757

Shafalus to Procrus (5.1.211 and 212)
Cephalus and Procris, another famous romantic couple.758

758 Ibid, Location 8437.
757 Ibid, Location 8433.
756 Ibid, Location 8430.
755 Ibid, Location 8354.
754 Ibid, Location 8333.
753 Ibid, Location 8295.
752 Ibid, Location 8291.
751 Ibid, Location 8228.
750 Ibid, Location 8226.
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No lion fell… no lion’s dam (5.1.238)
I am not a fierce male lion nor a lion’s mother (female lion).

Fox for his valor (5.1.245)
Sarcasm—foxes are thought to be shameless tricksters.

Goose for his discretion (5.1.246)
More sarcasm. You try to not notice a goose sometime and see how that goes. I wish you
luck.

Lanthorne (5.1.253)
A slightly more poetic word for lantern.

Hornèd moon (5.1.253)
The crescent moon resembles a bull’s horns.

Worn the horns on his head (2.1.254-255)
This is a cuckolding joke. Classic.

Dole (5.1.293)
Reason for sorrow.759

Duck (5.1.296)
An affectionate pet name.760

Furies (5.1.299)
The vengeful punishers of  Greek Mythology.

Fates (5.1.300)
Three old women in charge of spinning, measuring, and cutting the thread of each person’s
life in Greek Mythology. Likely invoked to end Pyramus’s life so he can follow Thisbe.

Beshrew (5.1.305)
To disdain.

Deflowered (5.1.307)
Ravished someone or taken someone’s virginity. Bottom likely mistakenly says this instead of
“devoured.”

Confound (5.1.311)
Destroy.761

No die but… ace for him (5.1.323)
Not a whole die, but only the face with one mark.762

Which Pyramus… God bless us (5.1.335-337)
Whichever is better, Pyramus or Thisbe. If Pyramus is better, may God protect us. If Thisbe
is better, God bless us.

Videlicet (5.1.340)
A Latin legal term that means, approximately, “see as follows.”763

Sisters three (5.1.353)

763 Ibid, Location 8633.
762 Ibid, Location 8604.
761 Ibid, Location 8593.
760 Ibid, Location 8567.
759 Ibid, Location 8566.
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The Fates.
Imbrue (5.1.361)

Stain. Maybe pierce, but there’s little evidence of  it meaning that.764

Bergomask dance (5.1.370)
A rustic, celebratory dance.765

Iron tongue (5.1.380)
Chime of  a clock.

Fairy time (5.1.381)
The time for mortals to be in bed and for fairies to roam freely. Between midnight and
daybreak.766

Palpable-gross (5.1.384)
Gaudy and lacking subtlety.767

Gait (5.1.385)
Pace.

Behowls (5.1.389)
Howls at.

Wasted brands (5.1.392)
Mostly-burnt fire logs. 768

An honest puck (5.1.448)
Puck is not the only fairy of his kind. In Celtic fairy mythology, a puck, or pooka, is a kind of
fairy, usually malevolent, that spirits people away in the night. But this puck is mischievous
more than evil, so “honest” fits more than it would a classic pooka.

The serpent’s tongue (5.1.450)
The hissing of an unappreciative audience.769 Hopefully not something we’ll have to worry
about!

769 Ibid, Location 8807.
768 Ibid, Location 8722.
767 Ibid, Location 8692.
766 Ibid, Location 8687.
765 Ibid, Location 8667.
764 Ibid, Location 8657.
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Transported (4.2.4)
Taken elsewhere by supernatural forces.770

Marred (4.2.5)
Ruined.

Discharge (4.2.8)
Perform.771

Person (4.2.11)
Appearance.772

Sport (4.2.17)
Performance.773

Made men (4.2.18)
Financially stable.774

Bully (4.2.19)
A hearty, affectionate term (bro, fella, etc.)775

Sixpence a day (4.2.19-20)
The pension Bottom would have earned had he been able to perform. It would not have
made him rich, but it’s enough that he wouldn’t go hungry again.776

Scaped (4.2.21)
Escaped, avoided.777

And (4.2.21)
If.

Hearts (4.2.25)
Close friends or comrades (like “me hearties,” as a pirate would say).778

Courageous (4.2.27)
Happy or joyful. 779

Strings (4.2.36)
Fake beards were attached with strings tied around the head.780

Pumps (4.2.37)
Shoes fastened with ribbons.781

781 Ibid, Location 8011.
780 Ibid, Location 8008.
779 Ibid, Location 8000.
778 Ibid, Location 7999.
777 Ibid, Location 7994.
776 Ibid, Location 7991.
775 Ibid, Location 7990.
774 Ibid, Location 7989.
773 Ibid, Location 7987.
772 Ibid, Location 7975.
771 Ibid, Location 7974.

770 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, ed. Sukanta Chaudhuri (London: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare,
2017), Location 7971, Kindle edition.
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Antique fables (5.1.3)
Old-fashioned stories.

Fairy toys (5.1.3)
Fairy tales.

Seething (5.1.4)
Active, frantic, restless.782

Shaping fantasies (5.1.5)
Hallucination-like imaginings

Apprehend (5.1.5)
Visualize, as opposed to fact-based “comprened” (5.1.6).783

Lunatic, lover, poet (5.1.7)
A reference to Plutarch, who said in his play Moralia that being in love, being a poet, and
being a madman were all similar states. 784

Helen’s beauty in a brow of  Egypt (5.1.11)
The lover sees beauty equal to Helen of Troy in people from Egypt, who are of dark
complexion and therefore unbeautiful. Nice going with the racism there, Willy.

Bodies forth (5.1.15)
Manifests or gives shape to.785

Strong imagination (5.1.19)
Tangible substance. 786

Bush supposed a bear (5.1.23)
Seeing a bush and thinking it’s a bear (i.e. that pile of dirty clothes on the chair that looks like
someone standing in the corner at 3:00 AM).

Their minds transfigured so together (5.1.25)
Their stories all line up.

Admirable (5.1.28)
Something to wonder at.787

More than to us (5.1.32)
What you wish us, I wish you more of.

Beguile (5.1.44)
To divert or entrance. In this context, to while away the hour.788

Lazy (5.1.45)
Slow-moving.

Brief  (5.1.46)
List.

788 Ibid, Location 8136.
787 Ibid, Location 8113.
786 Ibid, Location 8090.
785 Ibid, Location 8082.
784 Ibid, Location 8062.
783 Ibid, Location 8058.
782 Ibid, Location 8047.
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Sports (5.1.46)
Performances/presentations.

Ripe (5.1.46)
Ready to be seen.

Centaurs (5.1.48)
Theseus and Hercules defeated an army of centaurs who decided to fight the Lapith tribe
while drunk. 789

Tipsy Bacchanals (5.1.52)
Bacchanals were followers of Bacchus (the Roman name for Dionysus), and some rituals
included getting drunk on wine and going into a berserker-like craze of  violent revelry.

Thracian singer (5.1.53)
Orpheus, who was torn apart by a group of Bacchanals when he ignored their advances
because he was grieving for Eurydice.790

Thrice three muses… death of  learning (5.1.56-57)
The nine (thrice three = 3x3) muses despairing over how times have changed.

Sorting with (5.1.59)
In the theme or mood of.

Find the concord of  this discord (5.1.64)
Make sense of  this nonsense.

Toiled their unbreathed memories (5.1.78)
Strained their unused memories.791

Against (5.1.79)
In preparation for.792

Conned (5.1.85)
Memorized.

Wretchedness o’ercharged (5.1.91)
Unfortunate people overworked.

Nothing in this kind (5.1.94)
Nothing in the realm of  theatre.793

In might, not merit (5.1.98)
Judge by ability instead of  achievement.794

Great clerks (5.1.99)
Reputed scholars.795

Capacity (5.1.111)
Opinion.

If  we offend...like to know. (5.1.114-124)

795 Ibid, Location 8228.
794 Ibid, Location 8226.
793 Ibid, Location 8214.
792 Ibid, Location 8195.
791 Ibid, Location 8194.
790 Ibid, Location 8160.
789 Ibid, Location 8152.
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Quince mixes up his sentences here and says the opposite of  what he means.
Points (5.1.125)

Punctuation marks. 796

Knows not the stop (5.1.127)
Cannot control the proverbial colt.797

Like a child… not in government. (5.1.130-131)
Like third graders playing the recorder in elementary school music class. They can make
sound, but not refined music.

Like a tangled… but all disordered. (5.1.132-133)
A tangled chain is not broken, but it is out of  order.

Gentles (5.1.134)
Gentlemen and gentlewomen.

Hight (5.1.148)
Is called. 798

Boiling (5.1.156)
Restless and hot.

At large discourse (5.1.160)
Fully explain.799

Hair (5.1.174)
Fibers would be used in a wall to strengthen the masonry.

Jove shield thee (5.1.189)
Good keep you safe.

Limander (5.1.209)
Another name for Leander, of  the famous romantic pair of  Hero and Leander.800

Helen (5.1.210)
Likely a mistake. Leander’s lover is Hero.801

Shafalus to Procrus (5.1.211 and 212)
Cephalus and Procris, another famous romantic couple.802

No lion fell… no lion’s dam (5.1.238)
I am not a fierce male lion nor a lion’s mother (female lion).

Fox for his valor (5.1.245)
Sarcasm—foxes are thought to be shameless tricksters.

Goose for his discretion (5.1.246)
More sarcasm. You try to not notice a goose sometime and see how that goes. I wish you
luck.

Lanthorne (5.1.253)

802 Ibid, Location 8437.
801 Ibid, Location 8433.
800 Ibid, Location 8430.
799 Ibid, Location 8354.
798 Ibid, Location 8333.
797 Ibid, Location 8295.
796 Ibid, Location 8291.
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A slightly more poetic word for lantern.
Hornèd moon (5.1.253)

The crescent moon resembles a bull’s horns.
Worn the horns on his head (2.1.254-255)

This is a cuckolding joke. Classic.
Dole (5.1.293)

Reason for sorrow.803

Duck (5.1.296)
An affectionate pet name.804

Furies (5.1.299)
The vengeful punishers of  Greek Mythology.

Fates (5.1.300)
Three old women in charge of spinning, measuring, and cutting the thread of each person’s
life in Greek Mythology. Likely invoked to end Pyramus’s life so he can follow Thisbe.

Beshrew (5.1.305)
To disdain.

Deflowered (5.1.307)
Ravished someone or taken someone’s virginity. Bottom likely mistakenly says this instead of
“devoured.”

Confound (5.1.311)
Destroy.805

No die but… ace for him (5.1.323)
Not a whole die, but only the face with one mark.806

Which Pyramus… God bless us (5.1.335-337)
Whichever is better, Pyramus or Thisbe. If Pyramus is better, may God protect us. If Thisbe
is better, God bless us.

Videlicet (5.1.340)
A Latin legal term that means, approximately, “see as follows.”807

Sisters three (5.1.353)
The Fates.

Imbrue (5.1.361)
Stain. Maybe pierce, but there’s little evidence of  it meaning that.808

Bergomask dance (5.1.370)
A rustic, celebratory dance.809

Iron tongue (5.1.380)
Chime of  a clock.

809 Ibid, Location 8667.
808 Ibid, Location 8657.
807 Ibid, Location 8633.
806 Ibid, Location 8604.
805 Ibid, Location 8593.
804 Ibid, Location 8567.
803 Ibid, Location 8566.
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Fairy time (5.1.381)
The time for mortals to be in bed and for fairies to roam freely. Between midnight and
daybreak.810

Palpable-gross (5.1.384)
Gaudy and lacking subtlety.811

Gait (5.1.385)
Pace.

Behowls (5.1.389)
Howls at.

Wasted brands (5.1.392)
Mostly-burnt fire logs. 812

An honest puck (5.1.448)
Puck is not the only fairy of his kind. In Celtic fairy mythology, a puck, or pooka, is a kind of
fairy, usually malevolent, that spirits people away in the night. But this puck is mischievous
more than evil, so “honest” fits more than it would a classic pooka.

The serpent’s tongue (5.1.450)
The hissing of an unappreciative audience.813 Hopefully not something we’ll have to worry
about!

813 Ibid, Location 8807.
812 Ibid, Location 8722.
811 Ibid, Location 8692.
810 Ibid, Location 8687.
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